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ABSTRACT

Integrating Social-Emotional Learning and School Climate with a Sociocultural Narrative
Inquiry Approach
by
Isabella Fante
Advisor: Colette Daiute
This study introduces a novel application of sociocultural narrative theory and method to
integrate social-emotional learning (SEL) and school climate research. Extensive research has
demonstrated the importance of SEL and school climate in promoting student success (Cohen et
al., 2009; Durlak et al., 2011; Rivers et al., 2013). However, few studies examine SEL and
school climate as interrelated concepts; they are frequently studied separately, most often using
quantitative, survey-based methods (Brackett et al., 2012). Furthermore, despite the wealth of
research on SEL and climate, there is a dearth of studies in the context of high school settings.
This study employed an activity-meaning system design (Daiute, 2008; 2014) to examine: (1)
how to apply sociocultural narrative theory and method to study the integrated nature of SEL and
climate (qualitatively); (2) whether results of SEL and climate metrics demonstrate school-level
differences in scores (quantitatively); and (3) what relationships occur between qualitative and
quantitative measures of SEL and climate (mixed methods). Applying mixed methods illustrates
how diverse genres of assessment construct, at least in part, the phenomena of inquiry.
Participants included staff and students at ten New York City charter high schools. Data
were collected as part of a working group professional development model which incorporated
quantitative and qualitative SEL and school climate data in regular group activities. Qualitative
iv
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analysis methods included character mapping and values analysis techniques applied to
investigate narratives, summarized quantitatively to examine alignment with survey-based
measures. Values analysis showed that narratives compared positively to surveys in terms of the
breadth and depth of values they express, yet also offered insights beyond values stated or
implied in the surveys. Results of values and character mapping analyses highlighted how youth
and staff use narratives with socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivity to share their
experience and perspectives. Further, values elevated alignment and divergence between youth,
staff, and institutional perspectives. While all expressed the importance of relationships and a
positive environment, values diverged in critical ways: youth emphasized opportunities for play
and hands-on learning, staff emphasized affective expression, and institutions focused on
adherence to rules. These findings highlighted differences in priorities and sense-making across
actors in an activity-meaning system, indicating the importance of sampling diverse perspectives
through participant-generated accounts of experience. Results of quantitative measures examined
in isolation were largely inconclusive to summarize findings for the charter network as a whole
but offer granular insights for school-level decision making. For example, examining studentlevel responses to specific survey questions can provide educators with information to support
individual student social and emotional development. Additionally, there is cause for optimism
as both survey results demonstrated positive trends over time, though results should be
interpreted with caution. Wide variation in school-level results of the SEL and climate surveys
further supported the blended top-down, bottom-up approach to intervention facilitated by
working group leaders, with more data required to understand effectiveness beyond the first year.
An innovative mixed methods “cross-walk” of narrative and survey data revealed the
simultaneous emergence of SEL and school climate in personal narrations and pre-determined
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metrics of school experiences. A dual values analysis of narratives and survey questions exposed
alignment of broad institutional perspectives, negotiated over time in policy and practice as
emphasized in the metrics. Student and staff priorities remained underrepresented, reinforcing
the need for staff- and youth-generated data to inform school understanding of the enactment of
SEL and climate constructs.
These results offer theoretical and methodological implications for the field, proposing a
disciplinary shift in understanding of two constructs traditionally viewed as separate and distinct.
The novel introduction of narrative methodology offers a replicable way of operationalizing this
interrelationship while elevating participant voice and perspectives as true and valuable
knowledge. These results call into question the high value placed on survey results as proof of
outcomes defining singular constructs; instead, results demonstrate how a mixed methods
approach can expand and integrate understanding of experience with diverse perspectives.
Implications for policymakers include shifting to mixed methods, localized approaches to data
collection and continuous improvement as well as an intentional, experience-driven focus on the
combined impacts of social-emotional learning and school climate efforts.
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Chapter 1: Introducing Social-Emotional Learning and Climate Constructs with an
Applied Sociocultural Narrative Framework
“Students were engaged in their writing assignments, buzzing and focused.”
“My counseling team made me feel really welcomed.”
“…students cared about the questions that were being posed to them.”
These excerpts are from educators’ narrations of their best experiences in their school. As
part of their participation in a social-emotional learning (SEL) working group, staff from ten
New York City (NYC) charter high schools came together to share knowledge and examine how
SEL and school climate were enacted across diverse actors in their school communities. In this
collaborative professional development model, school leaders generated solutions through
engaging in a process of mutual learning and reflection. The charter network implemented this
innovative program to facilitate school continuous improvement while valuing and elevating the
expertise of those closest to the students. Such a bottom-up approach is particularly important for
SEL and school climate because these complex constructs embed relational, cultural, cognitive,
and affective aspects that are unique to individual contexts. As stated in their mission, the
working group’s theory of change aligns with the stance taken by this study and posited by prior
research: that SEL and school climate are inherently integrated constructs operating in a direct
dynamic relationship, and thus, must be studied simultaneously (Osher & Berg, 2017). This
study employs mixed methods to examine SEL and school climate from diverse staff and student
perspectives in the context of the working group, introducing sociocultural narrative theory and
method as a novel means of studying their mutually reinforcing relationship. Rather than testing
whether the working group achieves success in some abstract way, this study considers the
working group members’ understandings of integrated SEL and school climate alongside other
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relevant perspectives, including the broader educational institution (enacted in surveys and
documents) and student perspectives. This aligns with the working group’s intentions of
reviewing local-level quantitative and qualitative data to holistically understand school context,
elevate student and staff perspectives, and inform school continuous improvement efforts in
consideration of both SEL and school climate.
School climate and SEL tend to be studied by researchers as distinct disciplinary
constructs yet, when examined in tandem, emerge in integrated ways in lived experience (Fante
& Daiute, 2021). The goals of this study are to examine the subjective experiences of schoolbased participants toward bridging these two constructs conceptually and methodologically.
Research examining each as an isolated construct has demonstrated that both are important for
youth development and academic success. Social-emotional learning and development theories
are derived from theories of emotional intelligence, particularly trait emotional intelligence
(Petrides, 2010). Applying this theory as a focal point for student development in schools marked
a significant shift from the traditional notion of schooling to improve students’ cognition alone
(Matthews & Folsom, 2009). The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning
(CASEL), which is prominent in this research, identifies five main dimensions of SEL,
including: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and
responsible decision-making (CASEL, 2020). CASEL’s (2020) full definition of SEL
specifically notes the role of SEL in promoting educational equity. SEL refers to a broad range
of practices (such as mindfulness, conflict resolution, role playing, perspective taking, and
others) which teach skills and competencies that are integral to the learning process (Becker &
Luthar, 2010; Elias & Arnold, 2006; Jones et al., 2021). Despite wide variation in types of
activities, numerous studies have demonstrated the benefits of SEL on student well-being and
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academic success (Durlak et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2011; Mahoney et al., 2018; Rivers et al.,
2013).
In recent years, researchers have heightened attention to the ways in which SEL has
primarily operated from a white-centered lens, promoting the application of a culturally
responsive approach to SEL implementation (Simmons, 2021). A culturally responsive and
loving approach to SEL affirms student identities and is particularly important to support
students of color, who regularly experience effects of systemic racism (Givens & Nasir, 2019;
Simmons, 2021). Culturally responsive SEL also offers benefits for students living in lowincome communities who experience stressors and additional effects of systemic poverty and
inequity (Collins et al., 2010). Researchers further note the intersection between racism and
poverty in our nation and the ways they combine in the lived experiences of many youth of color
(Love, 2019; Simmons, 2012). SEL cannot address the root causes of systemic and structural
inequities and should not be applied as the sole solution to reduce inequity (CASEL, 2020; Patel,
2016), yet it remains an important means of supporting youth development. Recent research has
further elevated the importance of intertwining culturally responsive SEL with civics and social
justice education (Jagers et al., 2019; Love, 2019). This work exposes the ways in which whitecentered SEL theories and practices silence and diminish the experiences of youth of color and
youth living in poverty (Love, 2019; Patel, 2016). The term “transformative SEL” has been
developed to refer to SEL from a social justice and civic-oriented approach (Jagers et al., 2019).
The working group in this study explicitly adopted and implemented a transformative, culturally
responsive approach to SEL, underscoring, in alignment with Jagers et al. (2018), Simmons
(2021), Weaver (2020), and others, that this is the only approach to SEL that can be successful
for all students. All future references to SEL practices implemented by the working group refer
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to a culturally responsive and transformative SEL approach, and this research seeks to offer a
foundational way to account for institutional change in process.
Context, including school climate, plays a significant role in successful implementation
of SEL, particularly in ensuring cultural responsiveness through acknowledging conditions under
which learning takes place – for example, ensuring students feel safe and free to express their
identities (Durlak & Dupre, 2008; Collie et al., 2012; Hammond & Jackson, 2015; Simmons,
2012; SRI International, 2018). Though there is no universally accepted definition in the
literature, a commonly cited definition of school climate is the “quality and character of school
life” shaped by four major dimensions: “safety, relationships, teaching and learning, and the
(external) environment” (Cohen et al., 2009, p. 182; National School Climate Center, 2020b).
Like SEL, a positive school climate has demonstrated numerous benefits for student learning and
overall well-being (Barksdale, 2017; Lacoe, 2013; Welsh, 2000).
School climate was initially developed as a disciplinary advancement meant to
acknowledge the many factors that influence student experiences in school. Drawing from
theories like Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs and Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) ecologies, early
school climate theorists argued that foundational aspects like safety needed to be established in
the school to facilitate learning. This theory was later expanded to include and provide a
construct for the collective social and emotional well-being of staff and students, among other
climate-level factors. Recently, researchers have further elevated the need to understand the
effects of race and other aspects of student identity on perceptions of school climate; this is
critical to establishing and fostering a positive school climate, as research has consistently shown
that students of color experience a negative climate at substantially higher rates than white
students, even within the same school (Shirley & Cornell, 2011). Thus, in alignment with the
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working group, this study proposes incorporating perceptions of school climate into SEL
research to promote a holistic understanding of school experience.
Both school climate and SEL are relational, enacted by diverse participants through
social interaction and individual expression. Previous studies have proposed a reciprocal
relationship between these two constructs, noting how each student’s socioemotional capacity
can impact climate, just as climate can help or hinder student socioemotional development
(Jennings & Greenberg, 2009). Teachers lie at the intersection of this relationship, influencing
climate through their own social and emotional competence while simultaneously managing its
effects on student socioemotional expression (Jennings & Greenberg, 2009). Additional studies
further demonstrate the importance of adult social and emotional competence and anti-bias
training in fostering a productive and culturally responsive climate to support student social and
emotional development (Benson & Fiarman, 2019). Yet to date, few studies examine SEL and
school climate as integrated constructs which are enacted concurrently; typically, studies
examine SEL or school climate in isolation, primarily using survey-based methods (Brackett et
al., 2012; Jennings & Greenberg, 2009; Osher & Berg, 2017). In part, this separation generates
from the traditional isolation of constructs in education and other social science disciplines
within academia. Therefore, a main goal of this study is to offer a theory and method through
which to examine the mutual influence of SEL and school climate in a school-based context.
To do so, this study employed mixed methods using an activity-meaning system research
design within the specific context of the charter network working group. In this approach, I
combined narrative reflections of school experience from diverse perspectives with regularly
administered SEL and climate survey measures. I applied qualitative and quantitative analytic
techniques to narrative and survey methods to examine how SEL and climate constructs emerge
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and intersect. Three core research questions are as follows: (1) how can sociocultural narrative
theory and method be applied to study the integrated nature of SEL and climate? (2) do results of
SEL and climate metrics demonstrate school-level differences in overall scores? and (3) what
relationships occur between narrative and survey measures of SEL and climate?
The first research question examines: (a) how socioemotional and spatiotemporal
sensitivities emerge in narratives, applying character mapping analysis techniques in accordance
with a prior study (Fante & Daiute, 2021); (b) whether and how values in narratives align with
those in institutional documents; and (c) whether and how values analysis reveals values in
narratives and institutional documents which align with SEL and climate constructs. Taken
together, these three aspects allow for an examination of how narrative theory and method
provides integration of these two constructs that would otherwise be separated by disciplinary
distinctions required of scale-based survey methodologies, which zoom back from subjective
perspectives. Narrative methods employed in this first research question are principally
qualitative yet draw on qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques to summarize findings.
This study positions methods as the manifestation of the theory that individual and
institutional development occur in discursive contexts in actual purposeful activities. Aligned
with this, the working group implemented survey measures alongside narratives to holistically
examine experience and use findings to inform school-level decision-making. The applied
conditions under which data were collected in practice, including significant flexibility offered to
schools and a disruption in March 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic, limited the ability to
draw causal or even correlational conclusions. Nevertheless, this study offers a mechanism to
investigate learnings from the regular activities of the working group within the real-life context
of school-based settings. My analysis for the second research question quantitatively examined
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whether and how SEL and climate survey metrics differed across diverse schools at discrete time
points, and whether preliminary results demonstrated change over time for each measure.
For the third research question, I used mixed methods to bridge qualitative narrative and
quantitative survey data, exploring whether and how values revealed in narrative reflections
echoed and differed from findings from survey analysis. I employed quantifiable narrative
analysis techniques to summarize expressions to allow for a comparison of quantitative data
trends and alignment. Additionally, I applied narrative analysis to the survey measures
themselves to compare results on a common scale. Through this “cross-walk” of narrative and
survey data, this study presents an innovative mixed methods analysis that further reveals the
intersection of SEL and climate constructs. This integration of constructs and methods occurs
within an activity-meaning system of numerous actors with varied power and priorities;
implications are considered in the context of these diverse perspectives and relationships.
Mixed methods are most appropriate for this study because of the strengths both
quantitative and qualitative methods present, particularly in applied settings. In school contexts,
quantitative survey methods are traditionally used for many reasons, convenience being high
among them. From a practical standpoint, with schools typically averaging a few hundred
students or more, surveys offer an easy way to collect large amounts of data that can be
aggregated at classroom-, cohort-, and school-levels or granularly examined at the student level.
Methods of validation and tests of reliability also offer ways to examine student skill levels
across diverse groups. Qualitative methods, such as narratives, counterbalance survey-based
methods by offering depth not found in survey responses and privileging participant voice. I
hypothesized that the introduction of a narrative measure that prioritizes participant-generated
knowledge would offer specific examples of how concepts traditionally measured by surveys
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manifest in lived school experiences. Additionally, I expected that a qualitative narrative
measure would elevate important aspects of SEL and school climate not directly measured by
quantitative survey assessments, offering a means of examining the interrelationship between
these two constructs.
Within qualitative theory and method, narrative inquiry is uniquely positioned to address
the intersection of SEL and climate. According to sociocultural narrative theory, individuals use
narrating to make sense of their surroundings, how they fit in, and what they would like to
change (Daiute & Nelson, 1997; Nelson, 1998). This extends into contemporary social science
Vygotskyan theory of sociocultural and historical development, which posits that human
development occurs in social contexts (Vygotsky 1978), and individuals learn through sensemaking in these contexts in a dynamic, continuous process. Narrative method integrates social,
emotional, cognitive, and contextual variables in accounts of experience (Daiute, 2014).
Narrating is inherently relational, purposefully told for a given audience at a particular place and
time. While survey-based methods are effective at reliably isolating specific concepts despite
variation in context, narrative methods within an activity-meaning system design allow for an
understanding of context and relational complexity. Schools are dynamic organizations,
including many different actors with varied influence and authority, offering a window into the
types of interaction through which development occurs; the activity-meaning system research
design allows for an investigation of student and staff perspectives within this multifaceted
system (Daiute, 2014). Further, the nature of narration to enact diverse perspectives socially,
cognitively, and emotionally within specified contexts allows for an investigation into the
embodiment of these interactions while aligning with principles of socioemotional- and climaterelated constructs.
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For this study, narratives about best and worst experiences at school were collected from
both students and staff. Sampling diverse perspectives with best and worst experience genres
allows for within-individual, within-group, and between-group evaluation. A prior study
demonstrated how socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities present in middle school
students’ narratives of best and worst classroom experience (Fante & Daiute, 2021); the current
study adapts this approach to adolescent and adult narratives of best and worst experience in
school generally. With the introduction of narrative methods in a novel way, this study
investigates how rich qualitative data generated from participant narrations of experience can
complement traditional survey-based research while examining how socioemotional capacity and
climate emerge simultaneously in an applied, school-based research setting.
In sum, by applying narrative methodology in SEL and school climate research as both a
measure and a process, this study proposes a methodology to incorporate student, staff, and other
perspectives into school decision-making that recognizes the confluence of disciplinary
constructs in individual experience.
Social-Emotional Learning, A Contemporary Disciplinary Construct
In the past few decades, extensive research has demonstrated that social-emotional
learning (SEL) can contribute to positive student outcomes, including academic success and
well-being (Durlak et al., 2011; Rucinski et al., 2018). As described in the Introduction,
CASEL’s (2020) definition identifies five main dimensions of SEL, including self-awareness,
self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making, and
specifies the purpose of SEL towards increasing educational equity. This definition of SEL is
widely cited in the literature (Collie et al., 2012; Durlak et al., 2011; Jennings & Greenberg,
2009; Jones et al., 2021) and is applied for this study as well.
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SEL is derived from emotional intelligence (EI), which describes how individuals
understand, manage, and use their emotions in everyday life (Elias & Arnold, 2006; Salovey &
Mayer, 1990). SEL is particularly informed by trait emotional intelligence theory, which
identifies EI as a trait rather than as an ability, and focuses on measurement from the perspective
of the individual (Petrides, 2010). EI theories led to research examining how best to foster this in
schools, including the ways in which this had already been occurring through successful school
practices. This resulted in the development of SEL as a field, and SEL practices have
demonstrated high success rates. A study of 213 school-based SEL programs, involving nearly
300,000 students in grades K-12, shows that SEL programs translated to nearly an 11
percentage-point increase in academic achievement compared to a control group (Durlak et al.,
2011). Numerous subsequent meta-analyses have reinforced these positive effects (Mahoney et
al., 2018; Sklad et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2017; Wiglesworth et al., 2016).
Implementation of SEL interventions varies widely across settings, and “SEL” can refer
to an extensive array of practices, such as mindfulness, conflict resolution, role playing,
perspective taking, and others (Becker & Luthar, 2010; CASEL, 2015; Durlak & Dupre, 2008;
Durlak et al., 2011, Jones et al., 2021). SEL practices can range from universal interventions
(applied at the school-wide level and affecting all students) to tiered and targeted interventions
(offered to students based on specific criteria or a referral process). Some interventions may
simply be behavioral changes of teachers in the classroom. An early meta-analysis of various
interventions identified differential reinforcement – providing positive reinforcement for the
absence of a negative behavior, as opposed to only for the presence of positive behaviors – as a
highly effective teacher practice to support social and emotional development (Stage & Quiroz,
1997). The other two most effective interventions were group contingencies – positive
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reinforcement based on behaviors of a group of individuals – and self-management, in which the
student is responsible for self-monitoring and self-reinforcement (Stage & Quiroz, 1997). These
strategies can be included in professional development to impact student behavior by reinforcing
social-emotional skills. Later studies have heightened attention to the need for integrated
culturally responsive SEL instruction in everyday teacher practices, including both classroom
engagement strategies and content instruction (Jones et al., 2008; Jones & Bouffard, 2012;
Muhammad, 2020). In her book Cultivating Genius, Dr. Gholdy Muhammad (2020) offers a
framework for explicitly including practices to acknowledge and support development of youth
identities as a means of implementing culturally and historically responsive literacy instruction.
Other types of SEL activities include strategies taught to students, such as mindfulness.
Mindfulness practices can be as simple as a one-minute breathing exercise led by a YouTube
video with numerous benefits for social and emotional well-being of students and adults (Black
& Fernando, 2014; Carsley et al., 2018). Coloring as a form of relaxation and therapy has also
demonstrated high success rates among youth and adults alike (Curry & Kasser, 2011; Eaton &
Tieber, 2017). These are just two examples of many different strategies that are available to
teachers at virtually no cost but can have a high impact on both student and teacher social and
emotional well-being.
In addition to these strategies, others include robust SEL curricula; many of these have
demonstrated high success rates in improving student SEL skills and academic achievement
outcomes (e.g., Blair et al., 2018; DeLay et al., 2016; Jones et al., 2011; Kam et la., 2003; Rivers
et al., 2013). These types of programs include consistent and explicit instruction in SEL
practices, with instructors typically trained in the model prior to implementation. One example of
a large, successful SEL program is the Yale RULER program, which is a classroom-based
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program that teaches skills of emotional intelligence: recognizing, understanding, labeling,
expressing, and regulating emotion (Brackett et al., 2012). This is most frequently implemented
at the elementary school level; randomized controlled trials and various program evaluations
have demonstrated the success of this program on both staff and student outcomes (Brackett et
al., 2012; Cipriano et al., 2019; Rivers, et al., 2013). Another example is the Sanford Harmony
program, an SEL program for students in prekindergarten through grade six, which includes
stories and discussion-based activities to foster communication, collaboration, and respect (Jones
et al., 2021). Similarly, rigorous evaluations of the Sanford Harmony program have
demonstrated success, such as a longitudinal social network analysis that found the program was
associated with positive effects of peer socialization on academic performance (DeLay et al.,
2016). Due to the multitude of options available that fall under the umbrella of “SEL”, schools
participating in the working group examined in this study were allowed to choose which type of
SEL activities to implement based on the needs of each individual school community.
SEL tends to be most successful when used to highlight the infinite potential of students
and their high capacity for resilience, recognizing that students are active agents (Dweck, 2007).
However, it is also important to note a key limitation of SEL is its focus on student-oriented
change (Golden, 2017; Patel, 2016; Love, 2019), particularly because SEL is so often advocated
to support developmental outcomes for youth from low-income households and youth of color.
While SEL is important to support youth success, it cannot address systemic and structural
socioeconomic inequities plaguing the nation’s education system, nor should it be used as the
sole means of addressing issues of inequity (Patel, 2016). As described in the Introduction, a
culturally responsive and transformative approach to SEL is necessary to truly support all
students’ development (Jagers et al., 2019; Simmons, 2017; Simmons, 2021; Weaver, 2020).
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Measuring and Interpreting Social-Emotional Learning
SEL is commonly measured using survey-based metrics. One example of this is the Trait
Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire, Child Form (TEIQ-CF), a measure of trait emotional
intelligence with 75 survey items using a five-point Likert scale. Students respond to items such
as “I find it hard to get used to a new school year” or “I can control my anger” (Mavroveli et al.,
2008, p. 518). This measure represented a conceptual shift from measuring EI as an ability; trait
EI posits that individuals are best positioned to speak about their own experiences, recognizing
the subjectivity of EI measurement. Some other examples of SEL measurement include the
Devereux Student Strengths Assessment (teacher-report survey), the Social Skills Improvement
System Rating Scales (student response to an activity), and the Behavioral and Emotional Rating
Scale: Second Edition (student self-report, parent-report, and teacher-report surveys) (Haggerty
et al., 2011).
Although survey metrics offer an important means of looking at data in a standardized
way across various settings, these methods are limited. It is particularly important to note these
limitations due to the student-centered nature of SEL, which seeks to make conclusions about
and change student behavior, as discussed in the previous section (Golden, 2017). The
expectation of student behavioral change leaves ample room for implicit and explicit bias in SEL
instruction, measurement, and interpretation. This is a particular challenge with using
standardized survey-based metrics. In a recent report by The Council of Chief State School
Officers (CCSSO) in collaboration with EducationCounsel, they noted that there are “concerns
that the competencies that are assessed and the emotional frameworks underlying the surveys are
inherently derived from a white-dominant frame, which disadvantages students of color”
(Holahan & Batey, 2019, p. 21). For example, one question measuring growth mindset within an
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SEL framework asks about students’ ability to change whether they like the subjects they are
studying (Panorama, 2020). This idea has high potential for bias, as many subjects are taught
from a white-dominant lens. Thus, students who do not see their culture represented in what and
how they learn may score lower, but not because they lack a growth mindset. Holahan and Batey
(2019) also noted that validity and reliability tests of survey metrics frequently do not include
diverse participant groups. For example, the TEIQ-CF was validated on a male-only sample,
78.5% of whom identified as white, in the United Kingdom (Mavroveli et al., 2008).
Jagers, Rivas-Drake, and Borowski (2018) further discuss concerns around the ways in
which each aspect of CASEL’s framework has potential to be interpreted, taught, and measured
through the dominant white cultural lens, expecting students of color to adhere to white-centered
sociocultural values and norms. This is highly problematic not only due to implications of
conformity expected of students of color, but also because “results” of survey metrics may then
be viewed from a deficit lens if students of color do not “score” the same as their white peers on
measures reflecting dominant white norms (Holahan & Batey, 2019; Jagers et al., 2018). Jagers
et al. (2018) introduce the idea of “transformative SEL” to “reflect our interest in making explicit
issues such as power, privilege, prejudice, discrimination, social justice, empowerment, and selfdetermination” (p. 3).
While much research is still needed in this area, recent research has demonstrated the
limitations of survey metrics in measuring SEL-related constructs, particularly due to the lack of
context included in survey methods. One study found that students demonstrated self-regulation
skills in responding to contextual narrative prompts that would not have emerged in the “all-ornothing” approach of a standardized survey commonly used to measure self-regulation (Conover
& Daiute, 2017). Another study demonstrated the importance of context in examining culturally
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responsive instruction that is attuned to distinct cultural groups, as opposed to considering all
non-white students under the umbrella of students of color (Castro-Olivo, 2014).
The report by CCSSO and EducationCounsel further elaborates that lack of context poses
the additional concern of reference bias, because “students report their perceptions based on their
context; thus, student self-report surveys cannot provide reliable comparisons across schools or
districts” (Holahan & Batey, 2019, p. 21). Thus, while it is important to understand and measure
social-emotional learning, there are significant limitations to doing so in a way that
acknowledges diversity of context and of student participants. The proposed addition of narrative
methods to the analysis and interpretation of survey-based metrics may allow for expression of
more diverse perspectives – attention to what is salient in the environment and in one’s self –
beyond markings on a scale which state perspectives, attitudes, and experiences to endorse with
numbers.
Inequities resulting from implicit and explicit biases are deeply rooted in longstanding
systems and structures in the United States. In this study, I do not propose to solve these complex
issues, nor do I expect that incorporating mixed methods will eliminate all potential for bias. As
a white, cis-gendered, and able-bodied female researcher, I may hold implicit biases that have
impacted the design, analysis, and interpretation of results within this study. My goal is to
implement best practices to mitigate potential for bias to the maximum extent possible. I believe
that it is important to investigate the potentially harmful implications of current practices of
measurement, and I believe the limitations posed by evaluative survey-based methods of
assessing SEL render this an inadequate method of solely understanding student outcomes and
experiences.
School Climate, A Global Disciplinary Construct
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An important aspect of context often left out of studies of SEL is the climate and culture
of the school community. Like SEL, school climate studies have shown the powerful impact of
climate and culture on student and staff outcomes (Barksdale, 2017; Lacoe, 2013). School
climate is frequently defined as the “quality and character of school life” (Cohen et al., 2009, p.
182). This refers to all aspects of school life, including physical environment, intellectual
climate, social relations, or emotional climate, and can even extend beyond to the external
environment (Antosca, 1997; Allodi, 2010; Konishi et al., 2017; Wang & Degol, 2016). Multiple
studies demonstrate that a supportive school climate has a positive influence on teacher-student
relationships, overall social-emotional development, and academic achievement (Barksdale,
2017; Blum et al., 2002; Buyse et al., 2008; Rucinski et al., 2018). In the past few decades, the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Institute of Educational Sciences, and the U.S.
Department of Education have all recommended improving school climate as an effective school
reform and dropout prevention strategy (Thapa et al., 2013).
School climate is informed by research on organizational structure and effectiveness
(Cohen et al., 2009). Researchers and practitioners posit climate also derives from Maslow’s
(1943) hierarchy of needs, stemming from his theory of safety and security as a need just above
basic physiological needs of food, water, and shelter. They have further drawn connections with
Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) ecological model, which notes the position of the individual in an
interconnected web of relationships, of which the school is a significant one.
While a supportive school climate can contribute to positive outcomes, negative school
climate can exacerbate challenges. A study examining a random national sample of 254 schools
found that school climate contributed to a “substantial percentage” of the variance across diverse
measures of school disorder (Gottfredson et al., 2005). Schools with higher ratings on clarity of
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rules and fairness had lower rates of delinquent behavior and student victimization (Gottfredson
et al., 2005). Another community-based participatory study highlighted the ways in which
addressing negative school climate was a critical foundation that was necessary to implement
culturally responsive, trauma-informed practices to support positive youth development at an
urban school (Blitz et al., 2016). A third study interestingly found that students perceiving a
negative school climate due to bullying within schools that had higher average ratings of positive
school climate may experience even more detrimental effects than in school settings that are
more widely perceived as negative school climates (Yang et al., 2018).
Approaches to improve school climate can span a range of topics and interventions across
physical, social, emotional, and academic dimensions. For example, an early study examined the
impact of modifications of teaching practices and found substantial impact on student academic
achievement (Abbott et al., 1998). A recent large-scale study in Pittsburgh public schools found
that implementation of restorative justice practices significantly improved school climate
(Augustine et al., 2018). Another recent study examined the mediating effects of parent
involvement with school climate and student behavior, finding that improving school climate can
improve parent engagement, which mediates improved student behavior (Caridade et al., 2020).
Like SEL, school climate is subject to extensive implicit and explicit biases, particularly
regarding race. Studies have shown that students of color are often subject to harsher disciplinary
practices than their white counterparts (Shirley & Cornell, 2011). Numerous studies demonstrate
that students of color consistently perceive school climate more negatively than white students
(Koth et al., 2008; Watkins & Aber, 2009). Also, like SEL, studies have found differences
between the ways in which Black students and Latinx students experience school climate,
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reinforcing the need for culturally responsive school climate that is attuned to nuances in student
values and perceptions (Castro-Olivo, 2014).
Measuring School Climate
Due to the broad range of concepts that fall under the field of school climate, there are
many ways of measuring the concept, most of which take the form of survey-based metrics; this
complicates how school climate is compared across studies and contexts (Thapa et al., 2013).
Many are also recent developments, and a review of school climate research noted a significant
gap in research examining multilevel models and change over time (Thapa et al., 2013).
Research overwhelmingly supports soliciting student perceptions of their experience, as
studies have demonstrated the validity of student perceptions as a means of understanding
climate and predicting student outcomes (Persson & Svensson, 2017; Shirley & Cornell, 2011).
There is also substantial research demonstrating the value of teacher perceptions of school
climate (Brackett et al., 2012; Collie et al., 2012; Bradshaw et al., 2010). A recent study
elaborated on the connection between school climate and teacher outcomes, including job
satisfaction and teaching efficacy, noting subsequent effects on retention (Zakariya, 2020). Some
common metrics used to measure school climate include the 5Essentials Survey, the National
School Climate Center (NSCC) Comprehensive School Climate Inventory (CSCI), and the
United States Department of Education School Climate Surveys (EDSCLS) (Holahan & Batey,
2019). Similar to SEL metrics, these surveys measure a variety of subcategories to calculate an
overall school climate “score”; many also survey different perspectives, including students,
teachers, and families.
This poses similar challenges to the broad-ranging metrics used to measure SEL. Survey
items can be interpreted differently by individual students, and, like SEL survey assessments,
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many are not tested for validity and reliability on diverse groups. Measuring school climate is
used for purposes that can vary widely, from a needs assessment to school accountability, and
the report by CCSSO and EducationCounsel cautions that any measures used should be validated
for each intended purpose (Holahan & Batey, 2019). Interpretation is similarly subject to implicit
and explicit biases about why student groups responded in different ways and what the
implications are for school improvement. For example, students who report that they do not feel
respected at school likely have a wide variety of reasons for reporting that feedback, but the
survey metric alone likely cannot get to the “why”, leaving that open to interpretation by
educators who may hold biases. Furthermore, survey items cannot capture instances such as
microaggressions that may be specific to contexts of setting and individuals involved. Student
narrative reports and other qualitative methods that elevate participant voice can complement
survey research by offering specific context to reference. For example, in narratives collected for
this study, one student reported that the deans “are always screaming at someone”. This is a
specific example of a behavior that would likely cause students to feel disrespected, as opposed
to leaving survey items open to staff interpretation. This creates space for staff to address
instances that students cite as they work to improve school climate and heal relationships.
As this example illustrates, climate-related items often overlap with socioemotional
skills. Many climate survey measures draw on aspects of student and staff socioemotional
competence, and some may even require socioemotional competence to answer with accuracy.
For example, some survey items include statements such as “Students at this school get along
well with one another” (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020) or “In my school, adults
teach me how to express emotions in proper ways” (National School Climate Center, 2020a).
These statements not only measure an aspect of SEL, but they also require students to understand
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what “get along well” looks like or what “proper ways” would include for emotional expression,
and perceptions likely vary across student groups. Overall, many of these climate measures are
predictive of school success as measured by academic outcomes. Nevertheless, the limitations of
these measures revolve around the difficulty but necessity of measuring such a complex and
omnipresent concept that interacts with key aspects of individual well-being.
Integrating Constructs Distinct by Discipline Yet Embedded in Lived Experience
The academic community has only recently begun exploring the overlap and interaction
between school climate and social-emotional learning constructs. In the past decade, research has
emerged that describes the reciprocal relationship between SEL and climate. In their theoretical
paper, Jennings and Greenberg (2009) introduce a prosocial classroom organizational framework
to structure this relationship. The authors note the central role of the teacher in facilitating this
dual relationship between SEL and climate (Jennings & Greenberg, 2009). Teachers’ socialemotional competence (SEC) lies at the center of the model, directly contributing to the teacherstudent relationship, which has resonant impact on both SEL and climate (Jennings &
Greenberg, 2009). Their model depicts the two-way relationship of how these skills inform and
are informed by interactions between teachers and students in the classroom (Jennings &
Greenberg, 2009). Additionally, various contextual factors unidirectionally influence this
relationship, such as external community characteristics. School-level factors, such as physical
climate, administrative support, and discipline policies can similarly impact teacher and student
socioemotional expression.
Collie et al. (2012) add to this framework by investigating how teacher perceptions of
school climate and beliefs about SEL “operate as determinants of stress [teacher burnout],
teaching efficacy, and job satisfaction,” finding that both factors predict teacher outcomes (p.
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1189). Malloy et al. (2015) also examined how teachers’ perceptions of school organizational
climate impacted implementation of an SEL program. Results showed that quality of
implementation delivery was positively correlated with number of lessons taught, and all three
variables of systems change (to what extent the system is orderly, provides clear expectations,
and is responsive to change) were positively correlated with attitudes towards SEL (Malloy et al.,
2015).
Other evaluations of SEL programs began including climate metrics in the last decade.
One example of this is the Morningside Center for Teaching Social Responsibility “4Rs”
program (Jones et al., 2011). This program trains teachers in strategically planning and leading
lessons around the four “R”s: Reading, Writing, Respect and Responsibility (Jones et al., 2011).
A rigorous evaluation of this program found that it successfully improved student social and
emotional skills, daily attendance, behavior, academic performance, and overall classroom
climate; this program addresses both student characteristics and the school supports at play
(Brown et al., 2019; Jones et al., 2011). Another example is Yale’s RULER program; multiple
evaluations found that this program successfully improved climate, student social and emotional
competencies, and student academic achievement (Brackett et al., 2012; Cipriano et al., 2019;
Rivers et al., 2012).
A more recent study conducted by McCormick et al. (2015) found that dimensions of
school climate moderated effects of an SEL program. This study specifically examined teacher
perceptions of school climate using the New York City School Survey and compared these with
assessments of student behavior and attention. Results indicated that schools with lower levels of
accountability saw greater reductions in student disruptive behaviors, while schools with lower
levels of safety and respect saw greater impacts on student attention (McCormick et al., 2015).
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This aligns with Osher and Berg (2017): “School climate is the collective phenomenon that both
reflects and creates the conditions for the development of social, emotional, and academic
competence in both adults and students” (p. 4).
Recent programs have adopted holistic approaches that seek to improve SEL and school
climate simultaneously in practice. One example of this is City Year’s Whole School, Whole
Child initiative which has demonstrated success on a variety of measures so far (Balfanz &
Byrnes, 2020). Additionally, the Caring School Community program combines school climate
and SEL elements in its instructional approach (Faria et al., 2013). Research has particularly
noted the benefit of a blended approach, targeting SEL and climate using “bottom-up” and “topdown” strategies simultaneously (Osher & Berg, 2017). Evaluations of these blended approaches
typically examine SEL and climate as distinct concepts using survey-based metrics, and then
evaluate their impact on each other. While effectively incorporating both constructs, these
methods continue to position SEL and school climate as separate and distinct concepts operating
independently, as opposed to operating in a blended relationship.
Measuring the Interrelated Nature of SEL and School Climate
This study takes the position that SEL and school climate are in a direct dynamic and
continuous relationship, and thus should be studied and measured using mixed methods instead
of employing solely quantitative measures. Holahan and Batey (2019) and Osher and Berg
(2017) note the mutually reinforcing nature of this relationship, describing how the conditions
created by school climate can foster growth in SEL, while the individual and collective
socioemotional competence of students and staff directly contribute to the climate of the school.
For example, peer-to-peer and peer-to-adult relationships are considered a key aspect of school
climate, which requires individuals to have strong social and emotional skills to foster these
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positive relationships (Cohen et al., 2009). Though each is a distinct disciplinary construct within
academia, this study, in alignment with practice-oriented reports that have emerged in the past
few years, adopts the stance that SEL and school climate are inextricably linked and thus should
be studied together (Holahan & Batey, 2019; Osher & Berg, 2017).
For these reasons, I propose applying a sociocultural narrative theoretical framework to
holistically examine the interrelated nature of SEL and school climate within school contexts, to
offer a means of elevating student and staff voice while examining how both constructs emerge
simultaneously. This proposal builds from a previous study, which demonstrated how sixth grade
students’ narratives of best and worst experiences in their school enact socioemotional and
spatiotemporal (climate) sensitivities (Fante & Daiute, 2021). Socioemotional sensitivity is
defined as “expressions of emotions and social interactions in the narrated events”;
spatiotemporal sensitivity is defined as “the narrative enactments of location and temporal
ordering of descriptions” (Fante & Daiute, 2021, p. 3). Participant-generated responses
demonstrated the organic ways in which climate and socioemotional expression intersect in
everyday school experience (Fante & Daiute, 2021). This study extends this research by
employing mixed methods to combine narrative data with survey measures, and further
investigates the ways this concurrent relationship is revealed in high school staff and student
narratives.
Sociocultural Narrative Theoretical Framework
Sociocultural narrative theory explains how individuals use narrative in everyday life as a
cultural tool to make sense of their experiences, how they fit into environments, and what they
would like to change (Daiute, 2010, 2016; Daiute & Nelson, 1997; Nelson, 1998). This draws on
theories of social constructivism and Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of development as a sociocultural
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and historical process. These theories postulate that development is a process which happens
through others, in social contexts, and that human sense-making occurs through this dynamic and
continuous process (Vygotsky, 1978). Sociocultural narrative theory extends these theories of
development to narrative use, demonstrating how individuals use connections between characters
and events to make sense of experiences as they relate to the individual narrator (Daiute, 2014).
Golombek and Johnson (2004) sum up this relationship; they write, “narratives are social,
relational, and culturally bound, they gain their meaning from our collective social histories and
cannot be separated from the sociocultural and sociohistorical contexts from which they emerged
and thus represent a socially mediated view of experience” (p. 308). Bruner (2004) expands on
this using a metaphor of a dual landscape, describing a “landscape of action on which events
unfold” as well as a “landscape of consciousness”, in which the individual perceives, interprets,
and makes sense of these events through narrative use (p. 698).
The application of sociocultural historical theory to narrative also draws on Bakhtin’s
(1986) theories of dialogue. Bakhtin (1986) theorizes that all understanding is dialogic; humans
engage in dialogue either externally, with others, or through internal thoughts and consciousness.
Through a framework of utterance, addressee, and voice, Bakhtin (1986) contends that in all
dialogue, utterances are produced by a voice addressing someone – either another person, or
oneself. Thus, individuals are always in dialogue; meaning is created through dialogue as
individuals exist in relation to one another (Bakhtin, 1986).
Sociocultural narrative theory integrates these theories of dialogue, social and cultural
context, and relational development to demonstrate how narration is an everyday, sociocultural
historical process through which individuals engage and make meaning (Daiute, 2014). Narrative
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method and analysis apply this theory to study how individuals use regular and consistent aspects
of narrative through this relational sense-making process (Daiute, 2014).
Sociocultural narrative theory is particularly applicable to this study because of the way
individuals are considered relative to context. In accordance with this study’s proposal that SEL
and school climate should be examined in relation to each other, narratives offer a means of
studying individual socioemotional expression in the context of social interaction as well as the
school climate and surrounding environment. While survey-based methods seek to study a
concept in isolation across differing contexts, narratives offer a window into the individual
situated in their environment at a specific point in time for a given purpose. The events,
interactions, and other details narrators elect to share reveal what is most salient to the individual
and how these various aspects of experience intersect. Narratives account for sociocultural and
historical perspectives by situating the individual in the context of cultural and institutional
influences and varied power dynamics (Wertsch, 1991). When individuals share a narrative to an
audience, they perform to meet a specific purpose, whether to conform with social norms and
power structures or to question or challenge them (Bruner, 1984; Daiute, 2014). Viewed in this
way, narratives exist as part of an activity-meaning system, situated within a web of intersecting
values, hierarchies, and other influences (Daiute, 2014).
Situating Individuals in Interacting Contexts
Activity-meaning systems depict “an environment of everyday life – a cross-context slice
of life – wherein relationships across different points of view by different actors in the system
interact in some way” (Daiute, 2014, p. 38). Activity-meaning system research designs situate
individuals’ narratives in the context of systems and structures that act on and with these
individuals in various ways. Drawing on sociocultural and historical developmental theory, this
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type of design examines the context in which narratives are constructed, considering how they
are situated in time and space and investigating the relational complexity, including values and
power dynamics, of actors and institutions with varied levels of influence (Daiute, 2014). This
design acknowledges that narratives do not exist in isolation but are told for a specific purpose at
a cross-section of time and space dimensions within the context of interrelated systems of power.
Each narrative interacts with culture and actors historically and in the present, including
purposefully selected events and characters, narrated to specific addressees (Bakhtin, 1986;
Daiute, 2014; Moen, 2006). Activity-meaning system designs map out the context in which
narratives are created to examine how diverse perspectives – within individuals, between
individuals, and between groups – reveal insights on individual and group perception and
interpretation of experience (Daiute, 2014).
These research designs intentionally sample diverse perspectives to understand how
distinct actors fit in this complex web (Daiute, 2014). Research questions and narrative prompts
consider how best to elicit these different insights. Diverse perspectives include betweenindividual or between-group samples, but may also include within-individual samples, by asking
participants to narrate from different genres. One example of this is the best and worst
experience genre, which offers perspectives on individuals’ values and conformance with (or
lack thereof) social norms (Daiute, 2014). Between-individual sampling compares narratives of
experience to understand the collective narrative of individuals within complex systems, and
between-group sampling compares collective insights between groups of individuals who play
different roles in the activity-meaning system (for example, staff and students) (Daiute, 2014).
These types of research designs offer an understanding of collective insights of varied actors and
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groups, rooted in cultural, historical, and institutional settings (Bruner, 1984; Daiute, 2014;
Daiute & Kovacs-Cerovic, 2017; Elbaz-Luwisch, 2002; Moen, 2006).
SEL and School Climate Emerge Concurrently in an Activity-Meaning System
An activity-meaning system design is particularly pertinent to studying this blended
relationship between SEL and school climate as it acknowledges the multidimensional nature of
the school and related constructs. Schools are complex and dynamic organizations, involving
interactions between many actors and institutions. For example, students are central in both
enacting and receiving aspects of SEL and climate. Student-level SEL is often influenced by
parents and guardians, who may also have some say in climate through organizations such as the
Parent-Teacher Association, or through relationships with teachers and school staff. SEL
instruction in school, as well as classroom climate, is most directly facilitated by teachers who
are supported and evaluated by school leaders. School leaders are subject to rules and regulations
at the district, local, state, and federal levels, and receive funding from all sources as well. Thus,
priorities and values at all institutional and individual levels interact and intersect to produce the
individual experience of each student attending school at a given time and place.
School climate and SEL interact across time and space dimensions within this complex
web of youth, adult, and institutional relationships. These two constructs are dynamic and
continuous, operating daily through each student-to-student, student-to-staff, staff-to-family, and
staff-to-staff interaction (Osher & Berg, 2017). Sampling measures of school climate or SEL on
any given day offers a cross-sectional view of the average collective climate and socioemotional
temperature, accounting for historical interactions but changing continuously by the day.
Furthermore, this relationship is influenced by external context – aspects of student and staff
personal lives, the surrounding community environment, various cultural norms, and the context
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of major national and world events happening at the time, among many other things. Thus, the
activity-meaning system design allows for the exploration and investigation of sociocultural and
historical dynamics at play and their influence on the relationship between SEL and school
climate, as perceived and interpreted by school staff and students through their narratives of best
and worst experiences at school.
The Importance of Adolescents’ Perspectives in Developmental Context
The application of sociocultural narrative theory and method at the high school level,
particularly for a network of urban high schools serving youth of color living in primarily lowincome neighborhoods, has unique implications within adolescent developmental research.
Adolescent developmental practice situates adolescents as able and critical analysts of their
experience and surrounding contexts. Numerous studies have demonstrated the ways in which
expressive relational methods can elicit important insights around adolescent development and
reveal youth sense-making capacities in varied circumstances (Conover & Daiute, 2018; Daiute,
2010, 2014, 2016; Lucic, 2016). One example is a study conducted by Conover and Daiute
(2018), which found that self-regulation presented differently in students’ narrative responses to
fictional prompts about resolving conflict than emerged through quantitative assessments using
the Adolescent Self-Regulatory Inventory. The inclusion of context in the fictional prompts
demonstrated how students leveraged self-regulation skills in response to a given situation,
which did not present in quantitative assessments; implications noted the limitations and
potential biases of the survey measure in assessing adolescent self-regulatory capacity (Conover
& Daiute, 2018). Another example is a study which found that adolescent relationship
development presents differently dependent upon context, demonstrated through student
narratives of memories of peer-adult relationships (McClean & Thorne, 2003).
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Narratives are a powerful method for elevating youth voice and experience in the
research context. Youth-generated insights are rarely included in the research process; much
school-based research privileges research on students, drawing conclusions about their
capacities, perceptions, feelings, and experiences through the administration of standard
quantitative assessments created and tested by adults. Youth have powerful capacities for
language and intellect and thus have much to contribute to researchers’ understandings of school
systems, interactions, and interventions (Daiute, 2014). Furthermore, narratives of youth
experience are a developmentally appropriate means of engaging high school-aged youth in the
research process. Youth at this age have much to share as they learn about the complex systems
and structures at play in our society and begin their transition into adulthood (Conover & Daiute,
2018; Yeager, 2017). While youth are highly perceptive and capable of sharing unique and
important insights through narrative beginning at a very young age, adolescent youth are at a
developmental stage where they are becoming particularly adept at communicating through
written language, employing language as a cultural tool to skillfully craft a narrative that serves a
given purpose, whether to conform to or challenge cultural norms (Daiute, 2014; Daiute &
Kreniske, 2016). Research designs sampling diverse student perspectives through narrative
prompts offer an opportunity for youth to share unique insights by engaging in a
developmentally appropriate way of making meaning while elevating youth expertise as valued
knowledge of school experience.
In addition to applying sociocultural narrative theory and method to engage high school
students, this study addresses a gap in the literature in the study of both SEL and school climate
in high school settings. While extensive research has examined the benefits and effectiveness of
SEL programs in elementary and middle school settings, few studies have examined high school
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SEL in any way (Durlak, et al., 2011; Hamedani & Darling-Hammond, 2015; Osher & Berg,
2017). It is critical to examine the ways in which high schools can support adolescents’ social
and emotional growth during this developmental stage. High school students are developing their
identities, seeking to fit in with peers, and beginning to set short- and long-term goals (Yeager,
2017). Adolescent brains go through a dramatic transformation at this time, shifting how they
process emotions, relate to their peers, and perceive risk, all while adjusting to increased
autonomy and independence (Braams et al., 2015; Ruck et al., 1998; Yeager, 2017).
Universal and targeted SEL programs can support positive outcomes during this critical
stage of development (Yeager, 2017). However, these programs must shift from practices used at
the elementary and middle school level to ensure alignment with the specific needs of high
schoolers (Kuhn & Franklin, 2008). There is evidence to show that adolescents at this stage may
no longer benefit from a direct instruction, skills-building approach to SEL (Steinberg, 2015). A
meta-analysis of 72 anti-bullying programs found they were successful with grades kindergarten
through seventh grade but led to an increase in bullying at the high school level, despite adapting
content for older students (Yeager et al., 2015). Building on best practices of SEL and growth
mindset, an assets-based approach to adolescent SEL that capitalizes on their desire to improve
the world around them can be powerful (Damon et al., 2003; Yeager, 2017). From a neurological
perspective, there is evidence that this approach works (Cole et al., 2012).
This approach is particularly important in the context of urban high schools serving high
populations of youth of color and youth from low-income communities, who are most often
subject to SEL framed from a deficit perspective. Furthermore, youth of color are frequently
subject to discriminatory disciplinary practices (Shirley & Cornell, 2011). Yeager (2017) notes
how developmentally, high schoolers are attuned to injustice, describing how student reactions
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may be misperceived as a lack of self-management, when unfair school practice is the true root
cause. Therefore, it is particularly important to incorporate aspects of school climate in both the
implementation and study of high school SEL programs.
A recent study of how SEL is incorporated at three different high schools across the
country further highlights the ways it intersects with overall school climate at all three schools
(Hamedani & Darling-Hammond, 2015). The authors noted that SEL “is front and center,
highlighted in each school’s mission and vision, reinforced through each school community’s
norms and values, and clearly articulated in expectations for students and graduates” (Hamedani
& Darling-Hammond, 2015, p. 7). These schools use a “whole-school” systemic approach,
which embeds SEL in all practices of the school, including curricula, school discipline practices,
and teacher-student relationships (Hamedani & Darling-Hammond, 2015). These schools also
recognize the importance of supporting adults’ social and emotional needs through professional
development and opportunities to collaborate (Hamedani & Darling-Hammond, 2015).
More research is required to understand the full impact of SEL programs and school
climate on high school students’ development. However, as described in earlier sections, surveybased measures have significant limitations to studying such complex concepts. Researchers
have pointed to the potential of qualitative methods to fill gaps in knowledge by elevating voices
that are typically silenced and offering counter-narratives (Ledesma & Calderon, 2015; Parker,
2015). For these reasons, this study seeks to directly include student voices, which are most often
left out of the research process. The integrative and interactive nature of narrative offers nuance
and context absent from surveys alone. The nature of narrative as both reflective and relational
allows individuals to employ socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities with differing
attention to authentically convey experience. In this way, narrative is particularly well suited to
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blend the distinctions that are typically imposed between SEL and climate constructs. Thus, this
study addresses a critical gap in adolescent developmental research by offering a novel
application of narrative method to the study of SEL and school climate while examining their
mutually reinforcing relationship in high school contexts.
Where Disciplines Intersect: Research Purpose and Questions
This study applies mixed methods to examine social-emotional learning and school
climate as they emerge in richly integrated ways in ten urban charter high schools. This occurs in
the applied context of an SEL working group professional development model, where educators
in different roles engage in a process of shared learning and knowledge to examine and
ultimately improve SEL and school climate in their school communities. This approach to school
change, blending top-down facilitation with collaborative, bottom-up knowledge sharing, allows
educators to take ownership in the process and to critically examine the specific needs of their
schools and the students they serve. Mixed methods are employed within an activity-meaning
system design, incorporating a novel application of sociocultural narrative theory and method to
study how the blended relationship between SEL and climate is revealed by student- and staffgenerated insights of best and worst school experiences. In doing so, this study seeks to achieve
two main goals: first, to demonstrate the inherently interconnected nature of these constructs in
lived experience, and second, to offer a unique method of studying their emergence in lived
experiences that privileges participant-generated knowledge to add nuance to survey-based
research. This is investigated through the following research questions:
1. How can sociocultural narrative theory and method be applied to study the integrated
nature of SEL and climate within an activity-meaning system?
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a. How do socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities emerge in staff and
student narratives of experience?
b. How do values expressed in narratives align with or differ from values in the
mission, vision, and philosophy stated by schools' institutional documents, and do
values vary based on participant group and narrative genre?
c. How do values expressed in narratives and institutional documents align with
aspects of SEL and school climate, as defined within each discipline?
2. Do results of SEL and climate metrics demonstrate school-level differences in scores?
a. What trends emerge in survey scores across schools at discrete time points?
b. Do SEL and climate survey measures demonstrate preliminary change over time?
3. How do narrative results add to or echo results of survey measures, and in what ways
does this reveal integration of SEL and climate constructs?
a. How do quantitatively summarized results of narrative reflections and surveys
align or differ?
b. Do values implicit in survey questions align with values expressed in narratives?
In developing this study, I hypothesized that narrative methods would demonstrate
alignment with SEL and school climate constructs both structurally (through use of characters
and psychological state words to describe experience) and relationally (through values expressed
by participants). I hypothesized that schools may have more alignment with values expressed in
staff narratives than those expressed by student participants. Additionally, I expected to find a
direct relationship between overall SEL and climate scores, and I hypothesized that schools with
stronger alignment of socioemotional and climate-related values would have higher average
scores on survey measures, but that values analysis might elevate socioemotional- or climate-
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related items not measured through surveys. Further, I expected that the examination of
combined survey and narrative results would offer a window into the ways in which SEL and
climate constructs interact organically in lived experience. On the whole, I believe that mixed
methods, including the introduction of narrative methods, offer a comprehensive way of studying
the integrated nature of SEL and school climate while privileging participant voice and expertise
as true knowledge.
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Chapter 2: The Activity-Meaning System Research Design and Mixed Methods Data
Collection and Analysis
This chapter details the research design and methods, including quantitative survey and
qualitative narrative data collected from staff and student participants as part of the regular
activities of the SEL working group operations led by the Charter Management Organization
(CMO). This design integrates SEL and school climate constructs from the perspectives of
participants in diverse roles in education – transformative staff (working group), student, and
educational institution actors stating preferences in surveys – to understand this integration
within an activity-meaning system. The use of these data has been approved by both the City
University of New York (CUNY) and New York City (NYC) Department of Education (DOE)
Institutional Review Boards.
Research Design Overview
This study applies an activity-meaning system design to examine the relationship
between social-emotional learning and school climate in the context of a working group
professional development model. The activity-meaning system situates students, the focal point
of this initiative, within the surrounding environment of schools operating within a charter school
network in New York City. This design samples diverse perspectives and employs mixed
methods to compare quantitative survey-based assessments of SEL and school climate with
qualitative student and staff narratives and institutional documents. Though this is principally a
methodological study, data collection was embedded within the regular activities of the working
group. In this blended top-down, bottom-up approach to professional development, the working
group leaders from the CMO supported educators with resources and guidance while allowing
decision-making power to remain with educators and school leaders. The CMO facilitators used
this mix of qualitative and quantitative data to facilitate continuous improvement efforts; data
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were examined by individual participants in the working group in collaboration with their school
administrative teams to identify what shifts in practice were best suited to their local context.
These measures were not used to immediately evaluate the programmatic activities of the
working group, as they first wanted to understand information gained from these measures and
expected that such broad, higher-level metrics would not show change in such a limited time
frame. Table 1 shows data collected by the working group and time points of collection, as well
as the data available for analysis; Table 2 shows data alignment with SEL and climate constructs
and specifies respondents for dimensions of each scale.
Table 1
Quantitative & Qualitative Data Collected

Quantitative
Survey Data

Scale
Social-Emotional
Learning (SEL)
Survey
New York City
School Survey
(NYCSS)

Time Points
Fall 2018, Spring
2019, Fall 2019
Spring 2018,
Spring 2019

No. of
Schools
10

Data Available
Summary data at
each time point

10

Summary data at
each time point

Unique participants
aggregated across all
time points
Institutional
Summary data at
Fall 2020
10
Documents
single time point
Note. Narrative data were aggregated across time points to meet the methodological goals of this
Qualitative
Narrative
Data

Narrative Prompt

Fall 2018, Spring
2019, Fall 2019

2

study: to understand how individuals use narration to express SEL and climate constructs, and to
compare to information collected in survey instruments, rather than to compare specific
participants’ experiences at individual time points.
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Table 2
Dimensions of and Respondents to Each Scale

Scale
SocialEmotional
Learning
(SEL)
Survey

New York
City School
Survey
(NYCSS)**

Dimensions
School Engagement
School Teacher-Student Relationships
School Learning Strategies
Grit
School Mindset
Rigorous Instruction
Collaborative Teachers
Supportive Environment
Effective School Leadership
Strong Family & Community Ties
Trust
Additional Questions

Narrative
Prompt

Best Experience
Worst Experience

Respondent
Role*

Data Available

Student

Identifier for
students; nearly all
unique participants
at each time point

Family,
Teacher, &
Student

Data aggregated
across all three
roles; no identifiers
available and no
role-specific scores

Student &
Staff

No identifiers; data
disaggregated by
role, summarized
across time points

Mission Statement
Single time point,
Vision Statement
Institution
single role
Philosophy/Values
*Note. A distinction is made between “teacher” and “staff”, as only teachers take the NYCSS,
Institutional
Documents

but both teachers and administrators responded to the narrative prompt.
**Note. Based on the ways in which the NYCSS was validated and normed, data are aggregated
across all three respondent groups to produce a final score; individual scores are not available for
each participant group.
The Working Group Model and Objectives
The working group context in this study was intentionally designed to integrate elements
of both SEL and school climate to improve outcomes for students attending high schools within
the network. During an anticipated twelve sessions over two years, one or more staff members
from each of ten schools were expected to attend full-day professional development sessions;
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participants included teachers, department chairs, deans, and assistant principals or those in other
administrative roles. Activities included: discussion groups on recent SEL and school climate
research; inventories of current school practices; deep dives of school- and student-level SEL
and climate data (both quantitative and qualitative); presentations around individual school best
practices; consultancy groups; and the creation of a toolkit of SEL and climate resources
(articles, curricula, protocols, etc.). Review of SEL and climate data served the primary purpose
of informing continuous improvement efforts at the school level, rather than summarizing
charter-level outcomes. Their intention of combining both qualitative and quantitative data was
to allow for a holistic understanding of how SEL and climate constructs emerge in local school
contexts and to inform considerations for shifts in practices at the individual school level. In this
way, the three time points listed in Table 1 are discrete windows into school context at each time
point, separate from the other, and having no direct connection to the workshops. Though the
working group facilitators recognized that they may expect to see longer term change on these
metrics, they did not expect to see change during the working group time frame and were not
using these data to evaluate activities of the working group.
In terms of the charter school context, charter schools are directly governed by a CMO,
which affords school and CMO leaders slightly more control over staffing and curricular
decisions. The CMO required schools to commit to SEL and climate work but did not mandate
use of specific curricula or programs. The landscape of SEL and climate initiatives differed from
school to school – some created new positions (e.g., “Dean of School Climate and Culture”)
while others implemented programs such as Restorative Justice, Peer Group Connection, or
Morning Advisories. Through participation in the working group, educators mapped out which
types of resources, programs, and practices currently existed at the school, evaluated quantitative
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and qualitative student-, staff-, and school-level data, and identified implementation strategies to
improve SEL and school climate.
Applying Educator-Centered, Culturally Responsive Practices to Implementation
The working group draws on research that supports bottom-up, collaborative practices of
professional development to successfully implement SEL systems and practices situated in the
specific contexts of individual school environments. Studies have demonstrated the importance
of including educator perceptions of SEL and school climate into research on student social and
emotional outcomes (Brackett et al., 2012; Collie et al., 2012). A small number of recent studies
have begun including teacher-generated insights with qualitative methods in implementation
studies of SEL programs. One study conducted by Niesz and Ryan (2018) found that a program
in which teachers created curricula, trained other teachers, and offered opportunities for
implementers to adapt curricula to local contexts was successful in rapidly scaling the program
model and increasing educator buy-in across varied contexts. Another study employed a
participatory action research design, which led teachers through an iterative process of reflection
and action to examine SEL outcomes for youth; this improved SEL implementation within the
school environment (Martinez, 2016).
This model of educator-generated knowledge and sharing of best practices may also
support development of curricula and practices to improve cultural responsiveness in the school
community, although further research is required in this area. Teachers, who work most closely
with students, are best positioned to learn about the cultural norms and values of their students to
support their development within these frameworks. Top-down mandates from policymakers
removed from local school-based contexts introduce more opportunities for bias and are more
likely to impose white-centered cultural views and values.
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Two CMO staff members facilitated the working group; they frequently shared materials,
including articles, protocols, and other resources, to support culturally responsive SEL and
school climate in the school communities. They also regularly facilitated open conversations
about race and the ways in which implicit and explicit biases emerge in school environments.
With decision-making power remaining in the hands of school leaders, the role of facilitators
was to create conditions for schools to learn about culturally responsive SEL and climate
practices through a top-down approach with bottom-up sharing of knowledge between educators.
Implicit and explicit biases that students face are deeply rooted in inequitable systems
and structures within the United States and are not eliminated with this approach. However, the
practices implemented in the SEL working group align with recommendations from the literature
to facilitate improvement in these areas. Jagers, Rivas-Drake, and Borowski (2018) note the
multitude of cultural infusion strategies that can be used to support culturally responsive SEL
within an equity framework. In different ways, the working group applied all of these:
sociocultural strategies to understand students’ cultural norms, evidential strategies using data to
understand variations in practice and perceptions, and constituent-involving strategies to engage
staff and incorporate student feedback in decisions around SEL and school climate improvement
initiatives (Jagers et al., 2018; Simmons, 2017).
The Working Group in an Activity-Meaning System
The activity-meaning system research design situates the SEL working group in the
complex web of actors, institutions, and values that intersect throughout this process. The
research focus of this system is the school community, where educators and students spend much
of their everyday lives and where events shape their experiences and knowledge (Daiute, 2014).
At the time at which data were collected, each school was at a different stage of development,
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both generally and in terms of SEL and climate improvement. Some schools were recently
opened within the past two to three years, while others had been operating for more than a
decade. Operations at the CMO had changed substantially in recent years, including a new
president, a new superintendent of schools, and two new staff members to support SEL and
climate work, including facilitation of the intervention.
Considering the broader institutional context, charter schools are politically controversial
in New York City. For the extent of this professional development intervention, there was a cap
on charters throughout the city, barring new charter schools from being created. During this time,
NYC schools were among the most racially and economically segregated in the country (Kucsera
& Orfield, 2014). On the state level, New York had recently published SEL standards as
guidelines for school practices. Federally, Common Core was being phased out, and the Every
Student Succeeds Act was just beginning to take shape, expanding accountability measures to
account for academic growth and increasing focus on SEL.
In these ways, the climate and culture of each school was subject to varied influences
across a wide range of actors. Individuals who regularly interacted in and with the school
environment included students, instructional faculty, administrators, students’ families, and
support staff members (school safety officers, social workers, cafeteria staff, janitors, etc.). In
terms of institutional hierarchy, the next closest group to the school was the CMO staff,
including the superintendent, operations staff, and others who worked at the central office. The
CMO was subject to influences by the nonprofit organization and the NYC DOE. The nonprofit
funded the charter schools through city, state, and federal funds, government grants, foundation
grants, and private donations. School operations were further regulated by state and federal law.
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The students who attended these schools lie at the center of this complex web of
relationships and hierarchies. Their school experience was shaped by these influences at various
degrees, and each school operated as a unique ecosystem. In accordance with best practices of
activity-meaning system design (Daiute, 2014), I sampled narratives from within-individual,
within-group, and between-group perspectives, by sampling student and staff narrations of best
and worst school experiences. I also sampled mission, vision, and values documents and
analyzed surveys from the institutional perspective. Though surveys were responded to by
students and staff, the narrative analysis conducted in Chapter 5 examined surveys as discursive
documents from an institutional perspective, considering their creation and selection by
researchers, policymakers, and other institutional actors. Figure 1 displays these relationships
between expressive measures from each group.

Figure 1
Expressive Measures Sampled from each Participant Role within an Activity-Meaning System
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This design offers a framework to understand how individuals create and enact meaning
within their specific contexts at a given place and time. Coupled with survey data, these
reflections provide a cross-section of student and staff experience within this complex system.
Characteristics of School, Educator, and Student Participants
Within the charter school network, the ten participating high schools were located in
three of the five boroughs. Many shared buildings with other schools, as is common in NYC,
which offered less control over physical characteristics of the school environment. Schools
served varied populations. Students applied to attend these schools and were accepted through a
lottery. On average, students at these schools outperformed the city academically, with
graduation rates frequently above 90% (compared to the city average of about 75%). Schools in
this study were selected from a convenience sample of those who elected to participate.
Members of the SEL working group who participated in this study included 18 school
staff members from six high schools. Participant roles included teachers, deans, assistant
principals, and other administrative staff. No demographic information was collected to maintain
anonymity, and faculty demographics per school are not publicly available from the NYC DOE.
Students who participated in quantitative survey assessments included students attending
each of the charter schools in the 2018-19 and 2019-20 school years. Students ranged in age
from 13 to 21 years old. Across all ten schools, 48% of students were female and 52% were
male. Racial demographics across the schools were distributed as follows: 2% American Indian,
3% Asian, 54% Black, 40% Hispanic, and 1% White. Statistics are presented in aggregate to
maintain anonymity of each individual school. Within two of the ten schools, 24 students selfselected to respond to the narrative prompt; demographic data were not collected for this smaller
sample, again to preserve anonymity. Student participants self-selected to participate from a
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convenience sample for the narrative responses, and school leaders asked students to complete
SEL and climate survey measures as part of their regular school activities.
Why Narrative? Elevating Educator- and Student-Generated Perspectives
This study introduces qualitative narrative methodology to examine whether and how
narrations of school experience reveal the integrated relationship between school climate and
SEL. This novel application of narrative methods draws on prior research demonstrating how
these methods elevate participant voice and value their experiences to inform research,
addressing a critical gap in the literature. Narratives allow individuals to reflect on their
environments, how they fit, and what they would like to change; throughout the process of
narrating, individuals create and enact meaning (Daiute, 2014; Daiute & Nelson, 1998; Nelson,
1998). This is consistent with Vygotskyan sociocultural theory, which explains how individuals
make sense of their experiences in social and cultural contexts (Vygotsky, 1978), as well as
Bakhtin’s (1986) theories of language use. Through this everyday activity, individuals make
sense of the world around them and generate knowledge; narratives are used as a developmental
and cultural tool, not simply as a means of reporting or retelling information (Daiute, 2014;
Daiute & Kreniske, 2016). As Moen (2006) writes, “the narrative approach is a frame of
reference, a way of reflecting during the entire inquiry process, a research method, and a mode
for representing the research study. Hence, the narrative approach is both the phenomenon and
the method” (p. 5). Numerous studies demonstrate how narratives reveal important insights
across research areas (Ahmed, 2018; Conover & Daiute, 2018; Daiute, & Kreniske, 2016; Daiute
et al., 2015; Jovic, 2017).
Applying this regular aspect of both internal and external communication to the practice
of research can reveal salient and unique perspectives on research areas of interest (Daiute,
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2014). This is particularly important for research involving youth, as youth are most often
excluded from the research process. Narratives can be a powerful means of engaging youth
participation and elevating youth voice (Daiute, 2014). It is exceedingly rare to find studies that
include student-generated knowledge as evidence of the enactment of SEL or climate constructs.
Furthermore, scholars have recommended qualitative methods as a means of increasing cultural
responsiveness in research practices, noting the ways in which these methods center individuals’
knowledge of their experiences as expert knowledge (Bowleg, 2021). Narrative methods offer a
snapshot in time of student experience, allowing for a window into how SEL and climate emerge
in everyday life as well as how students use elements of narrative to purposefully share this
experience.
Narrative methods examine how individuals use regular elements of narrative flexibly to
express themselves and address different audiences for varied purposes (Daiute, 2014; Daiute &
Kreniske, 2016). Thus, a key aspect of narrative methodology is sampling diverse perspectives
within and between individuals and groups. This study sampled narratives from students and
staff members to understand how SEL and climate emerge from each perspective. While recent
studies have begun including qualitative data collected from teachers more frequently, a similar
gap in educator-generated data persists, as with youth-generated data. Narratives are an equally
useful method to understand how educators experience and perceive SEL and climate in
integrated ways. Situated in the activity-meaning system, this study examines narrative use in the
context of the varied influences acting on and with each perspective.
Best and Worst Narrative Genres to Express Educator and Student Experience
Another important aspect of the activity-meaning system design is selection of the
narrative genre to use in the research approach. This study employs best and worst experience
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narrative genres to sample within-individual diversity of perspective in addition to betweenindividual and between-group perspectives. These genres specify “best” and “worst” to invite
individuals to comment on positive and negative aspects of experience in a given context (in this
case, school), demonstrating alignment with community norms and values while offering an
opportunity to question, challenge, or distance oneself from the community (Daiute, 2014;
Daiute & Kreniske, 2016). While the terms “best” and “worst” are used, this method does not
purport to isolate extremes of experience in any absolute way, understanding that these are not
representative of the entirety of individual experience. Rather, they offer a powerful glimpse into
episodes selected for a specified purpose and reveal how individuals employ different strategies
to convey positive and negative experiences.
A number of studies have found that the best and worst experience genres can
demonstrate differences in attention, knowledge, and experience by inviting a range of
expression (Ahmed, 2018; Conover & Daiute, 2018; Daiute, 2014; Daiute, & Kreniske, 2016;
Fante & Daiute, 2021). A prior study specifically looked at best and worst experiences in the
context of SEL and classroom climate and found that sixth grade students employed both
socioemotional and spatiotemporal (climate) sensitivities in their narrations of experience, but
they applied these sensitivities differently for each genre (Fante & Daiute, 2021). The current
study extends this method to examine whether and how students and staff used differences in
attention to narrate experiences of positive and negative valences, including between-group
comparison of students and staff, while also examining use for individuals of different
developmental stages (adolescents and adults). This study further extends the use of narrative
methods by examining differences in values that emerged in each narrative genre, in addition to
differences in use of material aspects of narrative.
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Narratives of best and worst school experiences were collected from 18 self-selected staff
members from six schools who opted to participate during the SEL working group sessions in
Fall 2018 and Fall 2019 as part of the activities of the working group. Narrative responses were
collected using an online survey, which was a typical method of data collection used throughout
the working group as well as in regular practices of CMO interaction with school staff. Staff
responded to the following two prompts:
Write about one of your best days in your school. What happened on this day?
What made it so great?
Now, write about one of your worst days in your school. What happened on this
day? What made it the worst?
Due to the online collection method, questions were ordered in this way, with the “best
experience” prompt first, followed by the “worst experience”. However, both questions appeared
on the same page of the form, so it was possible for participants to respond to prompts in
whichever order they preferred. Participants were given 15 minutes to complete their narratives
during the session, and they were told that participation is optional. Narratives were collected
anonymously; participants were encouraged not to include any names of staff, students, or
schools, including locations, to ensure responses were not identifiable. Participants were
informed that narratives would be read by: facilitators of the working group session, which
included two CMO staff members; myself and my advisor, as part of this research project; and
other members of the working group, as anonymous responses would be shared as part of a
reflection process in the following working group session. Only one CMO member and I had
access to the spreadsheet containing form responses; we read and reviewed responses and
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removed any potentially identifiable references before sharing back to working group
participants and others.
Narratives of best and worst experience were also collected from 24 students in two
schools in Spring 2019 and Fall 2019; students self-selected to participate following a
description of the prompt by the SEL working group participant in the students’ homeroom
classes. This description was not offered to all students in their homeroom classes, but rather
provided by a convenience sample of teachers who were participating in the working group and
self-selected to offer students this opportunity.
Students similarly responded through an online survey, though the prompt was slightly
different; students responded to the following two prompts, with the instructions preceding the
prompt to provide context:
Your school's administration wants to hear from you to understand how they can
make your school better. Please respond to the prompts below using as much or
as little detail as you wish. Please do not use your name, your school's name or
location, or the real names of anyone else in your story. Your responses will
remain completely anonymous.
Tell them about one of your best days in class. What happened on this day? Who
was involved? How did it all turn out? What made it so great?
Now, tell them about one of your worst days in class. What happened on this day?
Who was involved? How did it all turn out? What made it the worst?
Again, due to the online collection method, questions were ordered as listed here, but
were on the same page so that students could select the order in which they responded. Both
were required questions, so that students must write something in response to each prompt in
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order to submit the electronic form. Like the educator prompts, only myself and one CMO
member had access to the spreadsheet containing responses, and we removed any potentially
identifiable references before sharing with working group participants and others.
Institutions Narrate Their Perspective Through Public-Facing Documents
In addition to qualitative narratives of student and staff experiences, institutional
documents were collected to compare with narrative responses. As part of CMO requirements,
each school created a mission, vision, and philosophy or values statement to share with students
and families. These documents were selected for analysis because these are meant to convey the
essence of the school. Typically developed by founding school leaders, teachers, and parents, the
mission, vision, and philosophy of a school are intended to drive all aspects of school life.
Therefore, I expected that the values expressed in these all-encompassing documents about
school life would incorporate aspects of SEL and climate and demonstrate both alignment with
and divergence from values expressed in staff and student narratives.
Schools’ mission, vision, and philosophy statements are often public-facing. For some
schools, this is posted on their website; for others, it is in their handbook. These statements from
Fall 2020 were collected and analyzed to compare with narrative responses and quantitative
methods; analysis is further discussed in the following section.
Examining Working Group Objectives with Survey Measures
Beyond narrative methods, this study also employed survey-based methods used to study
SEL and climate constructs. These include an SEL survey and the New York City School Survey
(NYCSS), an annual survey administered to students, teachers, and families, to gauge
perspectives on school experience in a variety of categories. These metrics were used as part of
the regular activities of the working group, selected partially for convenience as both are
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administered at all schools for compliance purposes (the SEL survey in compliance with CMO
mandates and the NYCSS in compliance with NYC DOE mandates). Additionally, in
comparison with other metrics, both aligned well with the goals of the group. I included these
measures in this study to: (a) preserve typical school-based methods of data collection that are
likely to persist; (b) offer a comparison point to understand and interpret narrative data; and (c)
test whether a mixed methods approach enhances traditional usage of survey-based measures.
Surveying Students’ Social and Emotional Competencies
The SEL survey is a quantitative metric adapted from Panorama Education’s free
downloadable Student Survey. Panorama Education is a for-profit company that develops
surveys to incorporate student feedback and voice into decision-making processes at schools;
they support schools directly through survey and technology services but make all survey
instruments open-source and free (Panorama Education, 2020). The goal of the Student Survey is
“to measure student perceptions of teaching and learning” (Panorama Education, 2020). The
survey includes 19 topics (dimensions) which span areas of academic instruction, SEL, and
climate, including both classroom-specific and school-wide dimensions (Panorama Education,
2020). The CMO selected and adapted dimensions to include in the SEL survey to administer to
all ninth-grade students at all schools. They selected solely school-level dimensions, as the focus
was school-wide data. After considering which dimensions aligned with CASEL’s definition of
SEL, as well as what would be of interest to the CMO and school staff, they decided on the
following: School Engagement, School Teacher-Student Relationships, School Learning
Strategies, Grit, and School Mindset. Definitions of each dimension are displayed in Table 3.
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Table 3
Social-Emotional Learning Survey Dimension Definitions
Definitions from: Panorama Education (2015), User Guide: Panorama Student Survey.
Dimension
School Engagement

Definition
how attentive and invested students are in school

School Teacher-Student
Relationships

how strong the social connection is between teachers
and students within and beyond the school

School Learning
Strategies

how well students deliberately use strategies to
manage their own learning processes generally

Grit

perceptions of how well students are able to persevere
through setbacks to achieve important long-term goals

School Mindset

perceptions of whether students have the potential to
change those factors that are central to their
performance in school

The SEL survey is scored on a scale of one to five, where a score of 1.0 is low and a
score of 5.0 is high. Students receive an overall score as well as five sub-scores, one for each of
the dimensions; these can be treated independently. Tests of validity and reliability were
conducted on two large samples, both of which included a racially diverse group of students
(Panorama Education, 2015b). Panorama (2015b) also tested scores against direct observations;
however, findings of correlations are limited in generalizability because observations were only
conducted in a small Catholic school. The separate scores per dimension and overall score
allowed for targeted measurement of the specific skills each school sought to improve. One
notable limitation is that dimensions of the survey did not map identically onto the CASEL
framework. The CMO aligned questions with each dimension of the SEL survey with CASEL’s
framework in accordance with Panorama’s guidance. Educator input was incorporated around
which dimensions and questions to include, and six questions changed from the first year to the
second year in response to educator feedback.
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The SEL survey was intended to be administered to all ninth-grade students at all ten
schools in Fall 2018 and Fall 2019, with optional administrations in Spring 2019 and Spring
2020. This was only completed with fidelity in Fall 2019; actual administration timelines per
school are presented in Appendix B. Schools also had the option of administering the survey to
multiple grade levels beyond ninth graders. The survey was administered online, and students
were instructed to complete it during school hours. A translated version of the survey was
available in Spanish. In addition to the questions for selected dimensions from Panorama’s
Student Survey, the CMO collected student ID, name, race/ethnicity, gender, and graduating
cohort year. Data were anonymized prior to being provided for secondary analysis.
Assessing Diverse Perspectives of Climate with the NYC School Survey
The New York City School Survey was adopted as the quantitative school climate
measure for each school participating in the working group. Since the 2005-06 school year, the
NYCSS has been administered to teachers, students, and families at all public charter and noncharter middle and high schools (Merrill, Lafayette, & Goldenberg, 2018). The NYC DOE
(2020) states that the goal of the survey is to help “school leaders understand what key members
of their school community think about the learning environment at their school.” The student
version is an 11-question survey; the parent version includes 10 questions, and the teacher
version includes 23 questions. However, each question on all three surveys includes many items
(for example, the student survey has 68 items altogether). Within the six main dimensions of
Rigorous Instruction, Collaborative Teachers, Supportive Environment, Effective School
Leadership, Strong Family and Community Ties, and Trust, there are several sub-dimensions
that touch on a wide range of areas. Table 4 displays the respondents for each sub-dimension of
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the survey; in terms of analysis, scores are aggregated across all respondents in accordance with
NYC DOE analysis.
Table 4
Respondents per NYC School Survey Sub-dimension
Sub-dimensions
Respondent
Rigorous Instruction
Student & Teacher
Collaborative Instruction
Student & Teacher
Supportive Environment
Student & Teacher
Effective School Leadership
Family & Teacher
Strong Family and Community Ties
Family & Teacher
Trust
Family, Student, & Teacher
Additional Questions
Family, Student, & Teacher
Note. Final scores are aggregated across all respondents in accordance with NYC DOE analysis.
The NYCSS offers numerous strong benefits to assess school climate and culture which
influenced the CMO’s decision to adopt this as the climate measure for the working group. First,
as a requirement of all schools that fall under NYC DOE oversight, there is a benefit to using a
survey that already exists to reduce the burden on students and staff and mitigate survey fatigue.
Second, the number of categories spans a wide and comprehensive range, sampling all aspects of
school climate as defined by Cohen et al. (2009) and the National School Climate Center
(2020b). Third, due to its requirement as a compliance measure, response rates are typically very
high for students and staff; in 2019, the citywide average response rate was 81% for teachers and
83% for students (NYC DOE, 2019a). Though lower for families, the response rate was still
quite high at a citywide average of 53% in 2019 (NYC DOE, 2019a). Response rates for the
schools are displayed later in this section.
Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, the survey was designed specifically for New
York City (Merrill et al., 2018). The NYCSS was developed through a research-practice
partnership with the Research Alliance for New York City Schools, a center run by New York
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University’s Steinhardt School of Culture, Education, and Human Development (Merrill et al.,
2018). The survey underwent multiple iterations of design, testing, and redesign, with the most
recent redesign prior to this study occurring in the 2014-15 school year (Merrill et al., 2018).
Thus, a common limitation in survey design – the lack of ability to speak to local context – is
minimized. While the context of individual schools across New York City differs considerably,
being the largest school district in the nation with nearly 1.1 million students and almost 2,000
schools, the design specifically for NYC offers a closer consideration of context than can be
achieved through other survey-based methods. The iterative redesign process incorporated
feedback from community members, teachers, families, and students (Merrill et al., 2018). Tests
of validity and reliability were conducted on diverse samples reflective of the NYC population to
ensure relevance (Merrill et al., 2018). Tests of reliability included within-school agreement and
precision; tests of validity included construct validity (face and content validity) and criterion
validity (concurrent and predictive validity) (Merrill et al., 2018).
The NYCSS is administered to all teachers, students, and families in the spring of every
school year, with options for both paper and electronic versions of the survey. Each school
differed in its approach to administering surveys (e.g., some schools provided surveys to families
at parent-teacher nights; some allowed teachers to complete surveys during professional
development sessions). Every year, the NYCSS is scored by central DOE staff and results are
shared publicly. No single overall score is calculated; instead, scores are calculated for each of
the six major dimensions in alignment with the Framework for Great Schools (NYC DOE,
2019b). Scores are developed by first calculating the percent of positive responses (e.g., percent
of respondents who selected “agree” or “strongly agree”) for each individual question on each of
the three versions of the survey (NYC DOE, 2019b). A simple average is then calculated across
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all student, teacher, and family questions for each sub-dimension to get an average subdimension percent positive, followed by a simple average of all sub-dimensions within each of
the six major dimensions (NYC DOE, 2019b). These overall averages are then compared
citywide to determine a cut level for each dimension based on the citywide mean and standard
deviations; averages are then scored on a scale of 1.00 (low) to 4.99 (high) (NYC DOE, 2019b).
The questions in the “Additional Questions” section are not aggregately scored at all or factored
into these dimension-level scores (NYC DOE, 2019b).
This study includes results from both Spring 2018 and Spring 2019. While the working
group ran from the 2018-19 school year to the 2019-20 school year, the working group examined
data from the year prior in their regular activities, and four working group sessions occurred
between administrations of the survey. Though the working group facilitators expected that the
workshops could have some influence on Spring 2019 results, they did not expect to see change
during such a short time frame, and were using these data for continuous improvement purposes,
not to evaluate activities of the working group.
Average participation across the network for the Spring 2018 survey was 90.8% of
teachers, 87.5% of students, and 59.4% of families. For Spring 2019, average network response
rates were similarly 90.5% of teachers, 89.6% of students, and 57.1% of families. During
administration of the Spring 2020 NYCSS, the NYC school system closed due to a stay-at-home
order issued by New York State in response to the novel coronavirus. The disruption likely
affected the ways in which individuals responded, and there was a significant drop in response
rates – over a 75% decrease. Based on the limitations of analyzing and interpreting survey data
in the context of this unprecedented event, the NYCSS data for Spring 2020 was omitted.
Using Mixed Methods to Reveal SEL and Climate Enacted in Lived Experience
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Qualitative narrative and quantitative survey data were each examined separately, as
described in previous sections. The facilitators of the working group and I selected the narrative
and survey methods employed in this study to align with our adopted definitions of these
constructs and to best fit the context of the charter network. Each measure was administered at
different time points, and there is no measure that encompasses the entire time frame of the SEL
working group activities, in part because the group was abruptly paused due to the school
closures imposed due to the COVID-19 crisis. Narrative prompts were administered to unique
participants at each time point and do not offer change-over-time comparison. Nevertheless,
comparing results of narrative and survey assessments allowed for an understanding of the
holistic integration of SEL and climate constructs in school-based contexts. No additional
methods were employed to examine the mixed methods research question, but additional
analyses were conducted on each measure to offer common scales of comparison where possible;
this is further discussed in the following section detailing analysis.
Mixed methods are best fit to leverage the strengths of both quantitative and qualitative
methods while mitigating limitations of each. The introduction of sociocultural narrative theory
and method situated within an activity-meaning system design inherently aligns with key aspects
of SEL and climate and accounts for the complexity of students and staff existing within a
hierarchical web of actors and influences. These strengths inherent in narrative inquiry made this
theory and method particularly well suited to the goals of this study. Survey methods offer the
benefit of breadth and ease of data collection in school-based settings yet leave high potential for
biases in survey design and interpretation. In this study, surveys were intentionally selected to
mitigate bias by seeking surveys that were validated with diverse and representative populations.
Supplementing surveys with qualitative narrative reflections further mitigates this limitation by
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offering specific instances, narrated directly by participants in their own words, which add
nuance to describe participant experience of these complex concepts. While qualitative methods
also include potential for bias in method design and data interpretation, participant-generated
data combined with survey measures allow for a more contextualized understanding of school
experiences. In this way, the mixed methods used in this study elevate participant voice to
provide a comprehensive understanding of SEL and climate constructs and illustrate their
organic emergence in lived experience.
Employing Quantitative, Qualitative, and Mixed Methods Analysis
This analysis explores the three core research questions of this study: (1) how
sociocultural narrative theory and method can be applied to study the integrated nature of SEL
and climate within an activity-meaning system; (2) whether results of SEL and climate metrics
demonstrate school-level differences in scores; and (3) whether and how relationships occur
between narrative and survey data. This section details analytic strategies in order of the research
questions, beginning with a discussion of narrative analysis techniques, then moving into
quantitative and mixed methods analyses. Table 5 outlines the research questions, measures, subquestions, and proposed analysis for each.
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Table 5
Research Questions, Measures, and Analysis
Core Research
Question
Qualitative:
How can
narrative
methods be
applied to study
the integrated
nature of SEL
and climate?
Quantitative:
Do results of
SEL and climate
metrics show
school-level
differences?
Mixed Methods:
How do
narratives and
survey measures
align or differ?

Measure

Narratives &
Institutional
Documents

SEL Survey &
NYCSS

SEL Survey,
NYCSS,
Narratives, &
Institutional
Documents

Sub-questions

Analysis

How do socioemotional and
spatiotemporal sensitivities
emerge in narratives?

Character
Mapping
Analysis

How do values in narratives and
institutional documents reveal SEL
and climate factors?

Values Analysis

How do narrative values compare
with institutional values?

Values Analysis

What trends and patterns exist
within SEL and NYCSS data?

Exploratory Data
Analysis

Do surveys results show
preliminary change over time?

Paired samples
t test

How do quantitatively summarized
results of narratives and surveys
align or differ?
Do values implicit in surveys align
with or differ from narrative
values?

Cross-Tabulation
Analysis
Values Analysis

SEL and Climate Emerge Materially and Relationally with Narrative Analysis
In recent decades, narrative analysis strategies have demonstrated how regular aspects of
narrative reveal salient insights in differences in attention and orientation when applied to
activity-meaning system research designs. This study employs two types of narrative analyses:
character mapping, to examine how the material aspects of narrative reflect the integrated
relationship between SEL and school climate, and values analysis, to examine how the relational
aspects of narrative provide insights on this complex relationship in an activity-meaning system.
Character mapping and values analyses were selected due to their unique features that directly
align with the proposed goals of this study. Both specifically focus on the functional use of
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narrative, with character mapping embedding psychological states (socioemotional) within
different settings (climate) and values analysis drawing on both socioemotional and climate
aspects in the context of the prompt. This study examines activity in a school-based context,
asking individuals to speak to emotionally charged (best and worst) experiences in a specified
setting. For these reasons, both analytic techniques were best suited to understanding how
individuals use narrative to communicate socioemotional and climate constructs in the context of
their school experiences, including what individuals choose to emphasize for the specified
audience (school administrators) and how that reveals alignment and divergence between
participant roles within an activity-meaning system. This is further discussed in the following
sections.
Character Mapping Analysis
Character mapping analysis identifies the patterns with which narrators introduce
characters and humanize them through psychological states (Daiute, 2014). Narrators include
characters and psychological state words to direct attention to the most salient aspects of the
experience they elect to share. Character mapping draws on the materiality principle of narrative,
which acknowledges the regular structural features and aspects of narrative that are used to
convey meaning in everyday life (Daiute, 2014). In the context of this study, character mapping
analysis tallied total number of characters, total number of character mentions (noting whether
they are staff or students), psychological state words (including affect, cognition, and reported
speech), actions, and places (references to physical climate).
Character mapping analysis addresses the research question of how socioemotional and
spatiotemporal sensitivities emerge in narratives of experience. This was applied in a previous
study examining how these sensitivities emerged in early adolescent youth narrations of
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classroom experience, which found that youth express socioemotional and spatiotemporal
sensitivities differently across best and worst experiences (Fante & Daiute, 2021). The previous
study offered a framework to demonstrate how character mapping elements aligned with
socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities, which identifies cognitive, affect, and speech
words as socioemotional concepts, due to their alignment with cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral aspects of SEL as it is commonly defined (CASEL, 2020), while actions and places
align with spatiotemporal attention (Fante & Daiute, 2021). Character mentions are considered
socioemotional sensitivities, as they signify the relevance and importance of the characters to the
events, while total numbers of characters indicate spatiotemporal sensitivities, as they set the
scene through which the events unfold. Figure 2 demonstrates this relationship.

Socioemotional

Spatiotemporal

Figure 2
Character Mapping Elements Aligned with Socioemotional and Spatiotemporal Sensitivities
Source: Adapted figure reprinted from “Pre-adolescents narrate classroom experience:
Integrating socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities.” Fante, I. & Daiute, C. (2021). OFA
article published online 14/09/2021 to be published in "Narrative Inquiry". Published by John
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Benjamins Publishing Company Amsterdam/Philadelphia. Reprinted with permission.
https://www.benjamins.com/catalog/ni
I use the terms “socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities” solely to refer to
character mapping elements because analysis tallies individual word use, as opposed to other
analyses like values analysis, which examines t-units. Individual words used within character
mapping elements may relate to different dimensions of SEL and climate depending on
contextual references. For example, a sum of the number of cognitive words used in one
narrative does not reveal that individual’s social and emotional competency but rather
demonstrates the prevalence of cognition in narration relative to other psychological state words.
Using “sensitivities” recognizes this nuance and shifts focus to how these words indicate
individual attention to socioemotional or spatiotemporal aspects of experience through use of
characters or psychological state words. Character mapping, applied in this way, seeks to
understand how individuals use narrative to emphasize individual emotional expression in
relation to social contexts and other spatial and temporal features of a specified setting, purpose,
and audience. Character mapping identifies patterns of narrative use while recognizing the
embedded nature of narratives in a web of hierarchies within an activity-meaning system. As an
illustrative example, character mapping analysis is applied to the following staff worst
experience narrative about their response to a student acting out in class:
One of my worst days had to do with a specific student in my class. One day I tried
to assign students to work in intentional groups, but this student refused to move.
She blew up and I have had issues with her behavior being disruptive before.
However, she put up a wall and shut down in my class completely, only to speak
up to say something rude to or about me. The following day was the worst because
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I was dreading dealing with her. The hardest thing for me was that I was going
through personal issues that had a lot to do with being bullied and harassed, so I
felt particularly vulnerable and raw. I didn’t know how to respond in that moment,
so I avoided her and ignored her until we could sit down with her counselor and talk.

Table 6 demonstrates the different character mapping elements which align with font
formatting used in the example. In instances where a phrase was used to convey one expression
(e.g., “put up a wall”), this was counted as a single tally.
Table 6
Character Mapping Analysis Example: Staff Participant’s Worst Experience Narrative
Frequency (No. of
words/phrases)
12
1
11
24
2
2
4
3
11
4
6
2

Character Mapping Element
Character Mentions – Self (me, my, I)
Character Mentions – Staff (counselor)
Character Mentions – Students (she, her)
Character Mentions – Total
Characters – Adults and Self
Characters - Students
Characters - Total
Cognitive (tried, didn’t know)
Affect (vulnerable, raw)
Reported Speech (refused, speak up)
Actions (to assign, to work)
Places (class)

This staff member shares a powerful story of their personal and emotional response to
this student’s behavior. This narrative is rich in character mentions, with attention distributed
about equally between the narrator and the student who is the focus of this experience. The
narrator draws heavily on affect, applying this socioemotional sensitivity to convey the
complexity and depth of their feeling and response to this event. This narrator employs
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psychological state words to describe socioemotional sensitivities, including cognition, affect,
and reported speech, at more than double the rate at which they use words to describe
spatiotemporal sensitivities, including actions and places (18 socioemotional-related words
compared to eight spatiotemporal-related words). While the narrator directs attention to
socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivity in different ways, they draw on both to convey
overall experience in their classroom. I apply this analysis across all staff and student best and
worst experience narratives to examine patterns of use across genres (best compared with worst)
and between groups (staff compared with students). In this way, the material use of narrative
reveals the blended nature of SEL and climate constructs in lived experience.
Values Analysis
Values analysis shifts focus to the relational aspects of narrative. Values are norms,
beliefs, and principles held by individuals but rooted in sociocultural and historical experience
(Daiute, 2014). Values analysis examines how individuals enact values differently across
contexts and for varied audiences and purposes, highlighting how narrating is a dynamic and
relationally complex process (Daiute, 2014; Daiute, et al., 2003; Daiute & Kreniske, 2016;
Kreniske, 2017). Activity-meaning system research designs intentionally sample narratives of
different perspectives across varied contexts (Daiute, 2014).
I sampled 84 narratives from staff and students about their best and worst experiences in
school, and analyzed 78 with sufficient data to qualify as a narrative (omitting those that simply
said something such as “I don’t know.”). I also analyzed institutional documents describing each
school’s mission, vision, and philosophy or values statements. This was a convenience sample of
self-selected participants from the working group and students at select schools. This offered
diversity of perspective, including diverse within-individual perspectives by sampling best and
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worst experience genres. After identifying values, I aligned them with principles of SEL and
school climate, in accordance with definitions put forth in the literature. In instances where
values overlapped with disciplinarily defined SEL and climate constructs, values were aligned
with both to acknowledge this blended relationship.
To conduct the analysis, I coded all narratives and institutional documents three times.
First, I identified the most granular values associated with each t-unit of the sample, then aligned
individual values with adopted definitions of SEL and climate. I then grouped these values
according to common connections to SEL and climate definitions, producing an updated
condensed set of values. I then re-coded narratives with this subset generated from the first
iteration, assigning only one value per t-unit. A review of results illustrated that a few values
emerged with minimal frequency; I embedded these into others that appeared with higher
frequency based on commonalities in alignment with definitions. I then coded narratives a third
time with this final set of “sub-values” and combined these sub-values into seven major values.
Frequencies of sub-values and major values are displayed in Chapter 3.
The following example illustrates values analysis with a student narrative of their best
experience in school; this example demonstrates the first iteration of coding and thus is not
representative of final values resulting from the multi-step, iterative process.
My best day in class was in Mr. X's ELA class. It was a regular learning day but I
felt as if I could really express my ideas and thoughts to Mr. X and I felt really
smart and the way my opinion was treated made me feel really mature. There is a
lot of instances when adults do not really appreciate the opinions or thoughts of
young people which is what made the day really good.
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Table 7 demonstrates how values emerge in this narrative of student experience and
shows whether each value aligns with socioemotional- or climate-related concepts.
Table 7
Alignment of Narrative Excerpts, Assigned Values, and SEL and/or Climate Elements
Value

SEL/Climate Alignment
& Dimension

My best day in class was in Mr.
X's ELA class. It was a regular
learning day but

Regular learning days usually
aren't best days

Climate – Teaching and
Learning

I felt as if I could really express
my ideas and thoughts to Mr. X

Being able to communicate
clearly is important
Communicating effectively to
adults is important

SEL – Relationship
Skills
SEL – Relationship
Skills

Feeling smart is important

SEL – Self-awareness

Feeling respected and valued
by adults is important

SEL – Relationship
Skills & Climate –
Relationships

Developmental growth is
important

SEL – Self-awareness

Feeling respected and valued
by adults is important, but
doesn’t happen consistently

Climate – Safety,
Relationships

Excerpt

and I felt really smart

and the way my opinion was
treated made me feel really
mature.
There is a lot of instances when
adults do not really appreciate
the opinions or thoughts of
young people which is what
made the day really good.

In this example, this student references both socioemotional- and climate-related values,
including one value that draws on both concepts. Alignment of SEL and climate concepts is
designated in accordance with adopted definitions (CASEL, 2020; Cohen et al., 2009).
Dimensions are similarly aligned with those specified within each definition. For SEL, that
includes self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationships skills, and responsible
decision-making (CASEL, 2020). For school climate, that includes safety, relationships, teaching
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and learning, and the external environment (Cohen et al., 2009; National School Climate Center,
2020b). For example, the values of “Being able to communicate clearly is important” and
“Communicating effectively to adults is important” align with CASEL’s (2020) description of
relationship skills, one of the five dimensions of SEL. This is defined as “the ability to establish
and maintain healthy and rewarding relationships with diverse individuals and groups” (CASEL,
2020, p. 2). This includes “communicating clearly, listening actively, cooperating, resisting
inappropriate social pressure, negotiating conflict constructively, and seeking and offering help
when needed” (CASEL, 2020, p.2). The value of “feeling respected and valued by adults is
important” similarly aligns with this definition of SEL relationship skills, but also connects with
the relationships dimension of Cohen et al.’s (2009) definition of school climate in that the
author describes how the teacher made them feel (as opposed to the value “communicating
effectively to adults is important”, which specifies the individual response to the adult). I apply
this analysis to all staff and student narratives of best and worst experience and investigate
comparisons of values within and between groups.
With this analysis, both SEL and climate aspects emerge – in some cases, for the same
value – demonstrating that these two concepts are not isolated in lived experience. This student
understood and described their own feelings and reactions to this event while aspects of climate,
particularly their relationship with their teacher, influenced their socioemotional expression.
While individual narrative responses are windows into specific experiences and cannot solely
represent the range of school experiences, emergent values are representative of what is
important to students and staff in how they experience school. With the stated audience being
administrators who intend to use narrative responses to improve the school, this student shared
this experience for an intended purpose. Thus, compared within individuals, between individuals,
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and between groups, values can offer insights into the most salient aspects of SEL and climate
within the school community, while simultaneously demonstrating the ways in which these
constructs emerge concurrently.
As an illustrative example of institutional document coding, values which emerged from
a school’s mission statement are as follows, including their alignment with SEL and climate
dimensions in parentheses1:
1) Academic risk-taking is a skill that students should develop. (SEL: Self-management)
2) Students should have multiple opportunities to succeed. (SEL: Self-management and
Climate – Teaching and Learning)
3) A respectful and safe atmosphere is important. (Climate: Safety)
The values listed here align with socioemotional- and climate-related concepts. For
example, “academic risk-taking” and “students should have multiple opportunities to succeed”
allude to self-management. This includes aspects of the self-management dimension definition
such as “exhibiting self-discipline and self-motivation” and “showing the courage to take
initiative” (CASEL, 2020, p. 2). The value around ensuring multiple opportunities for students to
succeed also connects with the climate dimension of teaching and learning, as this relies on
teachers to build in numerous opportunities for success in their lessons and course requirements.
The value around the importance of a respectful and safe atmosphere aligns directly with the
definition of the safety dimension of school climate (National School Climate Center, 2020b).
Following the iterative coding process, I then compared narrative values with those
which emerged from institutional documents. In the previous examples, both the student
narrative and the institutional document reveal values of respect, though the student narrative

The specific excerpt from the school’s document is not included to preserve anonymity of the school; if excerpts
were entered into an online search engine, the school’s webpage would be among the top results.
1
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explicitly notes the way students are treated by adults. The student’s narrative draws on a more
relational set of values, referencing student-teacher relationships, while values appearing in the
mission statement are more individualistic. Additionally, the student-generated value around
effective communication did not appear in the school’s mission statement. While this is a narrow
and limited example, the full analysis examined this alignment across all student- and staffgenerated insights compared to institutional documents; results are displayed in Chapter 3.
Quantitatively Examining Working Group Activities and SEL-Climate Connections
Quantitative survey results allowed for an understanding of school-level scores as well as
comparison points with narrative results. The working group applied quantitative survey
measures to understand how schools performed on different scales of SEL and climate,
combined with narrative reports of experience; review of survey measures in this methodological
study offers further demonstration of emergence of SEL and climate constructs. Additionally,
these quantitative methods represent those typically used by the school community to understand
student and educator outcomes. I first conducted an exploratory and descriptive analysis of the
SEL survey and NYCSS to examine patterns and trends. I then conducted paired samples t-tests
across time points within the SEL survey to examine preliminary change over time; due to
structure of the NYCSS data, change-over-time analysis was not possible. This is further
discussed in later sections.
Data analyses examined school-level scores on each of the survey measures at discrete
time points. I hypothesized that survey measures would demonstrate substantive differences in
overall scores between different schools. Though limits in data collection and administration
practices and timelines do not allow for causal or even correlational conclusions, preliminary
results showing change over time across the three time points may have implications for a future
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longitudinal study. Additionally, survey results offer a point of comparison for a mixed methods
analysis, which is further described in the following section.
The Panoramic View: Common Scales Merge SEL and Climate Constructs
In accordance with the research questions, I applied mixed methods analysis to
investigate the relationship between information gained from narrative and survey results. The
goals of this analysis were twofold: to understand alignment, if any, between these different
measures, and to understand whether a combined approach including quantitative survey
measures and qualitative narrative reflections of SEL and climate reveals their interrelated nature
and emergence in lived experience.
This included two different analytic techniques. In the first analysis, I compared
quantitative summaries of sub-values expressed in student and staff narratives with results of
survey measures of SEL and climate. Through a prior analysis, I aligned sub-values with
dimensions of construct disciplinary definitions; for this analysis, I aligned sub-values with the
specific dimensions of each of the quantitative scales. As an example, I aligned the sub-value
around the importance of persistence with “Grit” in the SEL survey for this quantitative crosswalk analysis, instead of aligning with “self-management” within the SEL definition. This
allowed for a relative comparison of frequency of values with scores of the SEL survey and
NYCSS. In cases where sub-values did not align with dimensions measured in either scale, I
noted this and compared relative frequencies of values absent from survey measure dimension
definitions with those that aligned with dimensions of SEL and climate survey measures.
The second analytic technique that I employed for this comparative analysis included an
innovative values analysis of the SEL survey and NYCSS instruments. This analysis examined
surveys as discursive documents from the institutional perspective of researchers, policymakers,
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and high-ranking education officials. With this analysis, I qualitatively coded the two survey
instruments using pre-existing narrative sub-values which emerged through values analysis. I
coded each question of each survey instrument as a single t-unit. I then compared relative
frequencies of values which emerged in the survey instrument with those that emerged in staff
and student narratives and institutional mission, vision, and values statements, to understand
whether and how this higher-level institutional perspective aligned with, differed from, or
complemented other discursive documents.
These two analyses allowed for cross-comparison of results on a relative scale. In the
first, survey categories were preserved to allow for a comparison of relative quantitative
frequencies between surveys and narratives. In the second, narrative-generated values were
preserved and applied to instruments used to measure SEL and climate constructs. These two
comparative analyses provided a “cross-walk” of results from each measure and provided a
clearer depiction of the ways in which SEL and climate emerged in school experiences.
I hypothesized that there would be convergence between sub-values which emerged from
narratives and surveys. I expected that throughout the student and staff narratives, participants
would elevate most of the topic areas measured by quantitative survey assessments. I further
hypothesized that values which emerged from SEL and climate survey instruments would not
represent the full spectrum of values from staff and student narratives. Thus, this dual mixed
methods analysis allowed for an examination of where narrative and survey data aligned and
differed, elevating the benefits of applying this approach to understand the interrelated nature of
SEL and climate constructs holistically as they emerge in lived experience.
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Chapter 3: SEL and Climate Sensitivities Interact in Narrations of School Experience
This chapter presents results of narrative analyses, including character mapping and
values analyses. In accordance with the first research question considering how sociocultural
narrative theory and method can reveal the integrated nature of SEL and climate, this chapter
displays results of narrations by varied actors within school settings. Character mapping analysis
investigates use of socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities; results demonstrate a blended
use of sensitivities with differences in attention between best and worst narrative genre and
participant role. With values analysis, staff, student, and institutional values emerge at different
rates also based on genre and participant role, highlighting areas of agreement and divergence.
On the whole, staff, students, and institutions value relationships and a positive, inclusive
environment at similar levels, yet demonstrate substantive differences regarding other aspects of
SEL and climate. Staff emphasize socioemotional feelings of support at higher rates than is seen
in student narratives and institutional documents. Students emphasize spatiotemporal
opportunities for play and hands-on learning. Institutional values disproportionately elevate
importance of adherence to rules and protocols. The discussion in Chapter 6 further explores
convergence and deviation of values across participant role within the context of the activitymeaning system. Across all analyses, results presented in this chapter demonstrate the ways in
which SEL- and climate-related sensitivities and values emerge in a blended way with narrations
from student, staff, and institutional perspectives, reinforcing the hypothesis that these constructs
are integrated in lived experience despite separation within academic disciplines.
Character Mapping: Socioemotional and Spatiotemporal Sensitivities Emerge in Tandem
With character mapping analysis, I examined the ways in which the material aspects of
narrative align with SEL and climate to answer this sub-question of the first core research
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question: How do socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities1 emerge in narratives? Results
show a combination of both socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities across staff and
student responses and best and worst narrative genres, demonstrating the ways in which
individuals utilize both SEL- and climate-related concepts to convey lived experience. This
simultaneous attention to individual socioemotional experience and spatiotemporal environment
across participant groups and narrative genres illustrates how SEL and climate constructs
become interwoven in school events. While this blended relationship remains consistent
throughout, staff and students differ in the frequency with which they draw on these sensitivities
overall and dependent on genre. Variable patterns of use within and between participants and
genres highlight how individuals use these sensitivities flexibly to share accounts of experience.
An interesting example of this can be seen in patterns of character use. Both staff and
students include student character mentions more frequently in best-day narratives, and both
include staff characters more frequently in worst-day narratives. This finding may connect with
expectations of the different roles and existent hierarchy within school life. For example, staff
narrators are in a position of authority relative to students; therefore, students may appear more
prominently in best days as this fulfills a sense of purpose in accordance with their role. Selfmentions are also higher in worst-day narratives for both staff and students, implying a more
reflective lens; this may indicate that both narrator groups center and evaluate self-actions in
negative experiences to make meaning of and learn from the experience. The higher use of
cognitive words in worst-day narratives across both participant groups further reinforces the
theory that self-reflection is a prominent aspect of worst experiences for both staff and students.

As discussed in Chapter 2, I use the terms “socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities” to note how individual
word use indicates attention to SEL- and climate-related aspects of experience as opposed to substantive connections
to discipline-specific construct definitions.
1
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Table 8 displays the total number and percentage of use of each narrative element, broken down
by narrator role and best- or worst-experience genre.
Table 8
Frequency and Percentage2 of Use of Narrative Elements
Character Mapping
Element

Staff

Student

Best

Worst
Best
Worst
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
716
533
Word Count
1126
1374
3
8
1.50
No. of student characters
21
1.87
23
1.67 18 2.51
4
6
0.84
7
1.31
No. of staff characters
8
0.71
19
1.38
5
3
0.42
0
0
No. of other characters
10
0.89
5
0.36
48
9.01
Self mentions
87
7.73 118 8.59 47 6.56
18
3.38
Student mentions
54
4.80
58
4.22 37 5.17
7
0.98
7
1.31
Staff mentions
16
1.42
35
2.55
4
0.56
0
0
Other mentions
14
1.24
8
0.58
20
3.75
Cognitive
45
4.00
59
4.29 26 3.63
9
1.69
Affect
42
3.73
43
3.13 26 3.63
3
0.42
2
0.38
Speech
17
1.51
45
3.28
31
5.82
Action
44
3.91
47
3.42 32 4.47
23
3.21
17
3.19
Places
22
1.95
19
1.38
Note. N=78 narratives, n=39 “best” and n=39 “worst”. Three student best and worst responses
(six narratives) were omitted due to insufficient information (e.g., “I don’t have one” or “idk”).
In addition to differences in characters and cognition, staff used speech words with higher
frequency, with use in worst-day narratives more than double that of best-day narratives. This
indicates keen attention to dialogue in worst-day narratives, often appearing as a report of words
exchanged during a staff-to-staff or staff-to-student conflict. The difference was minimal in

2

Each narrative element is a percentage of total words within each genre and participant role (e.g., staff bestexperience narratives) due to substantial differences in narrative length across participants and genres.
3
The narrator’s self is included in the count “student” or “staff” characters dependent on how they identify.
Similarly, a vaguely referenced peer (e.g., “my friend”) is included in the same category as the narrator.
4
“Staff” include teachers, administrators, deans, guidance counselors, and social workers.
5
“Other characters” include roles such as parents, siblings, etc.
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student narratives, with a slightly higher word use in best-day narratives. While percentage of
speech words in student narratives was proportionally very small across both genres, the number
of words used in student narratives were much lower on average as well. Overall, staff narratives
of each genre included more than double the number of words than student narratives (69.4
words on average compared with 29.7 words, respectively). Staff worst-day narratives included
more words than best-day narratives (76.3 compared to 62.6), in contrast to student responses,
which had higher word counts in best-day narratives (34.1 compared to 25.4 words in worst-day
narratives). Additionally, places were used more often in best-day narratives across both staff
and student responses. Use of places ranged widely, including specific locations within the
school (e.g., “the classroom”, “my office”, “the cafeteria”) as well as locations that interacted
with other aspects of student and staff life (“my house”, “Queens College”, “the carnival”).
Overall, students use action and place words more frequently compared to staff narratives,
indicating heightened attention to spatiotemporal sensitivity.
I aligned character mapping elements with socioemotional and spatiotemporal
sensitivities by applying the framework depicted in Figure 2 in Chapter 2. Socioemotional
sensitivities include words related to cognition, affect, reported speech, and number of times
characters are mentioned, while spatiotemporal sensitivities include places, actions, and total
number of characters. With the exception of student spatiotemporal sensitivity noted above,
analysis revealed few patterns. Students and staff do not appear to use socioemotional
sensitivities more often in one genre compared with another, but rather display differences in
specific references to psychological states or characters. This differs from findings of a
previously conducted study of middle school students’ narratives, which demonstrated higher use
of socioemotional sensitivities in worst-day narratives and higher use of spatiotemporal
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sensitivities in best-day narratives (Fante & Daiute, 2021). This divergence may result from
differences in developmental age of participants or may indicate shifts in narrative element use
dependent on context; importance and implications are further discussed in Chapter 6.
Thus, character mapping reveals how staff and students use the material affordances of
narratives with differential attention and frequency across best and worst narrative genres. The
presence of both socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities across participant groups and
genres despite differences in frequencies demonstrates the blended relationship between
socioemotional and climate influences in student and staff perceptions of experience.
Values Analysis Illustrates SEL-Climate Interaction Yet Also Elevates Differences in
Student, Staff, and Institutional Focus
Values analysis revealed salient aspects of the SEL-climate interaction within the context
of an activity-meaning system. Overall, results show that values within staff and student
narratives and institutional documents span a range of SEL and climate dimensions, reinforcing
the hypothesized interrelationship between these two constructs. Similar to results of character
mapping analysis, values appear with differing frequency across narrative genre and participant
group, offering a lens into varied preferences and priorities situated within a web of power
relations in the school context. Students, staff, and institutions largely agree on the importance of
a supportive environment and relationships within the school community. Differences emerge
regarding the role of the school in staff and student lives; institutions emphasize adherence to
rules, while staff emphasize feelings of support and students emphasize importance of
opportunities for play and hands-on learning. These differences connect to the role of each actor
within the activity-meaning system, with students largely acted on by those in power while
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institutions, at the highest level, determine the rules. This section further details the results of
these analyses; meanings and importance of findings are discussed in Chapter 6.
Results of values analysis across staff, student, and institutional narratives revealed seven
major values and 25 sub-values aligning differently with SEL and climate constructs. Major
values included: (1) a positive, supportive, inclusive school environment is important; (2)
adherence to institutional rules is important; (3) affective awareness and expression is important;
(4) feeling holistically supported and accepted is important; (5) feeling successful is important;
(6) opportunities to play and have fun are important; and (7) relationships are important. All
major values were present across all participant groups, demonstrating confluence of SEL and
climate factors in lived experience, though frequencies differed between groups. Figure 3
displays the frequency of appearance of values across institutional documents and staff and
student narratives.
Frequency of Values in Narratives and Institutional Documents
120
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Frequency of Values in Staff and Student Narratives and Institutional Documents6
Note. Student and staff totals represent the combined total of values across best and worst genre
for each narrator role. Total number of t-units for institutional, staff and student documents are
142, 159, and 107, respectively.
On the whole, students, staff, and institutions expressed values around the importance of
a positive, inclusive environment and the importance of relationships at similar rates across
narratives and public-facing documents. For example, one student shared that “the class was
calm”, noting a specific instance of when the environment was positive. Some staff members
connected a positive environment to student engagement; as one stated, “My best day of school
was a day where the students were all engaged in the activity.” On the institutional level, this
often bridged socioemotional environment and academic environment, noting that the
environment prioritized responsibility, rigor, and respect. Perspectives between the three groups
differed most substantially around the importance of affective awareness, which was nearly
solely documented in staff narratives, and around the importance of opportunities to play and
have fun, which was virtually absent from all except student narratives.
Importance of feeling supported and successful demonstrated more agreement across
narrator roles, though importance for staff was overrepresented in feelings of support and
importance for students was overrepresented in feeling successful. These differences in
expression are captured with the 25 sub-values, which are more specific in their definition of
how values emerge in narratives. The value around adherence to rules was more closely agreed
upon by staff and institutional perspectives, appearing only minimally in student narratives.
Though Figure 3 combines results of best and worst genres, these sum totals remain

Frequencies are used instead of percentages to ensure percentages aren’t misrepresented in this visual presentation
(e.g., stacked percentages would not add up to 100%, which could produce a misleading visual).
6
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representative of group priorities as all values were positively framed. For example, a worst-day
experience in which a student did not feel successful still demonstrates the value of the
importance of feeling successful.
Even in areas of alignment, values emerge differently depending on narrative context. For
example, the value around the importance of a positive climate is expressed as a “lively and
engaged [atmosphere]” for one staff member, whereas a student, as noted earlier, described a
positive class environment as calm. Institutional documents often blended socioemotional
characteristics in their exemplification of a positive and supportive environment; for example,
one school described “a positive learning environment for our entire community that embodies
hard work, fairness, honesty, loyalty, and respect.” Thus, while all actors are aligned in valuing a
positive school climate, conceptualization differs across individuals within- and between-groups.
Another example of this is found in the alignment between staff and the institutions in
valuing adherence to rules. Staff most often express this value during worst-day experiences
when they failed to adhere to or enforce rules and protocols, stating, for example, “I didn't know
the proper protocol for if someone was cheating,” whereas an institutional document expressed
this value in a reference to the Student Handbook. This example further reveals the power
relations within an activity-meaning system, with staff most concerned about adherence to rules
to ensure they are acting in accordance with protocol to meet requirements of their job, while
institutions serve as the deciders of protocols. In opposition to this value, in a way, is student
emphasis of unstructured time in the value around opportunities to play and have fun. Students
similarly blended socioemotional characteristics with their descriptions of this value; while one
student placed the strongest emphasis on the best day being a time they were able to get outside
and run around, they further explained that they were “spewing my energy and feeling healthy.”
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The virtual absence of this value from staff and institutional documents demonstrates the
disconnect between the lived experiences of youth and priorities of those in power within the
activity-meaning system.
Additional patterns and trends emerge when disaggregating results based on best and
worst narrative genre. Table 9 displays the percent of t-units per major value, compared across
narrator role and best and worst genre for student and staff narratives.
Table 9
Percent (%)7 of T-units per Major Value by Narrator Role and Best/Worst Genre
Staff

(1) A positive, supportive,
inclusive school
environment is important
(2) Adherence to
institutional rules is
important
(3) Affective awareness
and expression is
important
(4) Feeling holistically
supported and accepted is
important
(5) Feeling successful is
important
(6) Opportunities to play
and have fun are important
(7) Relationships are
important
Total

Best
#
%

Worst
#
%

Student
Best
Worst
#
%
#
%

9

12.7

11

12.5

14

24.6

10

4

5.6

15

17

1

1.8

4

5.6

9

10.2

0

26

36.6

21

23.9

16

22.5

18

3

4.2

9
71

Institutional
#

%

20

40

28.2

3

6

25

17.6

0

0

0

2

1.4

6

10.5

13

26

26

18.3

20.5

12

21.1

16

32

34

23.9

0

0

16

28.1

3

6

0

0

12.7

14

15.9

8

14.0

5

10

15

10.6

100

88

100

57

100

50

100

142

100

7

Percentages were calculated within participant genre group (e.g., staff best-day narratives) due to difference in total
t-units per participant and per genre.
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Note. Six student narratives were omitted due to insufficient text to qualify as a narrative, leading
to a total of 78 narratives staff and student narratives analyzed. One institutional document was
omitted, as the linked document on their website was a draft and was largely blank. Data are
presented as numbers because each category has a different total number of t-units, and thus
percentages allow for common comparison of the relative prevalence of values for each group.
Results demonstrate that almost all values were represented across all genres and narrator
groups. The first listed value, describing the importance of a positive, supportive, and inclusive
school environment, appears most often in institutional documents, followed by student best-day
narratives. The second value, around importance of adherence to rules and protocols, is present
about equally in staff worst-day narratives and in institutional documents, while remaining of
minimal prevalence in staff best-day (5.6%), student best-day (1.8%), and student worst-day
narratives (6.0%).
The importance of affect appeared most often in staff worst-day narratives, while
remaining absent from student narratives altogether and appearing minimally in institutional
documents (1.4%). This is particularly interesting when viewed alongside the importance of
feeling holistically supported and supporting others, which was heavily prominent in staff bestday narratives (36.6%), followed by student worst-day narratives (26.0%), and remaining fairly
prevalent across all sub-groups and genres. The high frequency with which these two values
emerge in staff narratives highlights staff emphasis on feeling socioemotionally supported,
including around affective expression, which diverges from school community norms.
Anecdotally, community norms tend to revolve around staff objectivity, allowing for “warm but
firm” affect while suppressing other emotions that bubble up. Research has further noted how
teachers’ expression of emotions can impact those emotional expression of their students
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(Jennings & Greenberg, 2009). The notable absence of this value in institutional documents
reinforces these norms, but prevalence in staff responses demonstrates how narration offers
opportunities to question or deviate from community culture.
Feeling successful was the most consistently prominent value across all narratives and
institutional documents, appearing proportionally most often in student worst-day narratives
(32%). This often came out in experiences where students did not feel successful. For example,
one student wrote “I've had a mindset that chemistry is hard I won't be able to understand it”;
this speaks to the sub-value of a growth mindset, ultimately describing an experience where a
student did not feel successful. Opportunities to play and have fun w most prevalent in student
best-day narratives (28.1%), and notably absent from institutional documents and staff narratives
(only comprising 4.2% of t-units in staff best-day narratives). This similarly highlights how
students use narration as an opportunity to deviate from institutional norms of hard work and
adherence to rules and protocols. Conversely, the importance of relationships is about evenly
present across all narrative genres and narrator roles, demonstrating strong agreement around this
facet of school life.
To understand connections to SEL and climate constructs, I aligned major values with the
overall adopted disciplinary definitions of each construct. I then aligned sub-values with specific
dimensions of SEL (self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and
responsible decision-making) or school climate (safety, relationships, teaching and learning, and
the external environment) in accordance with their cited definitions (CASEL, 2020; Cohen et al.,
2009; National School Climate Center, 2020b). Table 10 displays alignment of major values with
socioemotional and climate designations.
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Table 10
Alignment of Major Values with Disciplinary Definitions of SEL and Climate
Major Value
(1) A positive, supportive, inclusive school environment is important
(2) Adherence to institutional rules is important
(3) Affective awareness and expression are important
(4) Feeling holistically supported and accepted is important
(5) Feeling successful is important
(6) Opportunities to play and have fun are important
(7) Relationships are important

SEL/Climate
Climate
Climate
SEL
SEL
SEL
Climate
SEL & Climate

Three of the seven values aligned primarily with school climate; these included values
around the importance of a positive school environment, adherence to institutional rules, and
opportunities to play and have fun. The values of a positive environment and adherence to rules
explicitly connected to the “safety” and “external environment” dimensions within the definition
of school climate. Theoretically and conceptually, the value around opportunities to play and
have fun connected with both individual socioemotional expression and the surrounding
environment, but t-units that expressed this value nearly entirely referenced climate-level factors.
For example, one student shared that their best day at school was the carnival; this narrator
detailed: “There was a lot of fun rides and activities, both water and dry ones, the food was good
and the music was nice.” Another example was a student narrator who referenced the
relationships aspect of climate in addition to the physical environment, sharing that their best day
was the last day of school before winter break. This student wrote, “I was with all friends and
teachers and we just had a fun time on this day.” In this example, it is merely the presence of
friends and teachers that is noted to set the scene as opposed to specific socioemotional
interactions with these characters. For this reason, opportunities to play was coded as a climatealigned major value.
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Similarly, three of the seven values largely aligned with aspects of SEL. These included
values around the importance of affect, feeling holistically supported and accepted, and feeling
successful. Affect explicitly connects with socioemotional factors, while support and acceptance
as well as feelings of success include some overlap with climate factors. However, each were
coded as socioemotional-related due to the ways in which they were primarily revealed in
narratives. For example, for the value around feelings of support, one staff narrator described a
feeling of acceptance among their peers, writing, “I voiced my opinion on how staff should treat
the work environment to decrease negativity and too my surprise many individuals listened to me
and actually bought into my ideas although I was the new person.” Another staff member spoke
to the fear of not being accepted and not belonging in the context of their worst day; this narrator
wrote, “As a new hire I didn't want to give a impression that they made a wrong choice because
in that moment I forgot a intricate detail for the proctoring process.” Feeling successful was
similarly revealed mainly in relation to individual socioemotional context; this major value
encompassed sub-values related to confidence, knowledge, growth, and persistence. For
example, one institution listed self-evaluative questions that students would be expected to ask
themselves, such as “Do I stick to my goals even when it’s hard and I feel like giving up?”
Another example includes a student who wrote a worst-day narrative about a time they initially
did not feel successful, writing, “What made it worst was that my grades continued to decrease
until I was able to work efficiently.”
The value expressing importance of relationships aligned with both socioemotional and
climate factors; this was explicit in both the definitions of SEL and climate as well as the ways in
which this value emerged in narratives and institutional documents. One institutional document
spoke to relationships in the context of climate; this document stated, “Our vision is to develop a
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community that collaborates in ways that allow them to tackle complex problems.” A staff
member’s description of their enjoyment in returning to visit demonstrates relationships in a
socioemotional context; this narrator wrote, “My best day at school was a day in which I was not
employed at the school, however I returned to see friends and enjoy one of the events that was a
tradition at our school.” In this example, the focus is on the individual decision to return to the
school to receive the socioemotional benefit of reviving these bonds. Overall, alignment with
SEL and climate definitions demonstrates that both constructs present in accounts of experience,
accounting for an equal proportion of the values which emerged. Alignment of the value around
relationships with both constructs further reflects their interrelated nature in school contexts.
Sub-values offered a more granular focus, aligned with specific dimensions of SEL or
climate; major values included between one to eight sub-values. For purposes of brevity, Table
11 provides an example of alignment of sub-values with dimensions of socioemotional and
climate designations for the sub-values encompassed by major values #2 (importance of
adherence to institutional rules) and #4 (importance of feeling holistically supported and
accepted). Table A2 in Appendix A displays alignment of all 25 sub-values, including Table A1
for reference of major values.
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Table 11
Alignment of Sub-values with SEL and Climate Dimensions for Major Values #2 and 4
Sub-Values

Major
Value #

SEL & Climate Dimensions

2

Safety, relationships, physical
environment*

Student behavior is important.

Academic standards and experiences are
2
Teaching and learning
important.
Adherence to rules and protocols is important.
2
Safety, physical environment
Belonging, acceptance, and feeling both seen
Self-awareness, relationship
4
and heard is important.
skills
Feeling supported by others and providing
Social awareness, relationship
4
support is important.
skills
Meeting holistic needs and acknowledging
Relationship skills, responsible
4
humanity is important.
decision-making
Making responsible decisions and thinking
Social awareness, Responsible
critically about oneself and one’s role in
4
decision-making
society is important.
*Note. Within the “external environment” dimension of the adopted school climate definition,
physical school environment is specified (National School Climate Center, 2020b); thus,
physical environment is used here as a more specific reference point, as environments outside of
the school were rarely referenced in student narratives.
As with major values, I aligned sub-values with SEL and climate dimensions based on
common contexts of narratives in which the value emerged. Through this method, all sub-values
clearly aligned with at least one or more dimension of the disciplinary definitions of SEL and
climate constructs. One example of this is the sub-value, “Feeling confident and having a growth
mindset are important”. This is nearly identically stated within the SEL dimension definition for
self-awareness, which lists “experiencing self-efficacy” and “having a growth mindset” as core
skills displaying self-awareness (CASEL, 2020, p.2). In a different example, the alignment of the
sub-value expressing the importance of student behavior was slightly less explicit. Student
behavior is commonly discussed in school-based contexts as expressions of student
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socioemotional competency; however, the importance of student behavior showed up in
narratives as citations of climate and the surrounding environment. For example, one staff
member wrote “[Students] were acting up, screaming across the room” to illustrate a worst-day
experience in which the atmosphere felt chaotic. In other narratives, staff cited student behavior
as an issue of safety (e.g., “two 12th grade boys were fighting on the school bus”). In this way,
the context in which values appeared contributed to alignment with definitions of SEL and
climate constructs and their related dimensions.
While sub-values which emerged from narratives often aligned with dimensions within a
single construct, sub-values relating to SEL and climate appeared in an interwoven fashion
throughout the narratives and institutional documents. In accordance with the findings of the
character mapping analysis, many narratives (48 out of 78, or 61.5%) and all institutional
documents included values referencing both socioemotional and climate characteristics.
Socioemotional-related values were overrepresented in narratives, accounting for a total of
52.8% of t-units (though socioemotional-related values account for three out of seven, or 42.9%,
of major values). Climate-related values, similarly accounting for three out of seven major
values, were underrepresented at 34.1% of t-units, and the one value out of the seven that aligned
with both SEL and climate was about proportionally represented at 13.1% of t-units. These
percentages were distributed relatively evenly across best and worst narrative genres, though
overrepresentation of SEL values was more prominent in worst-day narratives (55.0%) compared
with best-day narratives (50.4%).
Narratives that included both SEL- and climate-related values were distributed fairly
evenly across best (25 out of 39 narratives) and worst (23 out of 39 narratives) genres. One
example of this can be seen in this student best-day narrative: “My best day in school is the day i
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got accepted to Queens College. I was with friends and they were all happy for me. It was so
great because i got in for the music program.” This student emphasizes socioemotional
perceptions in feelings of accomplishment and achievement (“My best day…got accepted to
Queens College” and “It was so great…got in for the music program”), as well as feelings of
belonging and acceptance (“they were all happy for me”). While three of the four t-units are
primarily connected to socioemotional aspects, the fourth emphasizes the student’s position in
relation to their friends (“I was with friends”), emphasizing the importance of those relationships
and their physical presence with friends (climate-related).
Similarly, this example of a staff worst-day narrative embeds both socioemotional- and
climate-related values in their description of an event involving a student:
“One of the worst days was when a student came to me about something and I was
mandated to tell a social worker and she was taken to the hospital. She came to me the
next [day] and blamed me. It was an awful feeling because I just wanted to help and had
to say something. But even more, it was a terrible day because I could feel her pain and I
had wished there was more I could do.”
This staff member speaks about their own socioemotional reaction to this difficult event
(“It was an awful feeling”, “I could feel her pain”, “I had wished there was more I could do”)
while also emphasizing socioemotional expression to explain how their relationship with the
student was damaged; they describe, “She came to me…and blamed me.” Additionally, the staff
member reveals the climate-related value of the importance of adherence to rules and protocols
by stating upfront, “I was mandated to tell a social worker.” This further connects to power
hierarchies embedded in an activity-meaning system; the staff member is required to exercise
their authority in alignment with institutional protocols but remains conflicted by the breach of
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trust in their relationship with the student. In this way, this narrative inquiry approach of
examining multiple perspectives within an activity-meaning system reveals the complex and
integrated nature of socioemotional and climate factors as demonstrated through lived experience
within a school context.
Chapter Conclusion
Thus, patterns of alignment and difference across narrator roles and best- compared with
worst-day experiences offer insight into power hierarchies within the activity-meaning system as
well as areas for further exploration. The context in which values emerge allow for deeper
exploration of how values manifest in individual experience and institutional stance, further
exemplifying the complexity of the interaction between socioemotional and climate
characteristics in real-world experience. The discussion in Chapter 6 further delves into these
relationships and power hierarchies in the context of SEL- and climate-related values.
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Chapter 4: Survey-based Measures of SEL and School Climate
Addressing the research question: Do results of SEL and climate metrics demonstrate
school-level differences in overall scores?, this chapter presents results of the survey-based
measures of social-emotional learning and school climate. Overall scores remain relatively
consistent across schools for the SEL survey at each time point, though substantial variation is
seen in school-level scores on the New York City School Survey. Analyses of the SEL survey
and NYCSS trend towards positive change over time in overall scores, though they do not
demonstrate statistically significant change; this was expected due to the minimal time interval
between measures. Inconsistencies in survey results present in contrast to narrative results, which
showed consistent patterns of use across participant groups and genres, offering substantive
participant-generated information to inform decision-making. In terms of patterns, within the
SEL survey, scores were consistently highest in the areas of self-management and responsible
decision-making, while self-awareness remained an area of growth across all administrations.
Within the NYCSS, no dimensions stood out as areas of growth or success, with scores on each
dimension ranging by more than 1.0 points on a 4.99 scale across schools. While aggregate
network-level results of both survey measures provide little in terms of interpretation and
application, individual school-level results on both the SEL survey and NYCSS prove more
useful in understanding student-, teacher-, and family-reported perspectives, highlighting the
complexity of this diversity and reinforcing the working group’s rationale for use in school
communities. Furthermore, relationships between related student-level questions on the SEL
survey and NYCSS elevate the dangers of looking at single-perspective surveys in isolation;
results of the mixed methods analysis presented in Chapter 5 explore this in more detail.
SEL Survey Results Remain Steady Across Schools Throughout the Working Group
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Results of the SEL survey show scores remain relatively consistent across schools, with
variations of no more than an 8.7 percentage point difference between the minimum and
maximum scores across all schools and administrations. Overall, scores fall slightly above the
middle of the range of total points available, indicating students have, on average, positive
feelings about their abilities within the specific SEL dimensions that are assessed in this survey.
Actual raw scores ranged from 44 to 121 in Year 1, and exhibited the full range of possible
scores, 27 to 135, in Year 2. In the online survey administration, all questions required a
response, which led to no missing data. As discussed in Chapter 2, data collection was
inconsistent due to the working group being a new pilot program; nevertheless, there was a
sufficient sample size (1,968 unique participants representing all ten schools) to analyze data.
Response rates include 402 surveys from seven schools in Fall 2018; 210 surveys from three
schools in Spring 2019; and 1,357 surveys from all ten schools in Fall 2019. Any school with
less than five responses within a single administration was omitted from analysis; response rates
per school and administration are included in Appendix B. Table 12 displays average SEL scores
per school and administration as raw scores; Table 13 displays average SEL scores on only
common questions to offer a direct comparison across administrations.
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Table 12
Overall Average SEL Survey Scores Per School1, Per Administration
School
Blue
Gold
Gray
Green
Orange
Pink
Purple
Red
Silver
Yellow
Grand Total

Fall 2018

Spring 2019

Fall 2019

90.7
85.1
92.4
90.0
87.5
90.3

91.0
92.7
90.1
91.0

96.2
96.8
90.4
97.3
91.4
94.5
92.5
100.2
92.6
90.7
93.4

Note. The highest possible score changed from a total of 130 in Year 1 to a total of 135 in Year
2; therefore, scores are slightly inflated from Fall 2018/Spring 2019 to Fall 2019. Grand Total
averages were calculated by averaging each individual student across all schools, to ensure
accurate representation.

1

Schools were assigned a color as an identifier to preserve anonymity.
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Table 13
Overall Average SEL Survey Scores Per School2 On Common Questions Only, Per
Administration
School

Fall 2018

Spring 2018

Fall 2019

Blue
79.8
80
81.3
Gold
70.8
81.3
82.2
Gray
81.6
76.2
Green
82.6
Orange
76.9
Pink
74.1
80.5
Purple
78.6
Red
79.3
85.4
White
76.9
78.2
Yellow
76.5
Grand Total
79.2
79.5
79.1
Note. Due to slight changes in the survey questions asked from Year 1 to Year 2, this table
displays results solely for the 23 common questions between administrations.
In examining results solely across common questions, we similarly see that scores fall
slightly above the midpoint of the range (which would be a score of 69). This means that overall,
students lean towards positive feelings about their tendencies in the areas assessed in this survey.
No school stands out as having consistently lowest or highest scores, partially due to different
patterns of administration. Of schools with only one administration, Orange, Purple, and Yellow
scores fall on the lower end, while Green scores higher overall. As one of only two schools with
scores across all three administrations, Blue shows small yet consistent increases over time. Red
and Gold show the largest jumps in scores over time, and Gray is the only school that shows a
decrease from 2018 to 2019. Two important factors limit interpretation: first, the purpose of the
survey changed slightly across administrations. In Fall 2018, the survey was primarily used as a

2

Schools were assigned a color as an identifier to preserve anonymity.
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diagnostic for incoming 9th graders. In Spring 2019, schools would expect to see growth for these
9th graders. In Fall 2019, the survey was similarly used as a diagnostic for incoming freshmen
but also administered to grades 10 and above; in this case, schools would expect to see growth
for older cohorts. This leads to the second limitation: most students did not take the survey on
multiple occasions. No students took the survey during all three administrations. Only five
students took the SEL survey in Fall of both 2018 and 2019 and eight students completed it in
Spring 2019 and Fall 2019; these numbers were insufficient to offer meaningful interpretation. In
Fall 2018 and Spring 2019, 120 students at the Blue school and eight students at the Gold school
took the survey, offering sufficient data for analysis. While there was a slight increase in SEL
scores from the fall to spring administrations of the survey in the 2018-2019 school year, results
of a paired samples t-test were not statistically significant. Looking at the average across schools
for all three administrations, the average remains nearly identical across administrations at
slightly over 79 (out of a total possible 115).
The extremely short time frame in which data were collected was likely insufficient to
see meaningful change; therefore, results are largely inconclusive, although a slight positive
increase indicates an optimistic trend. In the context of the working group, these findings point
away from using SEL survey scores as a singular measure of impact or effectiveness. The
blended bottom-up, top-down structure of the working group extends the activities of the
working group beyond a typical hierarchical “intervention” - the group served to foster
collaboration and shared learning through an iterative and continual process. While one objective
of the working group included an explicit goal of improving student socioemotional
development, the first year of the working group was intended to be exploratory, though some
schools began implementing changes throughout the year. Further, a deep dive into the specific
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SEL dimensions measured by the SEL survey raise questions about their alignment with goals of
the working group. Thus, the three timepoints of administration are discrete windows into school
context; though working group facilitators may expect to see some preliminary impact, findings
confirm that early on, no change over time is seen. For these reasons, the working group used
results primarily to inform individual student-level support, offering protocols for school-level
staff members to review student data and consider specific supports for each individual student.
To better understand results in accordance with the disciplinary definition of SEL as a
construct, I examined average totals across all schools and for each school per administration by
SEL dimension as categorized by the cited CASEL (2020) definition. As discussed in Chapter 2,
the SEL survey includes five dimensions: School Engagement, School Teacher-Student
Relationships, School Learning Strategies, Grit, and School Mindset. The survey developer,
Panorama Education, aligned these dimensions with the five CASEL dimensions of selfawareness, self-management, relationships skills, social awareness, and responsible decisionmaking. Across both years of the survey, Panorama Education (2020) aligned questions related
to School Engagement with self-awareness, School Teacher-Student Relationships with
relationship skills, and School Mindset with social awareness. Due to changes in questions used
from Year 1 to Year 2, alignment of School Learning Strategies and Grit scales differed across
the two years of implementation. In Year 1, two School Learning Strategies questions and all six
Grit questions were aligned with self-management; the remaining two School Learning
Strategies questions were aligned with responsible decision-making. In Year 2, four new Grit
questions were aligned with responsible decision-making, replacing three questions previously
aligned with self-management. Table 14 displays total average scores across all schools per
Panorama designation and CASEL dimension, per administration.
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Table 14
Average Percent Scores (% of Total Possible Score) Per SEL Sub-dimension Across All Schools
Per Administration
Learning
Strategies &
Grit
Responsible
SEL
SelfSelfSocial
Relationship
DecisionDimension
awareness management Awareness
Skills
Making
61.24
72.75
68.73
72.20
72.00
Fall 2018
61.60
74.05
70.93
69.16
71.90
Spring 2019
61.00
73.12
70.07
69.88
71.17
Fall 2019
Note. Scores are displayed as a percentage of total possible score for each category due to
Panorama
Designation

Learning
School
Strategies &
Engagement
Grit

School
Mindset

StudentTeacher
Relationships

differences in number of questions per category, and differences in total possible scores for selfmanagement and responsible decision-making sub-dimensions from Year 1 to Year 2.
For each administration, students, on average, consistently score lowest on selfawareness and highest on self-management, followed by responsible decision-making.
Additionally, the difference between the lowest and second-lowest scoring categories is
considerably larger than the difference between the highest and second-highest scoring
categories. This highlights an area for further exploration, particularly in examining why scores
for self-awareness are substantially lower than any other category. Panorama defines the “School
Engagement” dimension, which aligned with self-awareness, as “how attentive and invested
students are in school” (Panorama Education, 2015a, p.19). Questions ask students about their
excitement and interest in classes and schoolwork. While this does, to some extent, connect to
CASEL’s (2020) definition of self-awareness (e.g., “developing interests and a sense of
purpose”; p. 2), one could argue that these are equally indicative of school climate, raising the
question of whose responsibility it is to ensure that students are engaged in school. Furthermore,
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measuring self-awareness in this way reduces the concept to a specific sub-set of the skill; selfawareness includes a wide range of competencies extending beyond simply developing interests.
Thus, the survey directs focus to the aspects of SEL which it measures, constraining our
understanding of comprehensive socioemotional expression. Chapter 6 discusses implications in
more detail.
NYCSS Results Expose Complexity of Diverse Perspectives
Like the SEL survey, results of the New York City School Survey offered limited
insights on an aggregate level; unlike the SEL survey, NYCSS results displayed wide variation
across schools. On the whole, patterns and trends across schools were inconclusive. No
dimension of the NYCSS stood out as particularly strong, nor were there consistent trends in
lowest scoring dimensions. Each school differed substantially in areas of growth and success.
This was demonstrated by differences of at least 1.0 percentage points out of a 4.99-point scale
between the minimum and maximum values across schools within each dimension. Considering
highest and lowest ranking schools, one school stood out in that it had consistently lowest scores
in three out of five dimensions in Spring 2018 and two dimensions in Spring 2019, though no
school reliably scored highest in multiple dimensions. Interpreting overall NYCSS dimension
scores requires a relative comparison, due to the ways in which the NYC DOE calculates the
scores in relation to the city-wide mean using standard deviations as cut scores. Overall, the vast
majority of scores fall in the 2.0 – 4.0 range on a 4.99 scale; this similarly indicates mid-level
scoring on the climate measure, as was true for the SEL survey measure.
Data were included for the Spring 2018 and Spring 2019 administrations. While data
were also available for the Spring 2020 administration, the survey was administered both before
and after the disruption in schooling imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, likely impacting
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results and posing limitations for interpretation; response rates were also significantly lower for
this administration. For these reasons, results from Spring 2020 were omitted.
As described in Chapter 2, results of the annual NYCSS are publicly available; data are
reported per survey question in aggregate by respondent type. All questions for which data are
analyzed include Likert-scale responses; the total number of respondents on each level of the
Likert scale are reported per question (e.g., for survey question 1a. in the family survey, 12
individuals responded “strongly agree”, 15 selected “agree”, etc.). One limitation of this
reporting method is that there is no way to examine whether data were missing and why. No
survey questions were required and all surveys, complete or incomplete, were accepted and
included in results. While it is possible to see if there are different numbers of total responses per
question, it is not possible to examine whether data were missing at random. A second limitation
is that the reporting mechanism does not offer an opportunity to understand an overarching score
beyond the complicated calculation used by the NYC DOE, described in Chapter 2. These
dimension-level scores combine student-, family-, and teacher-level data in unique ways
accounting for city-wide averages to produce a final score.
To maintain intended NYCSS interpretation of the data in accordance with the way
scores had been normed and validated, I present overall dimension-level scores in Tables 15 and
16. Scores are presented in two ways: first, as a simple average of all schools for each dimension
per year, and second, as a simple average of all dimensions for each school per year.3 This is to
preserve anonymity for the purpose of this manuscript; for the analysis, I examined dimensionlevel scores per school per time point, which is further detailed in the text below. Table 15
displays dimension-level averages across all schools within the charter network.

3

This is to offer a view of results that also preserves anonymity of schools in the network; since NYCSS data are
publicly available, a search of dimension-level scores in the data file could easily produce identifiable results.
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Table 15
Average NYCSS Dimension-Level Scores Across All Schools
Effective
Strong FamilyCollaborative
School
Rigorous
Supportive
Community
Administration
Teachers
Leadership Instruction Environment
Ties

Trust

Spring 2018
3.11
3.07
2.81
3.27
2.84
3.00
Spring 2019
3.23
3.18
3.16
3.30
3.28
3.16
Note. Supportive Environment dimension scores exclude two schools for both 2018 and 2019
due to low teacher response rates.
Overall averages for the Spring 2018 survey rank Rigorous Instruction as the lowestscoring dimension and Supportive Environment as the highest; however, the average of the
Supportive Environment dimension may be artificially inflated by omission of results from two
schools due to low response rates. This dimension assesses a wide range of questions across
teacher and student perspectives about the socioemotional environment in the school community.
Strong-Family Community Ties has among the lowest average overall scores for Spring 2018,
but also has the widest range of scores at extremes, including the two highest dimension-level
scores of any school and two of the three lowest scores across dimensions. This dimension
measures teacher and family perceptions of opportunities to connect and engage in
collaboratively in the school community. Spring 2019 scores offer more consistency, with
dimension averages falling within a 0.14-point range. Dimension averages tend to be slightly
higher than the year prior, reflected by increases displayed in Table 16 in overall average scores
across dimensions per school from the Spring 2018 administration to Spring 2019.
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Table 16
Average Overall NYCSS Scores Per School
Overall Average Scores
School
Spring 2018
Spring 2019
Purple
2.6
2.8
Yellow
3.5
3.2
Silver
2.5
2.9
Red
3.3
3.1
Orange
3.2
3.3
Pink
2.0
2.5
Blue
3.3
3.7
Gray
3.0
3.2
Green
3.1
3.5
Gold
3.5
3.7
Note. Scores are presented as a simple average of all dimension-level scores rounded to one
decimal point; though not a typical way of interpreting these data, it allows for preservation of
school anonymity.
Average scores across all dimensions similarly largely fall within the range of 2.0 – 4.0,
demonstrating mid-level scoring, with some schools falling higher and lower on this scale. This
aggregation of family, student, and teacher perspectives does not allow for an understanding of
whether one group is driving these results in a given direction; the NYCSS pairs dimension-level
scores with a review of key individual questions to understand specific implications of each
school’s results, further described below.
Results of overall average scores demonstrate wide variation across schools, with
averages varying by 1.20 points in Spring 2018 and 1.52 points in Spring 2019. Though overall
averages demonstrate increases from Spring 2018 to Spring 2019 in eight out of ten schools,
dimension-level average changes for each school across the two years varied widely, with some
schools increasing over 2.0 points in one dimension while simultaneously decreasing in three
others. Interpretation is complicated due to the ways in which NYCSS results are scored relative
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to other NYC schools; overall dimension-level scores are determined based on standard
deviations from the citywide mean, which do not offer a common comparison year over year.
The NYC DOE does not provide these mean scores or standard deviations to conduct additional
analyses. For these reasons, it was not possible to conduct t-tests of significance to examine
change over time. Additionally, the time window in which change could reasonably occur was
minimal, with the NYCSS administered in February 2019, only five months after the start of the
working group. Nevertheless, overall positive increases from Spring 2018 to Spring 2019 in
eight of 10 schools offer cause for optimism, absent of conclusive evidence.
In reporting NYCSS results, the NYC DOE typically shares the overall average percent
of positive responses to “key questions” – individual, participant-specific survey questions
around topics such as student feelings of safety, parent satisfaction, and teacher perceptions of
the learning environment (NYC DOE, 2019a). With over 68 items on the student version of the
NYCSS alone, this method of reporting is too granular for the purposes of this study. To avoid a
level of specificity beyond what remains useful for understanding overall, network-level results,
no further results are reported in this section beyond the overall combined averages. However,
individual question analysis was useful for the purpose of conducting a mixed methods analysis
by comparing the prevalence of values in student and staff narratives with individual question
responses on the SEL survey and student and teacher versions of the NYCSS, further detailed in
Chapter 5.
Chapter Conclusion
In sum, the quantitative NYCSS and SEL survey measures offer limited information
taken by themselves. While this is in part due to data collection methods and availability, it is
important to note that this is how data would be analyzed in practice – these are the data
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collected as part of the regular activities of the SEL working group for members to make sense
of and use to inform their work. On a more granular level, these become increasingly useful; this
is further discussed in Chapter 6. A combination of quantitative measures with a qualitative
narrative approach offers richer data and comes closer to answering questions of “why” results
display as they do. Furthermore, individual survey analysis isolates SEL and climate constructs
as separate and distinct from each other; a combined approach allows for a thorough
understanding of the ways in which SEL and climate constructs exist separately, overlap, and
complement each other, as demonstrated by results presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Cross-walking Narrative Experiences with Survey-based SEL and Climate
To understand the interrelationship between SEL and climate in a school-based setting, I
conducted a mixed methods “cross-walk” of the quantitative survey and qualitative narrative
data. The term “cross-walk” is used here to refer to an innovative process of aligning quantitative
and qualitative data on common scales by applying a single analytic technique. A core question
of this analysis included how results of the narrative and survey measures complemented each
other, diverged, and whether and how narrative added information that remained absent from the
surveys. The applied cross-walk analysis was two-fold. First, I compared narrative results,
summarized quantitatively, with aggregate results of the survey-based data. Results of this
analysis largely showed alignment between high-frequency narrative values and high-scoring
dimensions of survey measures. Second, I applied values analysis to the questions asked in
survey measures to examine alongside narrative data in an easily comparable way. Researchers
and school leaders had selected survey questions, representing institutional values. Predictably,
results of this qualitative cross-walk analysis demonstrate strong alignment between values
inherent in survey measures and those in schools’ institutional documents. Comparing with best
and worst experience narratives, results clearly demonstrate how narrative methods lift up
information and priorities held by students and staff that would not have been exposed by survey
analysis. Another result of note is that implicit within the NYCSS student, teacher, and family
versions is an understanding of what is important to each group, explicitly asking questions that
align with values largely absent from institutional narratives; however, overall focus of the
survey in terms of frequency of values more readily aligns with institutional priorities. This
innovative analysis offers a new definition of “mixed methods”, avoiding a reduction to solely
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qualitative or quantitative categorization and shifting to examine power relations embedded in
methodology.
Cross-walk Quantitative Analysis: Comparing Aggregate Quantitative Results of Narrative
and Survey Data
To quantitatively cross-walk results of the survey and narrative measures, I compared
numerical results of each measure, noting areas that scored highest and lowest on the survey
measures compared to values that emerged with highest frequency on the narrative measures. In
Chapter 3, I aligned sub-values with the five dimensions of the adopted definition of SEL and
four dimensions of the adopted school climate definition (CASEL, 2020; Cohen et al., 2009). For
this quantitative cross-walk analysis using a similar process, I aligned sub-values from student,
staff, and institutional documents with the SEL survey dimensions of School Engagement,
School Mindset, School Learning Strategies, Grit, and Student-Teacher Relationships and the
NYCSS dimensions of Collaborative Teachers, Effective School Leadership, Rigorous
Instruction, Supportive Environment, Strong Family-Community Ties, and Trust. I evaluated the
specified definition of each dimension to determine whether it aligns with a given sub-value. For
the NYCSS, in addition to information posted on the NYC School Survey webpage, I referenced
a brief outlining alignment of the Framework for Great Schools with DOE operations, which
directly informed survey categories (NYC DOE, n.d.).
Frequencies of alignment of sub-values with NYCSS and SEL survey dimensions are
displayed in Table 17.
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Table 17
Number and Percent of Times NYCSS and SEL Survey Dimensions Align with 21 Sub-values of
Narrative Analysis
#
%
Dimension
9
42.9
Supportive Environment
1
4.8
Rigorous Instruction
0
0
Strong School-Family Ties
NYCSS
2
9.5
Collaborative Teachers
0
0
Effective Leadership
3
14.3
Trust
3
14.3
Grit
1
4.8
School Learning Strategies
SEL
3
14.3
Student-Teacher Relationships
Survey
1
4.8
School Engagement
4
19
School Mindset
Note. Percentages do not add up to 100% as some sub-values aligned with more than one
Measure

dimension.
Of the 25 sub-values that emerged in staff and student narratives and institutional
documents, four sub-values did not explicitly align with any survey dimension based on their
specified definitions. These included values around the importance of affective expression,
meeting holistic needs, opportunities for hands-on learning, and having fun. The remaining 21
sub-values aligned with at least one dimension from the NYCSS and SEL surveys, with six subvalues aligning with two. The results of this initial review showed that narrative values were
most often related to the Supportive Environment dimension of the NYCSS, followed by the
School Mindset dimension, then tied between Trust, Grit, and Student-Teacher Relationships.
The consistent alignment of narrative values with both SEL survey and NYCSS dimensions
demonstrates integration of SEL and school climate constructs; this further highlights the
importance of considering perspectives of diverse educational roles and sampling personal
experience to shift from the white-centered perspective.
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Following this review, my goal was then to understand whether the quantified
frequencies of emergence of sub-values agreed with or differed from average NYCSS and SEL
survey scores on related dimensions. Referring back to Tables 9, 13, and 15 (results of values
analysis, SEL survey dimension scores, and NYCSS dimension scores, respectively), results
show some consistency between narrative sub-values that appear with high frequency and scores
on their related dimensions of the NYCSS and SEL survey measures. Narrative sub-values that
align with the NYCSS Supportive Environment dimension are encompassed by major values of a
positive, inclusive environment and feeling holistically supported; both major values emerged
with high frequencies distributed across narrator roles. Additionally, the Supportive Environment
dimension was the consistently highest scoring dimension of the NYCSS when looking at
averages across the network.1 The School Mindset dimension of the SEL survey primarily
aligned with sub-values of the major value of importance of feeling successful. Similarly, this
tended to appear with relatively high frequency across all narrator roles. However, comparing
with numerical results of the SEL survey, School Mindset scores ranked at a mid-level compared
to other dimensions. The consistently lowest-scoring School Engagement category on the SEL
survey similarly emerges with lower frequency in staff, student, and institutional values.
Results also demonstrate differences across the three measures. Based solely on specified
dimension definitions, none of the narrative sub-values explicitly align with Strong SchoolFamily Ties and Effective Leadership dimensions of the NYCSS, indicating that these areas were
not emphasized across participant and institutional roles. Additionally, as described earlier, four
narrative sub-values that emerged with locally high frequencies (two appearing often in staff
narratives and the others in student narratives) were not captured by survey dimensions.

1

It is important to note interpreting results with caution due to potential inflation, as described in Chapter 4.
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Thus, overall, results demonstrate some areas of alignment between high-frequency
narrative values and related highest-scoring dimensions of survey areas, with some areas of
divergence as well. However, interpretation of results is limited. Higher scores on survey
dimensions tend to indicate a positive result – higher levels of social-emotional learning or
school climate. Frequencies of values, in contrast, indicate priorities of staff and students, though
they do not always indicate positive school performance, as prominence of values encompasses
both best and worst school experiences. Therefore, while areas of agreement and lack thereof are
interesting, the quantification of comparison remains limited in interpretability. A more
informative comparison would allow for an understanding of priorities emerging in staff, student,
and institutional documents while comparing with priorities implicit in questions asked by
survey measures; this is performed in the following section.
Cross-walk Values Analysis: Comparing Narrative and Survey Values
While cross-walking aggregate quantitative data is useful, implicit in that analysis is a
qualitative review of the specific concepts measured within each survey. The analysis conducted
in the previous section did not apply a formal qualitative method to compare values with related
survey dimensions, but rather determined comparisons based on commonalities in the general
definitions of each survey dimensions. To truly understand how values in narrative documents
align with or differ from concepts measured in quantitative surveys, I developed an innovative
qualitative cross-walk technique that applied values analysis to the survey measures themselves.
This presents a new way of thinking about surveys as expressive discourses, just as narratives are
expressive at the individual level. In the context of the activity-meaning system, surveys as
discursive documents exist both with and above the institutional level, representing values of
policymakers and researchers who make decisions about which concepts are important to
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measure and why. To apply values analysis to the survey measures, I selected the 2019-20
version of the SEL survey and the 2018-19 parent, student, and teacher versions of the NYC
School Survey. I used the 2019-20 version of the SEL survey because the working group
facilitators changed a few questions on the survey based on educator feedback. Since this was an
intentional decision point made by institutional leadership, it made sense to use the updated
version as a reflection of institutional values regarding student social and emotional
competencies. For the NYCSS, I used the 2018-19 version because this is the primary
comparison point used in the quantitative analysis. Additionally, any changes to the survey
would similarly have been an institutional decision on behalf of NYC DOE central leadership. It
is not clear from the NYC DOE (2019b) technical document whether decisions made to change
the survey were in response to participant (educator, parent, or student) feedback or decided on
by other actors within the system.
With this in mind, I coded survey measures using the same methodology applied to staff
and student narratives and institutional documents. I coded each individual question as a single tunit. This included a total of four documents, as I analyzed each version of the NYCSS (parent,
student, and teacher) as separate documents. I then totaled these across each sub-value category
to yield a single set of results for the NYCSS. I similarly aggregated sub-values to yield totals
per major value, as I did with narratives and institutional documents. To compare results to the
values which emerged in staff and student narratives, I combined totals for best and worst
narratives for each group. While it is important to examine differences in conveyances of
narratives between best and worst genres, the purpose of this cross-walk analysis is to examine
whether and how values expressed from each major actor within an activity-meaning system
align or differ. Therefore, combining results of the best and worst genres for each narrator role is
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still an accurate representation of relative importance of values across each group. Table 18
displays aggregate results of values analysis of survey measures, compared to results of staff and
student narratives and institutional documents.
Table 18
Percent (%) of T-units per Major Value by Survey Measure Compared to Narrative Analysis
Results Per Narrator Group
Survey Measures
SEL

NYCSS

Narrative Measures
Student

Staff

Institutional

(1) A positive, supportive,
inclusive school environment is
14.81
23.30
22.43
12.58
28.2
important
(2) Adherence to institutional
22.33
3.74
11.95
17.6
rules is important
(3) Affective awareness and
0.97
8.18
1.4
expression is important
(4) Feeling holistically supported
22.22
20.87
17.76
29.56
18.3
and accepted is important
(5) Feeling successful is
44.44
13.11
26.17
21.38
23.9
important
(6) Opportunities to play and
0.49
17.76
1.89
have fun are important
(7) Relationships are important
18.52
18.93
12.15
14.47
10.6
Note. Results are reported as a percentage of the total units per category to account for difference
in total t-units across measures (SEL Survey: 27 t-units; NYCSS: 206 total, including 112 t-units
for the teacher version, 40 t-units for the parent version, and 54 t-units for the student version).
In consideration of the research question, How do narrative results add to or echo results
of survey measures, and in what ways does this reveal integration of SEL and climate
constructs?, it is clear that narratives do in fact add information that is not present in the survey
results. This is numerically demonstrated by the absence of four sub-values from survey
measures. Furthermore, two prominent instances where narratives add information are around
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the importance of affective awareness for staff and the importance of opportunities to play and
have fun for students. Both of these values are nearly nonexistent in quantitative survey
measures. Additionally, adherence to rules and protocols stands out as being substantially more
important in the NYCSS than in any other narrative measure. Proportionally, this value emerges
at a rate even beyond that of institutional documents. The rate of prevalence is nearly double that
of staff narratives and almost seven times more than it emerges in student narratives.
Considering the context in which this emerges, this value is far more prevalent in teacher surveys
(25.9% of t-units) compared with parent (10% of t-units) and student surveys (16.7% of t-units).
Within this major value, the sub-value that appears most frequently in teacher surveys is around
the importance of academic standards, followed by the importance of student behavior. While
both staff narratives and institutional documents revealed the importance of this value at greater
rates than student narratives, the inflated role this plays in the NYCSS is noteworthy and
highlights an area for further review.
Another notable finding is the outsized importance of feeling successful, particularly
around the importance of confidence, growth mindset, and grit, displayed by values analysis of
the SEL survey. While the importance of feeling successful was one of the most prevalent values
across staff and student narratives and institutional documents, it is revealed in SEL survey
questions at nearly double the rate that it emerges in narrative reflections and institutional
communication. Furthermore, despite the focus on social and emotional competencies, the SEL
survey does not include any questions related to the importance of emotional expression. While
it was the responsibility of SEL working group leaders to select the questions, dimensions related
to emotional expression were not available in the Panorama (2015) Student Survey (though in
recent years, Panorama has developed a series of other surveys that may offer related scales).
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A hypothesized critical result of this values analysis is that each major value appears at
least once across the survey measures. In the NYCSS, all major values were represented, while
four of the seven emerged in the SEL survey; 21 of the 25 sub-values that emerged in student
and staff narratives were present across survey measures. Those that were absent include values
around the importance of feeling in control (of the classroom, of one’s workload, etc.), feeling
productive, feelings of self-efficacy, and having fun. As expected, the SEL survey aligns most
with values that have a socioemotional focus, though the value around a positive environment is
revealed as well. In contrast, the NYCSS spans nearly all socioemotional and climate areas;
while there is a stronger focus on climate-related values (e.g., the importance of a positive and
supportive environment and adherence to rules and protocols) and relationships, which spans
both SEL and climate definitions, there is considerable weight placed on questions that align
with socioemotional-related values such as feeling supported and feeling successful. While often,
these questions are framed in the context of the environment (e.g., “At this school, do you
feel…”), the primary focus of the question, and thus the emergent value, reveals the importance
of feelings of support and success.
The results of this analysis also show clear instances of agreement between values that
emerge in survey measures and those that emerge in staff and student narratives, demonstrating
how narratives echo survey information. Values around relationships emerge in almost equal
proportion across the SEL survey and NYCSS, which is particularly interesting because this is
the most explicit area of overlap between the two constructs. This value is prioritized at a higher
rate across both surveys than in any narrative measure. The importance of a positive and
inclusive environment is highlighted across both the NYCSS and SEL survey – while heavily
prominent in the NYCSS, it is slightly less so than in institutional documents, but overall aligned
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with emergence of this value across narrative measures. The importance of feeling holistically
supported is also notably present across both survey measures and aligns with prevalence in
narrative measures. In consideration of the context in which this emerges, one interesting area of
note is its prominence in the teacher version of the NYCSS. As noted in Chapter 3, this value
primarily emerged in teacher documents related to teachers valuing feelings of support, while
institutional documents primarily focused on the importance of students feeling supported. In the
NYCSS teacher version, this value emerged in questions focused primarily on teachers feeling
supported. The specific sub-value around feeling supported was proportionally more prevalent in
the teacher version (17.9% of t-units in the teacher survey compared to 11.1% of t-units in the
student survey). This implies an understanding by the NYC DOE of the values important to
teachers; this likely results from inclusion of NYC teachers’ perspectives in development of the
survey. Thus, though narratives introduce a considerable amount of information not found in
surveys, aspects of the survey scales align in similar patterns as values that emerge in staff and
student narratives.
Chapter Conclusion
In cohesion with the methodological purpose of this study, this cross-walk analysis shifts
away from a focus solely on quantitative results, instead asking the question of what concepts are
prioritized by selecting these measures. The results of this analysis demonstrate general
agreement between values expressed in narratives, institutional documents, and survey measures
around the importance of feeling holistically supported, experiencing a supportive environment,
and engaging in positive relationships. Results diverge around levels of importance of adherence
to rules and feeling successful, and narratives lift up new information in areas regarding affective
expression and opportunities for play. Thus, investigating surveys as discursive documents
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reveals institution and policymaker perspectives, which demonstrate overlap with and divergence
from central student and teacher perspectives within the activity-meaning system. Furthermore,
this analysis reinforces the interrelationship between SEL and climate, elevating how both SELand climate-specific surveys measure aspects of both constructs, demonstrating the artificial
nature of their separation in academic disciplines. In these ways, this innovative cross-walk
analytic technique offers a unique means of understanding SEL and climate from multiple
perspectives within an activity-meaning system, further revealing the dynamic and
interconnected relationship between these complex constructs. This chapter highlights a new
definition of “mixed methods” which avoids a reduction to siloed qualitative versus quantitative
methodologies. Rather, this novel approach of values analysis across various types of expressive
media focuses on power relations embedded in survey and narrative methods and questions
assumptions that methods verify instead of express perspectives. In this way, this innovative
cross-walk approach embeds analysis within an activity-meaning system, offering a new
methodology to understand integration of SEL and climate constructs as expressed by diverse
perspectives.
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Chapter 6: Holistic Results of a Mixed Methods Analysis Demonstrate Integrated Nature of
SEL and Climate, Highlighting Narrative as a Powerful Tool
Taken together from a high-level view, the results of this study demonstrate the
interrelated nature of SEL and school climate quantitatively and qualitatively as they are
experienced in daily life by school-based students and staff members. The results establish
narrative theory and method as a novel means of understanding this relationship and
complementing survey-based research to inform conclusions around SEL and climate in school
contexts. With both character mapping and values analyses, narratives demonstrate how
individuals draw on socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities flexibly and share SEL- and
climate-related values in integrated ways when describing accounts of their experiences. Survey
results exposed their limited nature when viewed independently, due in part to persistent
challenges in administration under real-life, applied conditions, but also due to the nature of
surveys in measuring narrowly defined concepts absent of context. A comparative analysis
between the SEL survey and NYCSS demonstrated alignment between questions of related
content, reinforcing the importance of examining multiple measures to sample diverse
perspectives to understand the interconnected nature of student expression within their
surrounding context. This was further demonstrated when comparing results of quantitative
survey-based measures with those of qualitative narrative reports, using both techniques which
quantified narrative results for comparison as well as techniques to offer a common comparison
in values which emerge from narrative reports and surveys. On the whole, the results of this
study demonstrate the importance of examining SEL and climate as interrelated concepts, and
the capabilities of narrative theory and method to offer a means of understanding this
relationship that provides nuance and context while privileging participant voice.
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Applying Narrative Methodology Illustrates Integration of SEL and Climate Constructs
Results demonstrate that narrative theory and methods can effectively examine how
school climate and socioemotional learning and expression emerge organically in accounts of
individual lived experience. Character mapping and values analysis results show that students
and staff employ both socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities in descriptions of
experience, and values expressed across all documents reveal the blended importance of SEL and
climate characteristics, with varied attention across best and worst genres and narrator roles.
Character Mapping Blends Socioemotional and Spatiotemporal Attention and Uncovers
Power Dynamics
Results of character mapping analysis demonstrated that staff and student narrators
expressed both socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities across best and worst narrative
genres. In this way, narratives materially reveal the blended relationship of SEL and climate in
lived experience. One finding of note is that student characters and character mentions took
higher prominence in both staff and student best-day narratives, while staff characters were more
prominent in both student and staff worst-day narratives. Alignment between narrator roles is
particularly interesting when examined in the context of hierarchies of power within an activitymeaning system. For student narrators, staff are in a position of authority, which could explain
why staff hold particular prominence in negative experiences. Students often seek staff approval,
and staff have the ability to determine disciplinary action, which may cause negative interactions
between students and staff members to hold outsized importance. For staff, other staff may be
peers or authority figures, which positions staff similarly in seeking approval from peers and
superiors, often to reinforce their own authority or feelings of efficacy. In fact, when staff took
prominence in worst-day staff narratives, it was often in the context of either a negative
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experience with a manager or supervisor, or a negative encounter with peers which caused staff
to question their own ability. Students, in the context of staff narratives, are in inferior positions,
and are subject to the authority of teachers and other school staff. Therefore, those with greater
power are emphasized across both narrator groups.
In contrast, students were emphasized more prominently in both staff and student bestday narratives. Again, in the context of power relations, peer characters in student narratives are
largely absent of power hierarchies. In the context of best-day staff narratives, students often
appear because of the responsibility that comes with authority – staff share experiences where
they were able to help or guide a student to success, or where they felt like they formed a strong
positive relationship with a student. This reinforces their role and feelings of efficacy, similarly
aligning with systems and structures of power.
Another remarkable finding was difference in psychological state and spatiotemporal
word use across student and staff best and worst experience narratives. Patterns differed
dependent on role and genre. Findings showed greater use of cognitive words in worst-day
narratives across both narrator roles; this differed from use of affect, which was more prominent
in best-day narratives across both participant groups. This finding is novel compared with a prior
study, where all psychological state words generally took prominence in worst-day narratives
(Fante & Daiute, 2021). In addition to differences in developmental stage, one potential
explanation could simply be different contexts of school communities. Best- and worst-day
genres allow for multiple perspectives, offering opportunities to conform to or critique
community norms. Alignment across narrator groups for the majority of findings points to
potential commonalities within this given context. The only noteworthy difference in patterns of
use across narrator groups was in speech and action words; staff used speech proportionally more
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often in both genres, while students used action words more frequently. Staff often included
language and references to speech to document specific exchanges in relation to socioemotional
sensitivity, while students’ shorter accounts typically briefly specified actions which occurred in
order to convey the event. The prevalence of these trends across both best and worst narrative
genres, considered alongside trends of cognitive and affect use, implies likely differences in use
of narrative elements based on the developmental age of participants and commonalities within
this given context.
Overall, prevalence of both socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities across best
and worst experiences for both staff and student narratives demonstrates the ways in which SEL
and climate constructs emerge materially in a blended relationship with narrative reflections of
lived experience. Despite SEL and climate being distinct and isolated in typical research, the
results present sociocutltural narrative theory and method as a novel means of investigating the
relationship between these constructs, demonstrating how they are inherently linked from the
lens of the individual.
Values Align with Disciplinary Definitions of SEL and Climate, Emphasize Interrelationship
of Constructs
While character mapping analysis demonstrated the ways in which the material aspects of
narrative reveal differences in socioemotional and spatiotemporal attention, values analysis
demonstrated how socioemotional- and climate-related factors relationally emerge in an activitymeaning system. Their emergence in a blended way further illustrates the integrated relationship
between these two constructs. As results demonstrated, more than half of staff and student
narratives and all institutional narratives included values aligned with both SEL and climate,
implying integration in lived experience despite typical conceptualization as separate and distinct
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constructs. The major value around importance of relationships revealed alignment with both
SEL and climate within a single value, demonstrating the inherent connection between these two
constructs even within their definitions.
Staff and student narrative examples offer illustrations of how individuals reference SEL
and climate constructs in integrated ways in accounts of experience. Aligned with findings of the
character mapping analysis, values analysis revealed interconnection of socioemotional- and
climate-related factors with individual perception and conveyance of experience. One important
finding included the overrepresentation of socioemotional-related values across both best and
worst narrative genres for both participant groups. This is worth further exploration to
understand why this might be the case. A potential explanation could be that climate-related
values hold importance in terms of their external influence on the event, while one’s individual
socioemotional perception of the event and resultant values define a “best” compared with a
“worst” experience, and therefore are further emphasized.
Sampling between-group, within-group (staff and students), and within-individual (best
and worst experiences) perspectives allowed for investigation of values in the context of an
activity-meaning system of power relations and hierarchies. The values that emerged, in many
ways, aligned with common school-related principles of adhering to rules, building positive
relationships, and promoting success. Others stand out as less traditionally explicit in schooling,
such as opportunities to have fun and school supports to meet holistic needs. Another notable
finding is that each institutional document contained a blend of socioemotional- and climaterelated values, indicating alignment around the mutual role these factors play within a school
context, though emphasis differed across schools. The emergence of both socioemotional- and
climate-related values demonstrates, in ways similar to character mapping analysis, that a
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relational values analysis within an activity-meaning system can reveal how SEL and climate
operate in tandem in school-based contexts.
The patterns of values across genres and narrator roles showed both alignment with and
points of difference between narrator groups. In terms of alignment, the values around the
importance of feeling successful and the importance of relationships are proportionally present
about evenly across all genres and narrator roles. This is a positive indication that all groups
recognize the importance of these values and likely prioritize them in practice. However, it is
important to consider the individual context in which these values appear in narratives. In staff
narratives, the value reflecting the importance of feeling successful was often in reference to
themselves, as was also true with student narratives. Institutional documents often demonstrated
this value specifically in reference to student feelings of success. While institutional actors with
highest levels of power may implicitly understand the importance of staff feeling successful in
promoting student success, this is an area worth investigating further within the charter network.
The value emphasizing importance of relationships emerged in the context of student-staff
relationships across all groups. However, in staff narratives, this value also emerged in the
context of relationships between staff, which is similarly absent from institutional documents. It
is the nature of mission and vision statements to focus on impact of school practice on students
and student success, which may explain this absence; nevertheless, it is important to investigate
further whether institutions are placing sufficient emphasis on building positive staff
relationships and supporting staff success. Anecdotally, leaders of the SEL working group noted
that one school had intentionally implemented an SEL intervention to build staff relationships
first, before implementing student-level SEL interventions, noting that this is an area for further
exploration.
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In terms of areas of difference, those that stand out include: (1) staff emphasis on the
importance of affective expression and understanding; (2) staff and institutional emphasis on
adherence to rules and protocols; and (3) student emphasis on opportunities to play and have fun.
The prominence of importance of affect in staff narratives primarily emerged in the context of
staff emotional expression, but also included references to emotional expression or
understanding offered by students. This is another instance where deeper inquiry is needed to
understand whether staff emotional support is prioritized on the institutional level. The main
audience for institutional documents tends to be students and parents; nevertheless, they are often
created by staff in collaboration with school, student, and parent actors, and raises the question of
whether supporting staff needs can be made explicit as a means of ensuring a strong and positive
school climate. Prevalence of adherence to rules and protocols in both staff narratives and
institutional documents indicates the presence of power dynamics. Staff often reference this
value in narratives about their worst experience, sharing context of experiences when staff felt
unsuccessful in adhering to rules and protocols. This seems to indicate that this value was
determined at the institutional level and was then adopted or internalized by staff. This value
appears with much less frequency in both genres of student narratives. Similarly, when it does
appear, it is often a best-day experience because all adhered to rules and were rewarded, or a
worst-day experience because students were subject to a consequence of not adhering to the
rules. This context reinforces the embedded power hierarchy implicit in this value.
Regarding opportunities to play and have fun, this is most prominent in student best-day
narratives – it was a best day because students had the opportunity for an unstructured and fun
experience. This was sometimes in the context of a special event, while others referenced
experiences of classroom learning, citing instances where teachers emphasized play or hands-on
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experiences. This value is entirely absent from institutional narratives and only accounts for three
t-units of staff best-day narratives. Considered in the context of the activity-meaning system, this
reveals staff tendencies to conform to institutional values of structure and protocol while students
emphasize non-conforming values of play and fun.
Thus, value expression across all narrator groups elevates power dynamics,
demonstrating how narrative inquiry examines alignment with and difference from cultural
norms of the institution across actors with varied levels of authority and influence. Consistent
with sociocultural narrative theory, individuals express values related to socioemotional
experiences and their surrounding contexts differently for different purposes and audiences. In
this way, narratives serve the dual purpose of a method with which the participant makes sense
of their experiences and with which the participant provides qualitative data to inform
knowledge. This uplifts participant voice and lived experience as true and important contextual
data, reducing opportunities for bias. Within the context of SEL and climate, results demonstrate
that inherent material and relational features of narrative – socioemotional expression with
attention to one’s surroundings – allow for a seamless conveyance of the blended relationship
that SEL and climate constructs play in daily school experiences. Ultimately, this method allows
for observation and investigation of the interactive relationship between these complex
constructs in a school-based context, with implications for future studies and applications
discussed in Chapter 7.
Quantitative Survey Assessments Offer Granular-level Insights
Results of both the SEL survey and the climate-focused NYC School Survey produced
inconclusive findings due to challenges in survey administration, response rates, and available
disaggregation. Network-level averages remained relatively consistent over time and did not
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provide immediately applicable insights to inform decision-making. However, more granular
views of data – school-level, for the NYCSS, and student-level, for the SEL survey – provided
clear areas for further inquiry. Since the goals of this study aimed to understand effects of the
intervention at a high level, these more detailed data views are not investigated beyond an initial
recommendation; however, granular-level insights reinforce continued use of these surveys in the
working group context. This discussion reviews higher-level results across surveys and explores
questions that are then further evaluated with mixed methods.
SEL Survey Results Demonstrate Consistency Across Schools
Taken in aggregate, SEL survey results offered minimal network-level insights to inform
decision-making. This is partially due to relatively low response rates and different
administration timelines across schools. One important caveat is that while the charter network
hoped a school-level view of SEL survey data would offer conclusive information at a high level,
these surveys served a dual purpose of supporting individual student social and emotional
development. In this way, granular student-level insights from the SEL survey remained useful
in practice by providing educators with individual student snapshots. This allowed educators to
better understand student perceptions of their own social and emotional competency within the
context of their school. In accordance with best practices, the charter network did not use surveys
as evaluative measures of student capacity nor as accountability measures of school
performance; rather, working group facilitators encouraged use of individual survey results to
inform consultations with students and to provide resources where necessary to support students’
social and emotional development trajectories.
While this survey remained useful for practical school-based purposes, results remained
largely inconclusive for the specific intended purpose of this study. Results showed minimal
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variation across schools despite differences in response rates and student populations. Paired
samples t-tests did not demonstrate statistical significance, though overall average SEL survey
scores increased for students who took the survey at multiple time points, offering a
preliminarily positive trend. This combined with the consistency of results over time and the
absence of any declines in such a short time frame indicates cause for optimism.
The complexity in analyzing and interpreting these results further raise the question of
what an increase in scores truly implies. When considering alignment of results with CASEL’s
five dimensions of SEL, results revealed consistently highest scores on self-management,
followed by responsible decision-making, across all administrations. Self-awareness averaged
the lowest scores across all administrations of the survey. Upon examining SEL survey questions
and dimension-level definitions, it became evident that SEL survey questions categorized as selfawareness could easily also reference school environment. These questions largely measured
student engagement in their classes and schoolwork, and Panorama’s cited definition put focuses
on student-level control over interest and engagement (Panorama Education, 2015a). However,
the framing of the questions (e.g., “How excited are you about going to your classes?”) could
similarly indicate a responsibility of the school or individual teachers to reflect on their
instructional practice (Panorama Education, 2015a, p. 19). While developing interests is one
aspect of CASEL’s definition of self-awareness, this area encompasses many other competencies
– the overall definition states “the abilities to understand one’s own emotions, thoughts, and
values and how they influence behavior across contexts” (CASEL, 2020, p. 2). This highlights
cause for concern in using narrowly-defined survey measures to examine student-level
competency. Looking at results in isolation, it is difficult to understand nuance in aspects of selfawareness that are specifically measured by this survey, and even more difficult to uncover
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potential bias brought by the survey questions in putting the focus on students to control levels of
interest in their coursework. Results would otherwise lead to the simple conclusion: “of the five
SEL competencies, students in this network of school need the most development in the area of
self-awareness”.
This is the danger in using a single source of information that is limited in scope to
investigate complex constructs. While surveys are useful in collecting large amounts of
information in a quick and convenient way, they are necessarily limited to avoid an excessive
survey burden. The self-awareness dimension definition provided by CASEL (2020) is extremely
lengthy and complex; it includes “integrating personal and social identities”, “identifying
personal, cultural, and linguistic assets”, “identifying one’s emotions” and “demonstrating
honesty and integrity”, to name just a few (p. 2). The intention is not to highlight deficiencies in
this particular survey; of course, it would be far too unwieldy to embed all aspects (among the
four other dimensions of SEL) in a single survey. Yet researchers and others rarely describe
more narrowly applied definitions in nuanced ways, opting to maintain brevity and apply allencompassing labels, such as “SEL”, for purposes of quick, clear, and direct communication.
Furthermore, the potential interaction of within-individual competencies with external factors
and differences in display of these competencies dependent on context are seldom, if ever,
recognized. It is for these reasons that this study puts forth its aims – to demonstrate the
interconnection between SEL and climate constructs in lived experience by contextualizing
survey data with participant-generated narratives of school experience.
NYCSS Results Validate Blended Top-down, Bottom-up Approach
The NYC School Survey presented similar challenges in data analysis and interpretation.
Due to the complicated scoring mechanism that ranks schools based on citywide means and
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standard deviations, NYCSS results lent themselves to broad high-level summaries or granular
views, without a middle ground to compare overall perceptions disaggregated by participant
group or to examine change over time at a school or network level. For this reason, I did not
conduct a statistical change-over-time analysis; however, descriptive results demonstrated
positive trends after the first few months of the working group intervention.
Additionally, it was not possible within the typical normed and validated ways of viewing
NYCSS data to separate teacher, student, and family results and compare across schools in an
aggregate analysis; this would require a micro-level examination of responses to individual
questions within each survey. Like the SEL survey, this remains useful at an individual school
level. For schools seeking to improve upon their practice, it is helpful to view student responses
to specific questions around feelings of safety or teacher responses to questions around effective
leadership and trust. Within the context of the working group, members delved into results and
identified top strengths and areas of growth. However, when attempting to make conclusions
across schools within the charter network, this becomes too cumbersome and too specific to offer
meaningful guidance. For these reasons, I examined only overall total scores.
Though limited, overall scores provided a window into the wide variation seen both
within and between schools. Average variation between dimensions was minimal, though this
masked wider variation within individual school dimension-level scores. These results validate
the blended top-down, bottom-up approach that the SEL working group leaders facilitated
through the intervention. A top-down mandate to implement a narrowly defined SEL or climate
intervention would not meet the needs of such a diverse group of schools, all at different places
of growth and development. Rather, the approach taken by the SEL working group leaders
allowed for tailored, targeted interventions based on the individual needs of the school
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community. Though results of the NYCSS are not well-suited to a one-line headline, on the
whole, they demonstrate the usefulness of a school-driven approach to continuous improvement
and further exemplify why multiple forms of data are best positioned to characterize the
complexity of perceptions of school experience.
Cross-walking Data of Narrative and Survey-based Measures
The results of the qualitative “cross-walk” values analysis offered important findings
within the context of the activity-meaning system. Implications require a consideration of the
documents and their purpose within the system of power relations. The working group sampled
staff and student narratives to elevate participant voice and provide diverse perspectives across
school-based roles. Staff and students wrote reflections for a third-party audience, knowing the
intended purpose to inform administrative improvements and understanding that narratives
would be read by network-level individuals. I was privileged as the researcher in collaboration
with working group facilitators in determining what questions to ask and why. Different
questions would yield different information; while we consulted prior research to mitigate bias,
we still held power in this way. The mission, vision, and values statements of the schools are
public-facing documents meant to broadcast the goals and purpose of the institution. Schools
write these for audiences that will hold them accountable – primarily, institutional-level
educational actors (e.g., district or state staff) and families. In the charter school context, families
hold elevated importance because the schools are part of a system of choice; a school must
advertise how it will serve children better than other options. These institutional documents are
also teacher-facing – prospective staff will see them on the website – and student-facing, in that
in a high school context, students have a greater level of choice and agency. They are created
when the school is founded with input from students, staff, parents, and community members.
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In terms of the survey measures, the SEL survey is used in the fall as a diagnostic tool.
Network and school leaders expect educators to use results to identify universal interventions for
the student body and provide individualized support to develop students’ skills in their areas of
growth. Survey questions were written by researchers at a for-profit company; though they
adhered to best practices, their validity brief did not undergo a peer review process. Working
group facilitators determined which questions to include in the SEL survey, though they made
changes in Year 2 in response to educator feedback to ensure results were useful in practice.
Thus, power was somewhat distributed amongst facilitators and educators. The NYCSS was
administered by the central NYC DOE office in a concerted effort to understand experiences of
different actors (students, families, and teachers) and value perceptions as real data to inform
school quality measurement. They also respond to and improve upon feedback and publicly
share results for informational and accountability purposes. Some internal audiences, like the
working group, use NYCSS data for school support purposes, while others seek to improve
scores for external audiences. Families, students, and teachers may use these data to make
decisions about whether to attend or work at a given school. The questions were written by a
research-practice partnership, which distributed power between researchers and practitioners,
though it is unclear whether students, parents, teachers, or other school staff provided feedback.
The most recent iteration of the survey, beginning in the 2017-18 school year, explicitly noted a
shift towards prioritizing survey questions that yielded actionable feedback for school
improvement purposes while reducing focus on school accountability.
With consideration of these various purposes, audiences, goals, and power relations,
results of the cross-walk analysis demonstrated that values across narratives and surveys align in
some ways, while narratives complement or diverge from surveys in other ways. The absence of
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values around the importance of emotional expression and opportunities to play and have fun in
the survey measures are clear examples of ways narratives add new information. These two
values were absent from the SEL survey and emerged with very low frequency in the NYCSS;
when these values did emerge, they were directly aligned with the actors who prioritized them in
the narratives. The value around the importance of affective awareness shows up two times,
solely in the teacher version of the NYCSS, with questions asking about whether teachers
believe it is acceptable to express their feelings in their school community. This implies the
creators of the survey understood the importance of this value to teacher respondents. Similarly,
the value around opportunities for play and different types of learning experiences emerges only
once, specifically in the student survey, acknowledging the importance this value holds to
students while minimizing influence on overall scores. Thus, the disproportionate level of
importance these values hold for staff and student actors in narrative reflections offers new
information that remained absent from survey measures alone.
The different roles of the NYC DOE and the CMO in network governance may explain
slight differences in alignment between values which emerged in the NYCSS compared with
institutional documents from each school. This governance structure, prioritizing the CMO
within a system of choice, allows the CMO to act more independently than other non-charter
DOE schools. Nevertheless, values which emerged in the NYCSS and in institutional documents
were very closely aligned. The NYCSS included an even higher prevalence of values around the
importance of adherence to rules and protocols, displaying a particularly high frequency of the
sub-value around the importance of academic standards. Considering audience, this was revealed
most often in the teacher version of the NYCSS (15% of t-units in the teacher version, compared
to 10% in the parent version and 5% in the student version). Again, a potential explanation points
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to NYC DOE understanding of group values, though the values which emerged in this study are
in no way representative of all NYC schools or constituents. This ultimately raises questions
around the importance, use, and application of the survey – who is this for? How are survey
results used to inform future decisions, and who holds influence in their use?
Similar questions arise with the SEL survey. There is a disproportionate prevalence of the
value related to students feeling successful, including a strong emphasis on characteristics like
grit and persistence. While this does appear with a relatively high frequency across all narratives,
this is just one aspect within a broader picture of student and staff experience. Additionally, since
the purpose of the survey is to formatively assess student skills, this could lead to an overstated
importance on students achieving success, with diminished emphasis on other areas of student
well-being. Considering the context of the working group, facilitators actively sought to combine
the SEL survey with the NYCSS and a qualitative measure, so they were well attuned to the
nuances of student experience and intentionally elevated the confluence of SEL, climate, and
narratives to offer contextual data.
In further examining how this analysis reveals SEL and climate constructs, one finding is
the alignment of socioemotional-related values in the SEL survey and climate-related values in
the NYCSS; this shows that measures align with their intended goals. Yet interestingly, both
measures extend into each other’s territory, with the SEL survey revealing the importance of a
supportive environment, and the NYCSS including all socioemotional-related values at least
once. There were also places where the measures left out information regarding SEL or climate
constructs that was captured in narratives. The SEL survey focused on relationships and feelings
of success, support, persistence, and grit, absent of questions around affective awareness.
However, the value around affect most frequently emerges in staff narratives in relation to staff
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emotional expression, indicating that the SEL survey may not be the right place for it, as it would
be most useful from the staff perspective. The NYCSS addressed all values at a minimum level,
but differentiated importance compared with narrative reflections. For example, if the only
source of information regarding the value around opportunities for play was a single question on
a scale of strongly disagree to strongly agree, we would never understand the level of importance
this holds for student experience. With narratives, students elaborated on “talents outside of
academics”, like softball practice, football, and time spent outside releasing energy, as well as
academic opportunities to engage on hands-on learning, like experiments with fire in chemistry.
They often simultaneously expressed socioemotional-related values, conveying their feelings
about the experience. In this way, narratives added information to survey measures and further
revealed the blended relationship with SEL and climate constructs.
In consideration of the culturally responsive approach of the working group, the
differences between staff and student narrative reports and institutional perspectives may
represent divergence from commonly white-centered ideologies of education. Staff are often
drafters of institutional documents and may have been the identical individuals who helped draft
the mission and vision statements of their schools. However, those documents serve an
externally-focused purpose, and thus individuals may feel more pressure to confirm to socially
dominant norms as opposed to in an anonymous report of best and worst school experiences,
which invite alignment with and divergence from widespread culture. This may explain
differences in values of survey measures, which overemphasize values around work ethic, grit,
and adherence to rules, appearing in stark contrast to the values staff and students emphasize
around emotional expression, feeling holistically supported, and having opportunities for handson learning. Thus, this application of narrative theory with mixed methods offers comparison
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points of how socioemotional and climate constructs emerge across diverse perspectives and
contexts, prioritizing student and staff experiences as expert knowledge.
Overall, these results indicate the importance of supplementing quantitative data with
qualitative, contextual measures that prioritize and elevate participant voice. There is valuable
information gained from survey questions that is in alignment with staff and student values, but
the relative importance rarely aligns with emphasis placed on these values in narrative accounts
of experience. Furthermore, combining quantitative survey results with qualitative narrative
reflections allows for a contextual understanding of how socioemotional- and climate-related
values emerge in tandem in lived experience. Thus, mixed methods offer an important lens to
both understand the relationship between SEL and school climate and to ensure that any changes
to how these concepts manifest are informed by a wide range of perspectives.
Limitations
While a combined, mixed methods analysis has improved understanding and
interpretation of both survey and narrative data, both methods independently present limitations
and potential for biases. As described in earlier chapters, quantitative survey methods offer
multiple opportunities for bias in survey design, administration, analysis, and interpretation. This
was mitigated in this study by ensuring surveys were validated on diverse populations that
reflected the population of the schools and by combining survey data with qualitative
descriptions of experience; nevertheless, the survey interpretations presented in this study may
include implicit bias. Though qualitative methods prioritize participant-generated data, they are
time consuming for participants to complete and for researchers to analyze, which often limits
the sample size to a smaller and non-representative group, as was the case in this study.
Qualitative methods may similarly hold bias in terms of how questions are phrased, which
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questions are asked, and how results are understood. I hold power as the researcher making these
determinations, and I hold multiple forms of privilege, including being white, cis-gendered, and
able-bodied, which may cause me to hold implicit biases. While I have collaborated with the
working group to ensure diverse perspectives in data collection, analysis, and interpretation, the
writing in this manuscript is my own, and thus may hold biases based on my positionality.
Furthermore, while the working group facilitators and I employed narrative methods to elevate
participant voices, we did not consult youth throughout the research design, analysis, and
interpretation processes, introducing additional opportunities for bias.
In terms of limitations in data collection, this study was an applied study, conducted in
the real-world context of a NYC high school charter network. Collection of the SEL survey
measure remained inconsistent across the network; only one semester of SEL survey data
includes all ten schools. While the total number of unique responses across three administrations
was sufficient for analysis, consistent data collection in all schools throughout the time span of
the working group would have improved the study and strengthened conclusions. The lower
response rates likely do not offer a representative sample, which limited my ability to draw
conclusions about the results of the working group intervention. Additionally, SEL surveys were
not taken by the same group of students from year to year; while some students took the survey
at multiple administrations, this was a small sub-group, with similar limitations around
conclusions and generalizability. The major disruption of schooling caused by the coronavirus
pandemic prior to collection of the Spring 2020 SEL survey further limited interpretation and
application of results.
Similarly, the pandemic posed a major limitation in analysis and interpretation of
NYCSS. The Spring 2020 version of the NYCSS was omitted from analysis due to timing of
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administration at the same time as the pandemic developed. This led to only one time point of
collection during the working group operations, without a sufficient time span to make
correlative conclusions around impact of working group activities on student outcomes.
Furthermore, the structure of the NYCSS data available and the ways in which its use had been
normed and validated limited analyses that could be conducted. The inability to disaggregate
overall scores by student, teacher, and family responses limited interpretation, requiring a microlevel analysis of individual questions to make conclusions. Sub-scores for each participant role,
or deidentified individual-level data, would have allowed for substantial additional analyses of
the NYCSS and comparisons with the SEL survey and narrative data.
In terms of narrative prompts, six of the ten schools were represented in staff narratives
and only two schools were represented in student narratives. In order to keep staff responses
anonymous, school name was not collected, as there were often only one or two staff members
present from a given school during administration of the prompts in the online platform, which
then did not allow for values expressed in narratives to be matched directly with values
expressed by the institution they attended. Additionally, both students and staff were selfselected participants, often from a convenience sample, which could introduce bias in terms of
values that they emphasized.
While the limitations in data collection procedures and actual data collected are
noteworthy, this is reflective of the challenges of collecting data within a real-world, applied
context. The goals of this study were to introduce a novel theory and method to the study of SEL
and climate that schools could implement to holistically understand how these elements emerge
and exist within their local context. Thus, while results limit generalizability, they nonetheless
demonstrate how narrative theory and method can be applied to complement current, typical
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methods of student SEL and climate and shift the study of concepts from separate and distinct to
a focus on their blended and mutual relationship.
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Chapter 7: Implications of Applying Sociocultural Narrative Theory and Method in a
Mixed Methods Study of SEL and Climate
Educational institutions in the United States have become increasingly aware of
humanistic responsibility as they impart knowledge and skills deemed important and as they
reproduce mainstream values. Attention to school climate and socioemotional factors has been
disciplinarily constructed, with related practices and assessments developed during the transition
to the 21st century. This study drew on research and practice with SEL and school climate in
ways that enhance their humanistic qualities, that is including personal narratives across samples
of diverse perspectives alongside institutional perspectives embedded in public-facing
documents and selected survey measures. After a brief summary of how I have accomplished
this in this study, I explain how the methods and findings of this study offer implications for
future research, practice, and policy. In doing so, I raise up the increasing call to decenter
practices that reproduce white-centered U.S. educational theory and measurement. I include
descriptions of how this study elevates participant voices as knowledge and applies sampling,
theory, and method to demonstrate the interdisciplinary relationship between SEL and climate,
while also providing insights and recommended adjustments for future research.
The results of this study demonstrate theoretical, methodological, and practical
implications to inform the field of developmental psychology research as well as school-based
practice. Theoretically, results of a cross-walk analysis between qualitative narrative and
quantitative survey data demonstrated the interrelated nature of SEL and climate constructs in a
school-based context; this was further reinforced by use of socioemotional- and climate-related
elements and values throughout narrative reflections and institutional documents.
Methodologically, the introduction of sociocultural narrative inquiry and the novel cross-walk
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analytic techniques offered a new method of examining SEL and climate, with narratives
privileging participant voice and experience. Practically, results of this study offer
recommendations for the working group professional development program as well as potential
implications for the field writ large.
SEL and Climate Constructs are Theoretically and Conceptually Integrated
Theoretically, this study exposes the integrated relationship between social-emotional
learning and school climate concepts. In examining narrative and survey measures both
independently and through an innovative cross-walk mixed methods analysis, all demonstrate a
blended emergence of SEL and climate in lived experience. Independently, results of both
narrative analyses showed how individuals use socioemotional- and climate-related aspects
flexibly in accounts of events. Character mapping analysis revealed how students and staff apply
socioemotional and spatiotemporal sensitivities across both best and worst experience narratives
to convey experiences. Values analysis showed that both narrator groups emphasized SEL- and
climate-related values across both narrative genres, highlighting how both constructs held
importance in staff and student daily life. Results of survey measures similarly aligned across
related measures, signifying interaction between these constructs viewed from different
perspectives that remains absent from interpretation of a single measure. In combining mixed
methods, the qualitative cross-walk analysis indicated that the SEL survey and NYCSS included
questions that revealed both SEL- and climate-related values, dispelling their traditional isolation
as separate constructs.
This implies a substantive shift in developmental theory. While previous studies
recognize some interaction between these constructs, few studies examine the ways in which
individuals enact socioemotional and climate constructs in context. This application of
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sociocultural narrative theory and method allows for an understanding of constructs in context,
recognizing that narratives represent ecologies of varied influences and present a cross-section of
socioemotional expression and climate settings within social and cultural influences (Daiute,
2014). Instead of seeking to isolate the independent influence of a single factor, this application
recognizes the complexity and confluence of factors in individual experience across diverse
contexts and relationships, demonstrating how socioemotional and climate constructs emerge
simultaneously in human development.
With calls for increased SEL instruction in school settings in the wake of the COVID-19
crisis, and with an elevated focus on improving “soft skills” in response to a changing workforce,
among other recent shifts, implications of this study elevate that it is imperative for schools to
simultaneously study school climate when investigating student social and emotional
competencies. Youth development does not occur in a vacuum – this fact is foundational to
developmental psychology. Yet in isolating SEL as a disciplinary distinct concept, the burden is
shifted to students to “improve” competency without regard for the environment in which they
are expected to improve within. This has further implications for issues of educational equity.
SEL is often heralded as a strategy to support lower income youth who face stressors that their
higher income peers do not. Incorporating aspects of context into this approach elevates the
external and systemic inequitable conditions that youth face and redistributes responsibility to
those in positions of power to create positive conditions for learning and youth development.
Furthermore, the introduction of sociocultural narrative theory – and subsequently, as a method
of studying this relationship – elevates youth and school-based staff voices, privileging
participant-generated data in understanding contextual experiences.
Methodologically Advancing Narrative Theory and Method
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From a methodological perspective, the introduction of narrative methods to elevate
diverse perspectives and add nuance to survey-based measures offers a tangible way of
operationalizing the relationship between SEL and climate constructs in school settings, as
experienced and perceived by those who participate in daily life within those settings. Narratives
offer a powerful means of uplifting perspectives of individuals often left out of the research
process, while also offering individuals an opportunity to reflect on and make meaning of their
experiences. This applies recommended best practices of culturally responsive scholars who have
noted the benefits of qualitative methods in centering participant-generated data as expert
knowledge. This represents a shift from applying race, gender, and other identity markers as
independent variables, by seeking to elicit holistic and intersectional lived experiences.
The particular approach of employing prompts within the best and worst narrative genre
allows for individuals to both conform to and diverge from cultural and social norms within the
context of their schools; results accordingly demonstrated both alignment with and deviance
from values expressed by the institution in public-facing documents. Elevating participant
perspectives offers a notable shift away from power dynamics implicit in survey measures,
which are designed by researchers and other institutional actors, often from a white-centered
perspective. While narrative prompts are researcher-driven, the open-ended nature of questions
and responses prioritizes diverse participant experiences as critical and informative data.
The quantitative and qualitative cross-walk analyses offered another methodological
advancement that can be applied to diverse contexts. Connecting narrative data to aggregate
quantitative results allowed for a quantifiable comparison of areas of relevance. Conducting a
values analysis of survey questions offered a novel way of viewing survey measures as
discursive documents, further delving into higher-level institutional priorities at a district and
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corporate level within the context of an activity-meaning system. Analysis of power hierarchies
implicit in values expressed allows for a more comprehensive understanding of the ways in
which SEL and climate constructs emerge and transpire within school contexts.
In terms of implications for the field, these novel methodological advancements offer a
replicable means of examining how SEL and climate emerge in tandem. Both researchers and
practitioners can apply this approach to examine emergence at all levels of the activity-meaning
system. Theoretical implications of this study require consideration of the interrelationship
between SEL and climate constructs in future research, and this mixed methods analysis offers a
comprehensive way of understanding the manifestation of these constructs in lived experience as
told by participants themselves. Furthermore, this methodology can be applied in a wide variety
of settings extending beyond the study of SEL and climate constructs. Surveys have become a
common and frequent method of data collection to understand participant experience in limitless
contexts. Investigating surveys as discourse reveals the values implicit in these informationgathering techniques developed by those in positions of power, which could similarly be of
interest in numerous areas of study, such as public health, political science, and other social
science fields. Although education designers must agree to some extent that SEL and climate
constructs are important and must agree on how to allow for open definitions and practices for
them, the sampling of diverse perspectives of experiences of SEL and climate offers a first step
in exposing power dynamics inherent in educational research and evaluation. Potential future
directions of applying this methodology can include inviting youth and staff participation in
development of prompts and analysis and interpretation of results.
Practical Applications of a Novel Mixed Methods Design and Analysis Strategy
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Beyond theoretical and methodological advancements, this study offers major practical
applications to policy and school-based programmatic efforts, highlighting the dangers of a
single, narrow source of information in informing large-scale school improvement. The mixed
methods analysis employed in this study can be replicated across school-based and network-level
contexts. Narrative methodology holds powerful capacity to contextualize survey assessment
results, and likely is not limited to the two surveys examined within this local context. This
method can be extended to a variety of uses, adapting prompts and sampling procedures to best
fit the goals of localized research in these school-based settings. Additionally, the results of this
study offer implications for next steps within the SEL working group. The applied nature of this
study allows for immediate use of results within the context of the working group.
Recommendations include adding scales to the SEL survey to further assess social and emotional
experiences in ways that prioritize student values; refining language to be more precise in how
skills and competencies are discussed (e.g., specifying “interest in school” as opposed to “selfawareness”); and considering distribution of values between student and staff narratives,
including collecting a larger sample to test whether responses represent shared priorities across
school populations. Furthermore, inviting youth to review and interpret results would extend
relevance of the findings and potentially expand recommendations for implementation of new
practices, in addition to the current working group practice of inviting staff participants to review
and comment on results.
In terms of education policy, on the whole, these results validate the working group’s
approach of sampling multiple types of data and determining interventions through a combined
top-down, bottom-up approach. The working group recognized the danger of a single source of
data from the very beginning and sought to gather diverse perspectives, privileging staff and
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student knowledge and experience as accurate and important data. When considering large-scale
policies to implement SEL interventions, particularly in a post-pandemic context, it is critically
important for measurement to examine qualitative participant-generated data to complement and
add nuance to survey measures. Additionally, the working group model demonstrated the ways
in which a top-down facilitation with bottom-up evaluation and decision-making can determine
the best-fit approach to addressing such complex concepts. As opposed to large-scale, top-down
mandates, results of this study imply that localized interventions are likely best positioned for
success. This is reinforced by differences in student and staff values compared to institutional
discourses such as mission statements and citywide survey measures. This study further linked
various stakeholders in terms of priorities and sense-making, rather than only or primarily in
terms of ‘effectiveness’ of an intervention.
Recommendations for Future Research and Practice
Based on the findings of this study, future research should apply this novel mixed
methods approach to additional contexts to further explore how power dynamics manifest in
predetermined measures, and how cross-walking mixed methods elevates lived experiences of
participants as data to inform decision-making. This practice exposes often unexamined
assumptions about methodology, the role of participants, and the typically binary presentation of
qualitative versus quantitative measures. Applying this to future contexts will allow for a critical
approach to typically white-centered survey measures that are often normed and validated on
majority white populations.
When considering school-level continuous improvement efforts, before engaging in
practice, school leaders should intentionally sample relevant experiences of staff and students.
Student voices are most often left out of both research and reform efforts. Though surveys offer a
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convenient method of sampling large numbers, it is critical to add student-generated data to truly
understand lived experience. This study demonstrated how researcher-generated survey measures
represent institutional-level expressions, leaving out critical perspectives of both students and
staff, but particularly students. Allowing for student voice to be represented shifts the power
dynamic away from a top-down, hierarchical, often white-centered view, and instead values the
information generated from students as experts on their own experiences.
Policymakers should similarly seek to engage participant voice through expressive genres
when considering decisions around policy changes and should incentivize intentional
incorporation of student voice through narrative genres in school-level practices. Policy
requirements often drive areas of focus for school communities; if policies prioritize gathering
diverse perspectives, schools will adjust accordingly. Furthermore, policymakers should
recognize the interrelationship between SEL and climate constructs and similarly incentivize a
combined approach in their requirements of schools. Particularly in the wake of COVID-19
recovery efforts, SEL has rapidly increased as an area of focus; though often coming from a
place of positive intentions, policies should require an intentional and thorough understanding of
school climates and environments from combined qualitative and quantitative reports to best
support student success.
The working group successfully applied student- and staff-generated data alongside
quantitative measures of SEL and climate constructs; this was a critical first step for the nascent
professional development mediating group. Their intentionality around understanding diverse
perspectives through a culturally responsive, loving approach allowed for a transparent review of
school practice at each individual community. Now, as they move forward, results of this study
indicate that sampling staff and student voices should become a regular practice to check on
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assumptions or goals in institutional documents and assessment metrics. In this way, this study
has numerous applications in future research and practice to inform school improvement efforts
and positive student development.
Concluding Thoughts
This study examines the integrated relationship between social-emotional learning and
school climate through a mixed methods research design, including the novel introduction of
sociocultural narrative theory and method to this research area. As an everyday cultural tool used
to both convey and enact meaning, narratives are an ideal medium for examining the blended
relationship between these two complex concepts, both of which have important implications for
student academic success and well-being. Narratives elevate student and staff knowledge while
revealing salient insights into differences in attention, particularly due to the activity-meaning
system research design, which samples diverse perspectives and considers narratives in the
context of a web of relationships and power dynamics. In this mixed methods design, I compared
values elicited from narratives of student and staff experience with institutional documents,
demonstrating ways in which the institutional stance both aligns to and is distanced from studentand staff-generated values. Patterns and trends between and among quantitative measures
demonstrate limited results, but paired with qualitative data using mixed methods, offer a more
contextualized understanding of student, staff, and institutional priorities. I conducted this study
within the context of the SEL working group, a professional development model meant to foster
school-level ownership of decision-making pertaining to SEL and school climate; thus, the
applied nature of this project allows for extrapolation to broader settings.
Furthermore, this study introduces a means of investigating the blended relationship
between SEL and climate through the novel introduction of sociocultural narrative theory and
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method. This has implications for both research and practice, with potential to alter the ways in
which these concepts are studied and measured. Particularly applied in other urban high school
settings, this mixed methods design has potential to mitigate bias, elevate student voice, and
study the enactment of these complex concepts in lived experience. Future studies can further
investigate this relationship, such as by examining directionality of influence.
Policy implications of this study have potential to transform professional development
models and the ways in which SEL and school climate are approached. The widely varying
results of quantitative measures validate the blended top-down, bottom-up approach employed
by the facilitators of the working group that allows for a tailored and targeted approach to
school-level intervention, accounting for the local context of the school community.
Furthermore, the intentionality of the working group in sampling various quantitative and
qualitative types of data offered a comprehensive understanding of individual context to
successfully identify and implement appropriate interventions.
Ultimately, this study has exposed the ways in which SEL and school climate are
inextricably linked and demonstrated how narrative methodology can be an effective means of
studying these interrelated concepts in the context of everyday experience. In the context of this
specific study, values that emerged from student and staff narratives can inform refinement of
institutional documents and initiatives that support these capacities at each school. Further, this
study provides insight into both the benefits and limitations of quantitative metrics in
understanding this relationship. Implications for the broader research and academic community
indicate a theoretical shift in disciplinary approaches to examining school climate and SEL
constructs, promoting that both should be studied in tandem to better understand the emergence
of this relationship in specific contexts. Overall, this study offers a novel mixed methods
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approach to study of the relationship between SEL and climate, prioritizing participant voice and
experience.
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Appendix A
Alignment of Major Values and Sub-Values with SEL and Climate Constructs
Table A1
Alignment of Major Values with Disciplinary Definitions of SEL and Climate
Major Value
SEL/Climate
(1) A positive, supportive, inclusive school environment is important
Climate
(2) Adherence to institutional rules is important
Climate
(3) Affective awareness and expression are important
SEL
(4) Feeling holistically supported and accepted is important
SEL
(5) Feeling successful is important
SEL
(6) Opportunities to play and have fun are important
Climate
(7) Relationships are important
SEL & Climate
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Table A2
List of Sub-values with Major Values and SEL and Climate Dimensions
Sub-Values
A positive and supportive school environment
and culture is important
Decreasing negativity, resolving conflicts,
ensuring positivity is important.
Full engagement, whole-class, support in
numbers is important.
Diversity and inclusion of multiple perspectives
are important.
Student behavior is important.
Academic standards and experiences are
important.
Adherence to rules and protocols is important.
Emotional expression, understanding, and
recognition are important.
Belonging, acceptance, and feeling both seen
and heard is important.
Feeling supported by others and providing
support is important.
Meeting holistic needs and acknowledging
humanity is important.
Making responsible decisions and thinking
critically about oneself and one’s role in society
is important.
Accomplishments and achievements are
important.
Feeling confident and having a growth mindset
are important.
Feeling in control (of one's workload, of the
classroom, etc.) is important.
Feeling prepared, smart, and knowledgeable is
important.
Feeling productive is important.
Feeling successful and feelings of self-efficacy
are important.
Hard work, persistence, and grit are important.
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Major
Value #

SEL & Climate Dimensions

1

Safety, relationships, physical
environment*

1

Relationships

1

Teaching and learning,
relationships

1

Relationships

2

Safety, relationships, physical
environment

2

Teaching and learning

2

Safety, physical environment
Self-awareness, selfmanagement
Self-awareness, relationship
skills
Social awareness, relationship
skills
Relationship skills,
responsible decision-making

3
4
4
4
4

Social awareness,
Responsible decision-making

5

Self-management, responsible
decision-making

5

Self-awareness

5

Self-management

5

Self-awareness

5

Self-management
Self-awareness, selfmanagement
Self-management

5
5

INTEGRATING SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING AND SCHOOL CLIMATE
Major
Value #
5

Sub-Values
Overcoming obstacles is important.
Having fun is important.

6

Opportunities to play, experience hands-on
learning, and learn outside of the classroom are
important.

6

SEL & Climate Dimensions
Self-management
Physical environment,
relationships
Physical environment,
teaching and learning

Social awareness, relationship
skills (climate & SEL)
Relationship skills (climate &
Positive relationships are important.
7
SEL)
Self-awareness, social
Respect is important.
7
awareness, relationship skills
(climate & SEL)
Note. Within the “external environment” dimension of the adopted school climate definition,
Communication is important.

7

physical school environment is specified (National School Climate Center, 2020b); thus,
physical environment is used here as a more specific reference point, as environments outside of
the school were rarely referenced in student narratives.
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Appendix B
Table B1
Total Responses to SEL Survey Per Administration, Per School
School
Blue
Gold
Gray
Green
Orange
Pink
Purple
Red
Silver
Yellow
Grand Total

Fall
2018
196
20
59
0
0
1
0
87
37
1
401

Spring
2019
188
12
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
209

Fall
2019
97
118
80
75
74
256
149
57
45
406
1357

Total
Responses
447
143
158
75
74
283
156
144
82
406
1968
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